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SHADED RELIEF IMAGES
FOR CARTOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS

It is tile task of the cart( .'apher to display spatially distributed data in the
most cost-effective and easily perceived manner available. Since the uses to which

the data will be applied are varied, tile optimum way of
i. INTRODUCTION displaying the data will also vary. This report examines

a variety of related means of displaying one type of data.
terrain elevation, for which versatile and efficient software has been produced at the
Automated Cartography Branch, U.S. Army Engineer Topograhic Laboratories (ETLt.

The problem of presenting terrain relief is not new. The history of cartography
has been a progression from crude symbols representing mountains, to hachures.

and then to the familiar contour lines as a means of portraying tile surface of the
earth.' With clear advantages owing to the presence of quantitative elevation infor-
mation and the ese of registration with non-hypsometric information, tile contour
map has become the standard cartographic product depicting terrain relief. Never-
theless, terrain form is often difficult to perceive quickly and accurately in a repre-
sentation limited to contours. Consequently, it is often desirable to supplement tile
contours with additional terrain representations.2 Additionally. contour maps arc
not ideal for all users of cartographic products. With the advent of high speed digital
computers and the creation of comprehensive digital terrain models, a variety of
inexpensive cartographic products can be created for special applications, such as
flight simulations or cut and fill studies.

The research described in this report approaches these problems from the
standpoint of the qualitative representation of terrain based on tile generation of
idealized images. Two major types of products are investigated: (I) tile analytic
creation of shaded relief overlays for contour maps, and ( 2) the production Of1 syn-
thetic photographs. Both products exploit the variation of brightness between different
areas of terrain owing to varying inclinations of the source of illumnnmd1ion. Since tile
resulting cartographic products are dependent oil very few variables, it should be
easy to train people to use efficiently the wealth of qualitative information present
in these products.

IA. Robinson, R. Sale, and J. Morrison. k'leenpilsoj'(arographi,. Ihmirth Fd.. Wiley. 1978, pp. 15-31.

2J.Deates. (art,. ,,raphi I)csig,, and t'roduction. Longman. 1973. p. 73.
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This report systematically examines the problems associated with tile creation
of shaded relief overlays, synthetic photographs, relief contours. and related products.
The theories of forming images by optical systems and of light scattering from solid
surfaces are examined first. Constraints on the implementation of the results of the
theory imposed by available equipment are discussed next. The algorithms developed
at ITL to produce shaded relief cartographic products are then described, with
emphasis on the versatility provided by the polynomial terrain data base that is used
as the basis of the ILTL software. Finally, the report examines the results of the
implementation of these algorithms on tile ITL-PDP-I 1/45.

'34

As outlined in the introduction of this report, the goal of the work described
herein is to develop algorithms to produce terrain representations with significant

qualitative informational content. As with most cartographic
Ii. THEORY products, these terrain representations are visual representations.

" which are used because it is easier to interpret spatial data pre-
sented in a visual form. These qualitative representations are more or less highly
specialized shaded relief images of the terrain. In this manner, information regarding
landform can be quickly retrieved from the image on the basis of the continuous
tone image and implicit lighting directions and surface characteristics.

In this section. tile physical processes that we seek to simulate are examined.
First, an analysis of the theoretical basis of the problem is essential. Although the
basic theory is not ne , a source that contains all aspects of the basic theory is needed.

At the outset, it is important to note the level at which we seek to understand
tile processes of image formation. We are interested only in the basic aspects of image
formation, such as can be treated by means of classical physical quantities and by
means of simple geometric optics. We are not interested in the more detailed under-
standing afforded by the use of electromagnetic theory, nor are we interested in tile
chemical details of image formation in real imaging systems such as the retina or
photographic filn. Thus, we will not consider diffraction and interference or quantum
effects. This hardly seems a restriction for our purposes, since these effects are only
important at a much smaller scale than we are concerned with.

.. • 4k. t



We will divide tile problem into conceptually and physically independant sub-
problems and will discuss briefly the solution of each. There are four intermediate
problems that must be solved if we are to simulate shaded relief images of the terrain.
These problems are

1. The description of the lighting source illuminating the terrain. t
2. The interaction of the incident light with the surface of the terrain.
3. The propagation of the light from the terrain to the particular

(idealized) imaging system.
4. The recording of the important properties of the reflected light in

some permanent image.

The first and third problems deal only wi the direction of the propagation of'
twe light consequently, we do not need to consider the intensity of the light rays
with which we are dealing.

The first problem is only implicitly dealt with in this section of the report,
since, as we shall see, it is sufficient to define the direction and intensity of the illu-
minating light locally; i.e. at each point of the surface which we are imaging. Through-
out much of this report, we shall assume a uniform direction and intensity of illunina-
tion across the entire area imaged.

The third problem is explicitly considered ii some detail, since it is important
to understand the various types of idealized images that we shall simulate. Two image
types will be examined, the orthonormal and perspective projections. The ortho-
normal projection must be understood if shaded relief overlays are to be produced.
for example, contour maps. Perspective projections are the mathematical idealization
of the familiar types of imaging. such as vision and photography. These two projection
types are sufficient to produce a variety of cartographic products. A third projection
type which is also of cartographic interest is the oblique projection. This type has
been discussed in a previous report. 3

In the two remaining problems, the interaction of light with the terrain surface
and with a recording medium, one must consider the intensity of light as well as the

3C. Taylor. I'aralhle M ]if' N'hots for m'ivual i1'rram Disp av, U.S. Army nincCr [opogriphic Laboratories. Vort
Belvoir, Vir'inia. I I1-oi 1;. Scptmcrnhr 1977. AI)-A15I 483. pp. 8-1 .
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direction in which tile light is propagating. We must therefore use some of the elements
of photometry, which has developed the concepts necessary to discuss these problems
nmathematically. Since the reader may not be familiar with the basic concepts of'
photometry, a brief discussion of the elementary photometric variables is included.
This will enable the two remaining problems to be examined.

The description of the second problem, the interaction of light with the surface
of the earth, takes the form of a light-scattering "law." Such a law is a mathematical
relationship between the brightness of the surface and a function of the relative posi-
tions o" the observer and the source of illumination. It is important to note that we
know o no law that accurately describes the interaction of light with all types of
terrain under all lighting conditions, nor do we want such law for our purposes. Any
such law would be very complex, since we would have to treat such variables as terrain
composition. More importantly, such a law would be extremely difficult to interpret.
Instead, we seek a light-scattering law that provides a good qualitative representation
of the form of the terrain. In this report, two such laws are described. The two were
selected for their simplicity of mathematical form, physical basis, and extensive em-
pirical justification. 4 Although this description of the interaction of light with the
terrain is not unique or in any sense the best, the two laws are representative and can
be quickly understood.

The last problem is that of recording in a permanent image the important
properties of the light reflected from terrain. The solution is a function relating the
brightness of a given surface point with the illumination of the corresponding point
of the image. For the case of the perspective projection, we derive an exact solution.
This solution simulates such photographic phenomena as vignetting. Such effects are
perceptually objectionable for our purposes since qualitative analysis of the image
becomes more complex. Thus. we shall simplify our formulas by using reasonable
approximations. The result will be readily amenable to algorithmic implementation
and will be suitable for the simulation of both perspective and orthonormal shaded
relief images.

Thus. in this section, the theoretical basis for the production of shaded relief
images of the terrain is developed. This problem is divided into four independent
subproblems, A theoretical solution is developed for each. Since the subproblems
are independent. this approach results in an algorithmic solution to the problem of
shaded relict images thai is readily amendable to computer implementation.

4 Ih1 1rn. Ihll Shalin, and ti, Reffkac'ance Map in ImaLo' Understandipt. t in N cedings. Id. by I. Ba iimann.

St it-n.c Apllict ns, In-, Report SAI-80--895, 1979, pp. 79-- 120.
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A. THE GEOMETRY OF IMAGE FORMATION. The first problem to be
addressed is that of the geometry of image formation for the imaging systems of
interest. This problem is treated first since it is the means of correlating points of the
terrain with points of the image. Its solution plays a central role in any algorithms
developed for shaded relief images. The process of image formation is, as noted before,
best treated in terms of geometric optics. In such an approach, the formulation of
the problems is in terms of projective geometry. Thus, the solutions derived below

.-~will be projection equations defining the geometry of image formation for the types
of images of interest.

"Two types of projections to generate images are considcrcd here: orthonormal
projections and perspective projections. These two projections were chosen as being
of primary cartographic interest at the present time. The orthonormal projection of
gray shade information may be used as a contour map overlay, enabling a quick
analysis of terrain form by aiding the task of interpreting contour lines. Perspective
projections of gray shade data will be valuable wherever a relistic portrayal of the
terrain, as seen from a given point, is called for.

I. Orthonormal Projections. An orthonormal projection may be defined
as the projection from an object onto a projection plane parallel to the base of the
object, using projectors that are uniformly perpendicular to the projection plane.
(sce figure 1). Thus, the projection equations will define a transformation from a
three-dimensional space to a two-dimensional plane. Accordingly, a three-dimensional
cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) can be introduced that will be used to define
the position of points of the object, and a two-dimensional (xi, y, ) cartesian co-
ordinate system can be used in the projection plane. For simplicity, let the x'. x

. and the y,. y axes be parallel. Then, the projection equations are simply

X,= X IY'=Y (2)

Note that the Z-coordinate (elevation) drops out of the projection equations. Equations
I ) and (2) apply only to maps created at a 1:1 scale. To allow for other map scales.

a parameter, ot, is introduced, such that for an a: I mal,

X' = I/a X 3
Y' I Ice Y (4)
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It should be noted that the earth's surface cannot be depicted in an
orthonormal projection where the projection plane is everywhere perpendicular to the
earth's surface, since a sphere is a nondevelopable surface. All standard topographic
maps are projections in which this problem is minimized. and it is assumed that the
data base for preparing orthonormal shaded relief projections has been transformed
in this manner.

2. Perspective Projection. A perspective projc,.i,oi is a projection of
an object onto an image plane, characterized by nonparallel proicctors that converge
to a point behind the image plane (see figure 2). We are concerned with the particular
case in which the image plane is parallel to the plane defined by the Z-and X-Axes
of some coordinate system associated with the object. This is not a limitation on the
generality of the transformation equations that will be derived. a suitable rotation
of the coordinate system of the object will enable any perspective view to be produced.

We begin our derivation of the projection equations by defining the
relevant parameters (see figures 2 through 6), assuming the usual right-handed
orthogonal (X, Y. Z) coordinate system associated with the object. The origin of this
coordinate system is at some point Q. At a point X = 0, Y = V, Z = 0, a projection
plane (PP) parallel to the XZ- Z plane of the coordinate system intersects the Y axis.
The point F, located a distance h above the origin of the coordinate system plays a
role analagous to that of the pinhole in a pinhole camera: all rays from the object will
be assumed to converge to it. Two vertical planes, P and S, are used: P is per-
pendicular to the projection plane pp, and S is located at an angles to it. Both planes
contain points Q and F. Finally, an image coordinate system (X', YI) is used in the
projection plane, PP. This coordinate system has its origin at the point Q' with
tile X' axis parallel to the X axis, and the Y' axis parallel to the Z axis. The
coordinates of Q1 in terms of the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system are

X (Q') =X (5)
Y (Q) = (6)
Z (Q1) = z (7)

Consider first the X coordinate of some point of the object, Q. with
coordinates (X Y, Z). This point will be contained in some vertical plane S, in-
clined at an angle 0 = tail (x/y) to the vertical plane P (see figure 5). The pro-
jection of this point is seen to be

X,= Q(x/y) -X (8)

14
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Now, determine tile Y' coordinate. Examine the vertical plane S. con-
taining the point Q being projected and the focal point F (see figure 6). Again,
simple geometry determines the transformed coordinate. As shown in figure 6. the

radial variable r =v(X 2 -+ Y) and the distance Q' = V/cosO. which is the distance
from the line F - Q along the plane S to the plane PP. as introducLd. The co-
ordinate Y' is thus

Y = (Z-h) V/r + h-/ Z 9

Equations 8 and 9 are the basic transformation equations. As with
the orthonormal projection, some scale factors may be desirable. Here, two such
scale factors will prove valuable: an image scaling factor 0, and a vertical exagger-
ation -y. F1quation 8 and 9 thus become

X = -X" + 3Q (x/y) (10)

Y' = Y," + 3( /cosO) (h - -yZ)/r (11)

where we let Y,) h - Z,).

E'quations 10 and I I are the defining equations for a perspective
projection. A generalization of these equations, incorporating a projection plane at
an oblique angle to the vertical axis of the object coordinate system, is possible.
Such a generalization is of little interest for most proposed applications, and, in any
case, can be easily accomplished by an appropriate rotation of the object coordinate
system.

PPP

FIGURE 6. The X Coordinate Determination in Perspective View.
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B. PHOTOMETRIC VARIABLES. IIn defining the t'undanental photometric
variable, the ones of greatest importance in the rest of the report are brightness,
illumination. and ImlinOLS intensity. Although the variables represent concepts that
are quite similar to the colloq uil meanings of the terms, a detailed understanding

of' the terijis is needed. In Jefinig the terms, it is assunmed that the concept of energy
transport by electroiiagnetic radiation 1, well understood. This concept, together
with elementary geometric considerations, will be used to define the needed variables.

It should be noted tihat the discussion of the elementary photometric concepts
is given to provide a background adeqJuate tor the analysis of' terrain brightness and
imiage illumfination. In this introduction. the concepts are developled in a logical and
conciset manner. but the approach is not intended to be detailed or exhaustive. The

reader interested in a more detailed treatment is referred to texts such as Walsh. 5

Photometry is the branch of optics concerned with the measurement of light.
Although it is not, strictly speaking, a part of geometric optics, inany practical appli-
cations are such that the geometric approximnation is reasonable. The present work
is such an application. Hence, we shall adopt the geometrical model of light by which

light is regarded as the flow of lunious energy along geometric rays. 6 This flow is
subject to the geometric law of conservation of energy, which requires that the energy
transmitted in unit time across a section of a bundle of rays is constant. This definition
will be used implicity. Consider the radiant energy emerging from a portion of some
surface, 1 . This surface may be fictitious, the surface of a self-radiating (primary)
, source, or it may be an illuminated surface of a solid (a secondary source).

The time-averaged transfer of energy by a ray of light is defined by a vector

C -X (12)

41r

5
J. \Wkalsh. Phr,tometrv. Third Id.. Dover. 1958.

6 M. iorn and I--. WoIf. Irinciples of Optics, I ,,urth I-d.. Ile;-gjiminon 'rc,,. 19710 pp. H 5-116.
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WhLre the (aussian notation has been used, C is the speed of light, E is tie electric
field vector, and IHI is the maAgetic vector of the electromagnetic wave. 7 It is suf-
ficient to note that the vector S, known as Povytings vector, defines the direction of
and represents the amount of energy that crosses a unit area perpendicular to the
direction in which the ray is traveling per unit time.

Therefore, S may be interpreted as the density and direction oi energy flow
in a beam of electromagnetic radiation. The quantity with which wc re primarily
concerned at this point is the total energy per second that crosses a gven surface.
This quantity is known as the flux of radiant energy (i.e., the total energy rer second)
crossing the surface. The flux is defined by

F =f ndA (13)

surface

where ni is the outward unit normal to the surface, dA is an infinitesimal area
element of the surface, and < S > is the time average of the Poyntings vector. 8

It will be recalled that the dot product of two vectors is

A -B =AIIBI coso (14)

where 0 is the angle between the two vectors. Thus, substituting equation (14)
in equation (13), we find that

F fis I t cosO dA (15)
sur face

or. since the normal vector was defined as the unit normal vector, IH 1, and

F : fIs I cosO dA (16)
surface

7 M. Born and I. Wolf. Principles of Optics, Fourth Id.. Pergamnmon Press. 1970, pp. 115-116.

8 R. Lonehurst. GeometricalandPhuysical Optics, Second id., Longmann, Green and Co., 1967. p. 434.
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The above discussion assumes that the light with which we are concerned is

traveling in a single, specific direction and that it has no divergence. However, this

is an ideal situation, which does not exist in physical reality. Instead, the light tra-
versing our surface will be composed of one or more rays of light occupying an in-
finitesimal solid angle. In general, for any direction defined by the polar angles (a, /3),
there will be defined some differential Poynting vector (differential because it oc-

cupies a differential solid angle). Thus, in general, we have the differential Povting
vector in any given direction (a, /3), defined by an arbitrary function B (, /3), such

that
d-S(c,3) B(a,/3) d2 (17)

where we assume that B (a, /3) has a unique, (time-averaged) value for all (a. /3).

To determine the flux of radiant energy across a differential element of our
,urtace. one must integrate over all possible infinitestimal cones of light. Thus, one
integrates with respect to the difterential Poynting vectors, or equivalently, with res-

pect to tile differential solid angle. For the differential flux across a differential surface
cliucn t with unit normal 'n,

dl:. f d• c,0 l d A
oa,/3

^f B (a, /3) cosO (a. /3) d2 dA 18
a./3

where the dependence of 0 on a and /3 has been explicity noted.

The deter. nination of the total flux of radiant energy across our surface requires
integration over the differential surface element. It should be obvious that our dif-

terential Poiting hnction S (o. /3) will also, in general, be a tunction of position.

Ihus. the total flux across some surface A with local coordinates (t. 1I). and polar
angles (./3) will be

F = f F ( .-q) dA

f f B (o./3:U.)(osO ( M./3:.,r d£2dA N)

22



Note the generalization that has been made. Since tile differential flux incident
on our surface will, in general, vary from point to point, so will tile defining. function
B. Similarly. since our surface may be curved, the value of the angle 0 between the
normal to the surface and some vector defined by the polar angles (a. 0) will also be
a function of position. This additional functional dependence has been made explicit
in ulations ( 20) and (21 ), with the two types of dependence differentiated K
semicolons.

Let us now interpret these matlhcmatical results in terMs of photometrically
defined variables. The only variable entering into the inatlicmat!,ta definition of the
flux that is arbitrary is B (a. 03). This variable is the photometric brightness.9 which
is the photometric quantity that will be of concern throughout the rest of this report.
It is analagous to the familiar concept of brightness, differing from it only in that
Il) tile efficiency of the human eye is a function of the intensity of the incident

light, and ( 2) the efficiency of the human eye is a function of the f(req uency of the
'I light.

Brightness is tile most important photometric variable for Otlr purposes, since
it is independent of distance. Qualitatively. this can be seen by considering a luminous
surface element dj at a distance 1-rL from the surface element of a photodetector.
da. We know from elementary physics that the flux upon tile detector area element
obeys the inverse square law. Noting that the solid angle subtended by the snrface
cleiient also obeys the inverse sq uare law and applying tile differential form of eqUa-

tion 119 I, one can see that brightness is independent of tile distance of tile observer:

B d :/(dA C osO g 12i 120)

I xplicity writing the inverse square dependence of dLF as

dFl: dF,, / 2 121)

and of iL12 is

d , = d ,, [-I 2  2

9R. I .nhurl. (,,omictrivlatl fbi h' ()fplic. S,-',.m I d.. I ,,,m *nn.* ;rccn , d ('.. 1967. p. 434.
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where We have assumed all other qIantities held con1stant, on1C Canl SubStitutC into
20) andt see that

B =dF,, /(dA cosO dQ2) (23)

thUs demonstrating tile truth of' our claim that brightness is independent of distance.

AfIter h avine" deli ned flulx and] photometric brighit ne,s, two other photoinetric
qunantities can be defined that will prove uISelul. Rewriting equation (20). we have
the Iasic: photomne tric equnation of

* IF = BdA cosO M~ (24

where the quantities are as defined above.

*Consider a small luminouLs surface elemen~t. dIA. as shown in figure 7. Tbis

11lumious surtAace does not necessarily radiate equally in all directions. To define the
* intensity ol' the clement's radiation in a given direction, we define Iwnitms htisitiV,

1. as thle ILIx emitted per Unit solid angle in a given direction .1 ( Mathematically.
this is Written as

(11 = (IF/dE2 =B cosO dIA (25)

Oichre! LII is the differential Ilum~inouIs intensity of' the surface element in a direction
inclined at an angle 0 to thle normal to the surface element.

Now consider another surface element, (IA. which is illuminated: i.e. there
is a non/er) tliX of radiation upon thle surface (See figure 8). ThenI tile inciden~t
f1 IUx per unit area upon thle surface element is defined as the illuminaliot of' the
Alment dA. TIrus, if' We consider the illuilination of' (lie surface element by a
'Ni: ce of, illumination positioned at an angle 0 to the normnal to the SUrlice vcment.
lmw differenitial Hil timinatiOn . dl, of' thle surfa ce element maN, be written as

dl* = dl:,/dA = 13 cosO LM~ (26)

Ile deSCLIhnit ionS coinl)liC e tile introduct ion to the basic photometric variables
an114 il wunlfice for thle succeedling discussions of' lighit scatterinrg by surfaces and of'

muI h lotoinetlrN

i . iwrit.md3 I \\I'l Pri-p(ipiI f )'( ' I mi~rth I kl.. PvrgammlI~otl Pr% 197(. 18I 2.
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C. LIGHT-SCATTERING. The description of the scattering of light by a
terrain sutface is a central component of the theory of shaded relief images. It was
shown previously that photometry provides the apl)ropriate language for this descrip-
tion. Within the context of this language. one variable, surface brightness, was shown
to embody all in formation of interest concerning light emerging from any surface.
The discussion of photometry, however, left "brigbtness" as an abstract and arbitrary
I'UnCtiol. Thus, tile iCaning of "brightness" must be defined as it relates to light-
scattering by surfaces. This is done by examining the two specific light-scattering
functio~ns selected for use in the FTL sof'tware.

The light-scattering function chosen is really tile heart of any synthetic image.
This formula determines how the terrain model is shaded. This shading of the terrain
model is. in turn, the principal guide to the form of the terrain available to a viewer
of a synthetic image. Such an observer will interpret the image on the basis of a num-

ber of poorly defined preconceptions based on years of visual experience. Thus. the
"-4 light-scattering function chosen will, in a poorly understood manne,-, define the ap-

parent reliet of any synthetic image generated.

Two criteria were used to select the two light-scattering functions used at LTL:

I. Simplicity ofmathenatical form.
2. Extensive empirical justification.

The first is essential if the chosen law is to be used in efficient software to generate
slhuided relief' images. The second requires an extensive collection of familiar physical
objects that are well described by the chosen functions. Any such formula should
therefore satisfy the preconceptions of all observer interpreting the resulting image.

From the criteria, a deficiency exists in understanding the scattering of light:
empirical results can rarely be expressed in terms of simple functions: however, the-
oretical formulate rarely provide a good description of' actual surfaces. The two light-
scattering functions chosen by LTL are complementary attempts to meet both
criteria. Thus. Lambert's law accurately describes the light-scattering behaviour of
many common surfaces, and it can be simply expressed, However, no entirely satis-
factory derivation of it has yet been found. The Lommel-Seeliger law. on the other
hand, was first derived from theoretical considerations. It is thus of simple mathe-
matical form, but it is not broadly applicable. -Enpirical justification of both laws

is presented below and discussion of the theory of each is included in appendix 1.
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fle discussion below presents both Lambert's law and the Loinmel-Seeliger
law as functions describing the brightness of a terrain surface element. These functions
depend on the relative orientation of the surface element to the source of illumination,
and in the case of the Lommel-Seeliger law, upon the inclination of tile surface to
the observer. To use this formulation, one needs only to calculate the flux on a photo-
sensitive surface. These results can then be qualitatively interpretee. emphasizing the
characteristic properties of each.

1. Lambert's Law. The first of the light-scattering functions chosen
for implementation in the ETL software was Lambert's law. Lambert's law describes
the interaction of light with a surface that, by definition, is perfectly diffuse. In
contrast with a perfectly reflecting surface, which is infinitely bright in the direction
of reflection and totally dark elsewhere, a perfectly diffuse surface is equally bright,
regardless of the direction from which it is viewed. However, this brightness is not
independent of the source of illumination. This follows from the requirement that
no more light can be reflected from a surface than is incident on it. Since the flux
on a surface element will decline as tile cosine of' the angle i between the direction
of propagation of the incident light and the normal to the surface. Lambert's law
may thus be written I 2

B = Bo cosi (27)

The B,, term is the maximum brightness of the surface and will depend upon the total
reflectivity of the terrain and upon the illumination of the surface.

'I

2 J. Walsh. Photometry, Third Ed., Dover, 1958, p. 137.
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Manv natural surfaces, which are of cartt,.raphic interest, obey Lambert's
law to a high degree of accuracy. Tile surface of any body composed of discrete
partiles that are translucent will obey Lambert's law to a good approximation., 3

Thus, the law, accurately describes the light-scattering properties of natural surfaces
such as snow, sand. pumice, hoarfrost, and some vegetation. Lambert's law also ac-
curatelv describes the diffusing properties of a surface that is rough or corrugated and
that is composed of discrete low-albedo particles, each of which scatters light equally
in all directions. 1 4 MoA rocks can be accurately modeled as such, and Lambert's law
is thus applicable to them. This extensive collection of natulial materials obeying
Lambert's law suggests that, in addition to serving as a theoretical photometric stan-
dard, the law may also serve as a natural standard for diffuse surfaces for most people.

The two models given above for surfaces obeying Lambert's law are
empirical in nature and cannot be justified in a rigorous theoretical manner. -1 This
is not a significant drawback for cartographic purposes. since Lambert's law is both
empirical in nature and a simple mathematical form. However, the lack of theoretical
justification does indicate a deficiency in the current understanding of the scattering
of light. Appendix I includes, in a discussion parallel to the derivation of the Lommel-
Seeliger law. a brief mathematical discussion of the first model of Lambert's law.
indicating the deficiency of this model.

Applying Lambert's law to calculations of flux is straightforward. but
illustrates several features of interest. The features can be demonstrated by examining
a simple device for measuring the liux from a surface. The device consists of a photo-
sensitive surface of area a, which through the use of apertures or some other system.
has a light acceptance cone subtending a solid angle of ico (see figure 9). This photo-
detector is situated a distance z above a surface obeying Lambert's law. and the
detector acceptance cone is inclined at an angle 0 to the normal to the surlace.
Consequently. the distance from the surface area within the detector acceptance
cone to the detector is r z sec 0. The surface element within the detector accCp-
tance cone is thus of area

dA = r 2 doJ/CosO 28

13 i.l pkc and Il Van Horn. .1. Geoph '. R(-'.. 681963), p. 4552.

141bid., p. 
4 5 5 3 .

, 1'. Bc ksinn. Sattrrm t4 I, Liih hiv R muyh SurJace in I'rourcss i Opic.s, V. VI. I d. 1\ . \\,Il. \orlh--
1 lMh ndtm . 19f,7. 5.1,
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From th, surface, the photodetector subtends a solid angle of

d2 = a/r 2  (29)

If one uses the basic photometric identity, equation (24), the flux upon the detector
is equal to the fraction of the light from each point of the surface that falls upon the
detector (d 2), times the effective area of tile surface element (dA cosO), times the
brightness of the surface:

F = B dA cosO d 2

= B o cosO (r 2 dw/ cosO) cosO (a/r 2)

B0 cosO dw (30)

Several implications of this equation should be noted. First, if one
assumes that the surface is uniform and of infinite extent, the flux upon the detector
is independent of the viewing angle 0. Second, if one makes the same assumptions,
the flux is independent of distance. The first of these is of greater general significance,
since for surface elements of apparent area dA = dAo/cos0. it is also true. As the
observer moves farther away, the flux will decline as I /r 2 , but the independence

of observation angle is still true. This property is discussed in the section on image
photometry.

The implications of this discussion for the generation of synthetic images
is clear. Slopes facing the source of illumination will be bright, slopes facing away
will be dark, and flat areas or slopes parallel to the source of illumination will be

neutral. The precise nature of the shading should resemble that of actual terrain.

2. The Lommel-Seeliger Law. The second light-scatteriog function
chosen for implementation in the FTL software was the Lommel-Seelige: law. The'-
oretical in origin. the function is based on a simplified model of a low-albedo scattering
body. A slightly more general treatment leads to a widely applicable light-scattering
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function, which, however, cannot be evaluated in closed form in terms of kn Nwn
functions. 1 6 The simpler form of tile Lomnmel-Seeliger law thus provides clear ad-
vantages for any simulation and, as discussed below, provides an approximate descrip-
tion of the light-scattering properties of a variety of natural surfaces. The principle
feature of the Lommel-Seeliger law that differentiates it from Lambert's law is the
dependence on viewing angle. This dependence is expressed in the Lommel-Seeliger
law: 1 7

B = Bo /(I + cosO /cosi )  3

where Bo , i, and 0 are as defined in the description of Lambert's law.

As noted, the Lommel-Seeliger law is derived from a simple model of
low albedo objects (see appendix I). The principle criticism that this model is open
to is that it neglects the porous structure of many such natural bodies.' 8 This neglect
means that the pronounced backscatter common to many real low-albedo scatterers

4 is not modeled by the Lommel-Seeliger law. It should be noted that the degree of this
backscatter is an independent parameter in the detailed model. Thus, the Lommel-
Seeliger law may be considered as the limit of a more general model as the porous
structure of that model is reduced to insignificance. An additional parameter in both
the simplified and general models should be noted: the scattering law of the individual
particles composing the body is also an integral part of the general law. This additional
term is relatively insignificant, however, since both models are rather insensitive to
the term's precise form, for moderate valves of the illumination and viewing angles.' 9

Empirical justification of the Lommel-Seeliger law is essential if the
second criteria for its selection is to be met. Just as the general model of low-albedo
scattering bodies includes a parameter governing the significance of the porous struc-
ture, physical scatterers seem to embody such a parameter. 20 Thus, the significance

1
6

B. Hapke. J. Geophys. Res., 68(1963), p. 4575.

1 7
1bid., p.4573.

181bid., p.4573.

191bid., p.4577.

20B. Iapke and it. Van Horn. J. Geophys. Res. 68(1963), p. 4552.
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of the backscatter is highly variable, ranging from a sharp peak for some vegetation,
ro(ks, and the moon to broad, nearly insignificant peaks for other materials. Since
in any application, the form of tile light-scattering law of the particles of which the
body is composed must be somewhat arbitrarily chosen, as does the structure para-
meter, there is at present no good empirical reason for not choosing the limiting
case of tile Loninel-Seeliger law. Since it is simple, tile Lonimel-Seeliger law was

choen for use at FTL, as well as for at least one previous study. 2 1

hFie application of the Lommel-Seeliger formula for terrain brightness
is quite similar to that for Lambert's law. If we model the same device introduced in
the discussion of Lambert's law, the determination of the total flux incident upon a
photodetector of area a is straightforward (see figure 9). Situated a distance r
from the surface, with a detector acceptance cone subtending a solid angle dw at
an angle 0 to the normal to the surface, the detector will accept light from a dif-
ferential area of dA = r 2 dw/ cosO. Since the detector subtends solid angle of
d2 = a/r 2 at the surface, the total flux on the detector is

F = B d cos0 dA (32)

B is a function of i and 0. as defined above. Hence,

B ,) cosO dA di
1 + CosO/cosi

B(, dco a (33)

1 + cosO/Cosi

This result is substantially different from the corresponding result for
Lambert's law. It is dependent on both the angle of illumination and the angle of
observation. The formula does meet the elementary esthetic criteria mentioned in
tie discussion of Lamber's law: slopes facing away from the source of illumination
are dark, and slopes facing tie source of illumination are bright. Tihe dependence on
0 is less intuitive, since the brightness of the terrain reaches a minimum for an ortho-
normal view, and a maximum for high (0 "900) values of 0. all else held constant.
This can be readily understood within the context of the model from which the
LomnIl-Secliger law is derived, and accurately describes the behavior of many physical
objects. Ihus, any discussion of the ease of interpretation of an image generated
using the Lommel-Seeliger law (or any other must be based on such images, and not
on the relative complexity of the light-scattering law.

21 R. Hatson, K. 1-dwards, and L. |-iason. J. Res. U.S. Geol. Sum'.. 3(1975), p. 401.
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D. IMAGE PHOTOMETRY. The remaining theoretical problem to be
addressed is that of recording, in a permanent image, the important properties of the
light reflected by the terrain. There are two aspects of this problem. First, what
quantity should be used to define the light reflected by the terrain? Second, what
quantity is a real recording medium, such as photographic film or the human eye,

sensitive to? The solution to the problem will be a mathematical formula relating
these two quantities for a particular imaging system.

We saw in our discussion of photometry that the brightness, B, of a surface
is a quantity that is independent of distance. All other basic photometric variables,
such as flux, luminous intensity, and illumination, can be expressed in terms of the
brightness and the variables that describe the geometry of a particular situation.
Further, light-scattering laws that define the interaction of the terrain surface with

the incident light may easily be cast in a form defining the brightness of the terrain.
Thus, the brightness will be used as the basic quantity defining the important pro-
perties of the interaction of light with the terrain surface.

The other basic quantity to which a recording medium is sensitive to can be
chosen from the photographic theory. The density of a photographic image is, in
general, a complicated function of the illumination as a function of time. 2 2 In normal
photochemical reactions at light levels, such as those which we seek to simulate, the
amount of product per unit area that is formed is directly proportional to the product
of the illumination of the area and the time of illumination. 2 3 By assuming a unit
time for all exposures, we may therefore use the illumination of a given point of an
image as the important property of the light incident on that point.

First, the problem for the case of perspective imaging systems, such as a camera,
will be discussed. The formula derived is more exact than is desirable for our purposes.
Consequently, several approximations will be introduced that are reasonable for the
cases of interest. The approximations will be used for both the perspective and ortho-
normal projections.

22j. Walsh. I'Iotemetrv, [hird I d., I)over, 1958, p. 
4 3 5

.

2 3 11. Banic. The J'hotoraphic Process in Photographv for the Scientist, Ed. by C'. I-ngel, Academic Press,

1968, p. 7.
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As before, the variables must be defined (see figure 10). An imaging system,
such as a camera, is composed of a lens of aperture a with a light-sensitive surface
parallel to the lens a distance r behind it. This system is imaging a luminous surface
dS located a distance r from the center of the lens, at an angle 0 to the central
axis of the optical system. The normal to the luminous surface 'a is oriented at an
angle p to the ray connecting dS to the center of the camera lens (assuming i
to be coplanar with r for simplicity).

The flux emitted by the luminous surface into a solid angle dw, oriented at
an angle 0 to the normal to the surface, is given by

dF = 3cos p dw dS (34)

Now, for the case of the camera-object system described above,

da cos0
dw - r2  (35)r2

and hence,

dF cosp dS dacos0 (36)r
2

Integrating over the area of the camera lens, we thus see that the total flux incident
upon the camera lens is given by

/3 cosW0 dS a cos0
F = (37)r

2

If we assume that all the light incident on the lens from the surface element
dS passing through the lens is concentrated upon the corresponding image elcmelit
dS! and that a factor of (I - -y) of the incident flux is scattered or absorbed during
passage through the lens, then the illumination of the image element is given by

dS dFdS' dS (I-Ti (38)
dS' d S
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The factor of dS/dS' must now be evaluated. Our surface element dS is
positioned such that the unit normal may be characterized by a polar angle a and
an azimuthal angle 9. Similarly the ray will be defined that connects the center of

tile camera lens to dS by a polar angle 6 and an azimuthal angle -y. First, determine
the angle 0 that the radial vector makes with the central axis of the optical system.
Since the radial vector is treated as a unit vector, the x-component of the vector is4i

r, = cosb cosy (39)

Noting the definition of 0, one can see that it is defined by

0 = cos - i (rx/r) = cos-I (cos6 cosy) (40)

Now, in an ideal imaging svstem, linear features of an object parallel to the
image plane are transformed onto linear features in the image plane by a factor of
proportionality known as the lateral magnification, M.24 Area elements are similarly
transformed by a factor of M2 . As defined, M = dSo/dS' is inversely proportional
to the radius r. Features oriented to dS 0 , as dS is in the figure, will be transformed
as their projection onto dS, which is equal to the dot product of the respective
normals. Thus

dS,, = ^ (dS,) " (dS) dS

= (-1,0. 0) (-cosc cosll, cosc sing3, sina)dS (41)

= cosa cos3 dS

ience.

dS/dS = dS/dS,) dS,,/dS

I I= (42)
cosa cosO M 2

r2  1

M2  cosa coso3

24( rainke. Ihvscal Optics in Ihotorahv. I ocal Press. 1966. p. 12.
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where M, is the magnification for some nominal distance r". Substituting (42)
into (39) and (40). One has the illumination on dS' as

r 2  a3 cosp cosOF = ) l- }dS
M 2 cosa cos3 r2

0 43

u 3 cosp cosO dS
M2 Cosa Cos3

Equation 46 is the rigorous formula for the perspective projection. Notc that

the illumination falls off rapidly as 0 increases. In fact, since the other variables are
not independent of 0, the actual dependence, holding all else constant, goes as
cos40. 2 5 This effect is known as vignetting and results in a bright central image, which
darkens rapidly towards. the edges. As such, the effect is undersirable. Hence. several
approximations shall be considered to eliminate this effect.

First, since

cos p = n r (44)

one may write

cosp = cosa cos3 cos-Y cos6

-cosa cos3 cos6 sinY (45)

-sina sin6

For small -y and 6, such as is the case near the center of the image, cos, - cos6 -
an siny -'sin6 0 0. Substituting for this case,

a 3 cosa cos3 cosO
E dS (I -- y) 4o)SCosa cos

0

25 R. Ion.,hursf. (;eontrical and Physical Optics. Second I d.. Longmann, (rcn and (o., 19 7. p. 4 1.7
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Since for small -y and 6, 0 is also small, we have

qaO dS
E 2  (47)

0

where we have let

=0 (48)

The result, which is a reasonable approximation fbr the central region of a per-
spective view, is independent of r and is independent of any of the defining angles.
Since the limiting case of the approximations used corresponds to the orthonormal
view, the result is also valid for the orthononnal projection of gray shade data. Thus,
for both projections of interest in this report, a formula now exists that relates the
brightness of a surface element to the illumination of the corresponding point of the
image. Since the illumination defines the density of an actual image, recording the
illumination as a function of position stores the important information of the image
needed for simulation.

'3
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In the previous section of this report, the theoretical basis was examined of the
creation of shaded relief images for cartographic applications. This theoretical basis

was divided into four independent components, each of
WI. ALGORITHMS which was examined in detail. Now, the task of assembling

the components of the theory within a unified algorithm
for the generation of shaded relief images, must be undertaken. The algorithms must
be understood before use of the software developed in undertaken, which is essential
before any major modifications of the software created are attempted.

First, some notes should be made regarding the nature of the model embodied
in thle algorithms described below. In nature, the process of' image formation may beA described as a continous process, at least at the level at which we seek to simulate it.
Every visible point on the object contributes light to a single point on the image plane.
Mathematically, this process could be defined by a function, a 1: 1 mapping of visible
points on thle object onto thle points of the image plane. The image function will be
determined by the geometry of the imaging system, the geometric model of light, and
the geometries of the object and image spaces. The continuous nature of the process

>4 is clearly defined. Although discontinuties may exist in the visible object space of the
perspective projection, as when a valley dips out of sight, every point contributing
to thle image has another such point infinitesimally far away from it. Correspondingly,
thle image plane is the basis for a continuous image. Thus, no inherently discrete
aspects to thle process of image form-ation exists.

This continuity is to be contrasted with thle inherently discrete nature of any
digital simulation. The image plane in such a simulation of the imaging process must
be modeled as anl array of discrete pixels, each of which canl assume one of a set of
discrete brightness levels. This discrete nature of the image space means that an in-
verse function mapping the image space into the object space is needed, at least
implicitly. Such a function cannot, in general, be analytically determined for the pers-
pective projection because of thle complicated nature of thle phenomena being mod-
eled. Thle inverse function must therefore be algorithmically determined by a series of
successive approximations for eachi pixel of thle image. Similar approximations must
be developed for eachi element for thle theory embodied in tile model.

The guiding principles in the development of thle algorithms for thle generation
of' shaded relief images must, for our purposes, be efficient and versatile when im-
plemented in thle form of computer software. Since eachi calculation involved in an
:1gorithin takes a finite amount of time, severe constraints are placed on the form of
any q~gorithm developed, and hence on thle nature of the approximate solutions used.
'Thus, these constraints help to determine the specific content of any algoithms
developed.
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The discussion of the algorithms embodying the various aspects of the theory
proceeds in a manner reflecting the role of each algorithm within the ITL software.
The structure of this software for perspective and orthonormnal images is quite similar.
As can be seen, there are four major computational components of the software,
each embodying a corresponding 0,eoretical component. Thus, there are four con-
ceptual divisions to the unified algorithms developed.

These parameters are determined once for each image, and they define the
particular characteristics of the shaded relief image to be generated. The following
four components must be sequentially done for each clement of the image:

!. Define global image parameters (observer position, imaging system
characteristics, vector of illumination).

2. Correlate image/object.

3. Determine local surface orientation.
4. Compute surface brightness/inmage density.

Since the coded digital image must be output in some graphic format, the fifth comi-
ponent is:

5. inage generation.

The discussion of the first point is essentially limited to a brief treatment of the
mathematical definition of the vectors Of illumination and observation. The vectors
are necessary, since together with the orientation of a local surface element, they
may be used to define the brightness of that surface element by means of Lambert's

law or the Lomnmel-Seeliger law. Thus, vectors define the manner in which the illumin-
ation of the terrain is simulated. knowledge of which is crucial to interprete accurately
the image produced. Other global variables that must be defined, such as the focal
length of a perspective imaging system, should require no detailed explanation.

Having specified the global variables defining the image to be produced, one
can generate a simulated image by performing a series of local calculations for each
element of the image. Once a given image element (pixel) is specified, some point
must be determined on the surface of the terrain whose projection lies within the

pixel. Since an analytic solution to this problem is not available for the perspective
case, an algorithm yielding an approximate solution is discussed. This algorithm ex-
ploits the projection of a radial elevation profile that lies on a %ertical line in the inage
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plane. By sampling the elevation profile corresponding to a given column of pixels,
a point onl the terrain with the required characteristics can be found by a process
of successive approximations. Elevation data points may be readily accessed as needed,
a minor problem when the polynomial data base is used. The situation is much simpler
in the case of the orthonormal projection, since projection equations (3) and (4)
may easily be inverted.

Having found a point on the surface of the terrain corresponding to a given
pixel, one may use the point as a representation sample of the pixel. After having found
a representation point, the orientation of the surface at the chosen point must be
determined. This orientation may be defined by the vector normal to the surface at the
point of interest. The determination of the normal is discussed for two types of terrain
elevation data bases, (I) uniformly gridded data, and (2) the polynomial terrain
data base. GriddLd data yields an approximate solution, and the polynomial terrain
data base yields an analytic solution.

All that remains at this point is to use a given light-scattering law and the re-
suits of the above calculations to determine the illumination of the pixel of interest.
Since most commercially available gray shade output devices require input data
specifying the density of a photographic image and not the illumination, this con-
version is discussed, as implemented in the ETL software.

Once the shaded relief image has been generated and coded in the form of image
density values, it must be output to some device capable of producing the graphic
product. Three such output devices are available at ETL: (I) an electron beam
recorder (EBR) for very high resolution, near-continuous tone images: (2) a line
printer for tile generation of proofing images, and (3) a Versatec plotter, which is
used to generag-c moderate in resolution halftone images. The requirements of each
device are discussed, and the specific algorithms developed to meet these requirements
are outlined.

At the end of this section, several algorithms are discussed that are devised to
meet specific cartographic problems. These algorithms enable a variable (i.e. non-
global) sun angle to be used to generate perspective or orthonormal images, the simu-
lation of atmospheric haze in perspective views, and tile orthonormal relief contour
iniages. The variable sun angle algorithm was introduced to accent terrain features that
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would otherwise wash out because of poor orientation relative to a given source of
illumination. This is accomplished by locally varying the azimuth of the source of
illumination around a principle source, a common cartographic technique. The result
is an enhanced representation of terrain form. 2 6 , 2 7 Atmospheric haze is simulated by
a simple model designed to provide additional distance clues to the viewer of a shaded
relief perspective image. Finally, a simple algorithm enabling the production of relief
contours is discussed. Based on a cartographic product first developed by Kitiro
Tanaka, 2 8 one can combine the resulting image of the quantitative information of

contours with a striking visual representation of terrain form. These special purpose
algorithms substantially enhance the versatility of the ETL software.

The implementation of the theoretical results of the last section are discussed
in a set of algorithms for the computer-generated shaded relief images. Corresponding
to each part of the theoretical solution to the problem of shaded relief images is an
algorithm embodying that solution, typically in an approximate manner. One section,
defining the parameters of the image to be produced, is executed once for any image;

the other component algorithms are executed sequentially for each image element.
Although these algorithms were developed with the intention of efficiently using
the polynomial terrain data base, they are generally applicable to any digital terrain
model. Thus, the algorithms serve as the basis for versatile and efficient software to
generate a variety ot shaded relief terrain images.

26P. Yocl. "Die richtung des licht bei analytischen," Kartographiche Nachricten Guetersloh 17(1967),

pp. 537-544.

27K. Brasel. "A Mottel tor Automatic Hill Shading," Am. Cart. 1(1974), pp. 15-27.

2 8 K. Tanaka. "The Orthorwraphic Reliet Method of Representing Topography on Maps," (cogr. Re '. 40(1950),

pp. 444-456.
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A. DEFINITION OF GLOBAL VARIABLES. Most calculations made in
generating a shaded relief image are local in nature. The calculations for a given pixel
are independent of the calculations for any other pixel and are independent of any
terrain except that which s projected into the pixel of interest. Certain parameters
are global in nature and mast be defined if the image generated is to appear coherent
to a viewer. These parameters govern those aspects of the image that are invariant
across it, and they define the characteristics of the imaging system, such as focal length
and field of view, the Iccation and direction of view of the imaging system, and the
position of the source of illumination.

In discussing the local algorithms below, each of these parameters is treated as
a constant, which it is for a given image. The mathematical details of each parameter
are introduced as it seems convenient, since any formal discussion at this point would
be largely unmotivated. None of the parameters are complicated so that at this point
no more is required than to call attention to the role they play in unifying the local
calculations.

B. VISIBILITY ALGORITHMS.
1. Assumption. As noted, the visibility problem is one of areas. Twits,

visibile areas of an object corresponding to the area of a given pixel are sought. The
solution to the visibility problem that is used at ETL is based on the observation
that any visible point with a projection lying within a given image pixel may be used
to approximate the characteristics of that pixel. In essence, this means that the plane
tangent to the topographic surface at any such visible point may be used to model
the surface over the visible region of the object corresponding to the given pixel
(see appendix A). Although this may prove somewhat arbitrary, as when terrain dips
out of view and then reappears, any refinement of the assumption will require global
knowledge of the object. As a practical matter, for images of sufficiently high re-
solution, the assumption is quite reasonable.

2. Algorithmic Solutions. Having made the assumption, one reduces
the visibility problem to determining a point (X, Y) on the terrain surface z(x, y),
subject to the requirement that the projection of this point, (X', Y'), lies within an
image pixel defined by image coordinates (x ± A x, y ± A y). As noted in the intro-
duction, two cases are of interest, the perspective and orthonormal projections.
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a. Orthonormal Projection. The orthonormal projection of a
terrain surface z(x, y) is defined by the orthonormal projection euqations (3) and
(4). Since z is a function of (x, y) and since the projection equations are inde-
pendent of z, there is no visibility problem for the case of the orthonormal pro-

jection. One, and only one, point of the surface is projected onto a given point of the
image. Given the (X', Y' ) coordinates of a pixel of interest and the scale factor
defining the projection, by inverting the projection equations, a point on the surface
is defined that meets the acceptance criteria. This point is given by

X = a X, (49)

Y = c1 Y' (50)

Thus, for the case of the orthonormal projection of a terrain data
base, the problem of finding points on the surface that may be used to define an image
is relatively simple. Once such a point is found corresponding to a given image element,
processing proceeds as outlined below.

b. Perspective Projection. The perspective projection of a topo-
graphic surface z(x, y) is defined by the perspective projection equations (10) and
(II). These projection equations are not independent of z, and portions of the
terrain surface may be obscured by other areas of the surface. The first observation
precludes a simple analytic object/image correlation algorithm, such as is available with
tile orthonornal projection, since inversion of the perspective equations requires
knowledge of the surface z(x, y). The second observation indicates that not any point
with a projection lying within a given pixel is acceptable, for it may be obscured by
terrain in the foreground. Thus, in considering whether or not a given point is ac-
ceptable, some knowledge of the terrain between L and the observer is required.

Since an analytic solution to the visibility problem is not possible,
the ETL software addresses this problem algorithmically. This algorithm is an iterative
procedure for finding a visible point on the terrain surface with a projection lying
within specified bounds of a given point on the image. This is illustrated in figure II.
In this figure, any surface point within the hatched region is acceptable, in that

1. It will be visible.
2. Its projection lies within a tolerance A y of the prescribed

point YS.
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FIGURE 11. Acceptable Elements of a Raster Pixel (Any Point in Hatched Area).

This example will be used to examine the details of the algorithm used in the ETL
software. The algorithm is implemented in the FORTRAN subroutine GRNDPT,
to which the reader is referred (see appendix B). Note that the algorithm described
is not restricted to the perspective projection. All that is required for its use with
another projection is the substitution of the appropriate projection equation.

The analysis of the algorithm proceeds from the projection equa-
tions

X = Xo + 3V(X/y) (51)

Y = Y,, + 3(/cosO) (h - y Z) /r (52)
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where the variables are as defined before. Recalling that the visibility problem has
been simplified to one requiring only the determination of a visible point corres-
ponding to a given pixel, the visibility problem can be solved by sampling the terrain

along a radial. Since equation (10) can be rewritten as

X = -X 0 + OQcoto (53)

and since 0 is a constant for a radial elevation profile, the x coordinate will also

be constant for the projection of a radial profile. This will correspond to a column of

pixels for most raster display devices. Thus, a single radial profile of elevation data

may be used to determine the visible portions of the terrain for an entire column of
pixels. (see figure 3).

To illustrate the features of the algorithm, consider a general

example. The image to be generated is to be composed on m x (2n + I) pixels, where
m is the number of pixels per column and the columns of pixels are numbered from
-n to +n as illustrated in figure 12. A visible pixel that will be projected into the

jtI pixel (from the bottom of the image) of the kt column (-n < k < n) is sought.

The first task, which is not executed unless the column of pixels is being considered
for the first time, is the sampling of the terrain along a radial. This is accomplished
by filling some array, say Y, with p successive elevation data values, Y(RI, 0 K) ,

such that

Y(RI,OK) = Y(XIK•YIK) (54)

k=n

op

k=--n

FIGURE 12. Radial,: in tile Perspective inage.
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Where XIK RI COSOK (55)

YIK = R1 s '
0 K (56)

R, ( - l) AR (57)

0
K = tanI (KAY (58)

I < I < P (59)

Here. y/ is tile incremental distance between pixel centers, f is the focal length of
the imaging system. and r is the elevation sample interval Note that

AR = ,a\/(l- 1) (60)

where r,,d\ is the maximum radius of interest and AR should be chosen such that
the radial increment is less than one-half the wavelength of the highest frequency
terrain feature of significance in the data base. A radial profile such as this, serving
as a local terrain model, is illustrated in figure 13.

The visibility problem is solved implicity by processing from the
bottom of a given column of pixels upward and outward along the radial elevation
profile (see figure 13). [he first time that the projection of two consecutive elevation
data points bracket the center of a given pixel of interest, then terrain lying between
those two data points will be projected onto the pixel. This search procedure, isolating
a visible portion of the terrain bracketing the pixel of interest, is the first component
of the correlation algorithm. The second co;mponent is a recursive procedure for
isolating a point of the terrain just identified that will be projected with arbitrary
accuracy onto the center of the pixel of interest. This is done by

I. Approximating the terrain by a linear model.
2. Soling for tile point of the linear model that will be projected

onto the center of the pixel.
3. Accessing the actual elevation data value at the predicted point.
4. Checking the pro.iection of the actual point against the re-

quired tolerance and iterating the procedure again, if necessary.
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The first time that the correlation subroutine is called for a given
column I, the counter governing the progression through the elevation radial is set
to unity.

I

The elevation values of the first and second entries of the elevation profile are retained
in variables Z I and Z2, since they will be needed in the second component of the
correlation algorithm. The array positions are replaced with the image Y' coordinates
of their projections (actually. Y( I ) is replaced with a large negative number since the
actual projection is -100). This is illustrated by the following code:

ZI = Y(l)

Z2 = Y(2)

Y(1) = -100
Y(2) = PROJ(Y(2))

where PROJ(Y (2)) symbolizes the operation

PROJY (2)) = Yo + 0 ( '/cosOK) (h - yY(2))/r (61)

the test of the first component of the algorithm is next executed. If the center of the
current pixel of interest, YS j x y, is less than Y (2), then the correlation logic
described below is executed. If not. I is incremented. Z1 and Z2 are updated.
Y(I + I) is transformed, and the search procedure continues. If YS lies between

.4 Y (1) and Y (I + I ), then the search ends and the correlation logic described below
is executed. If the current points don't bracket YS, then I is incremented again.
unless the end of the elevation profile has been reached. In this case, d flag is set
specifying that the ret of the current column of pixels should be imaged as 'sky%
since no terrain within rm a will have a projection onto the current point or onto
any higher pixel in tile current column.

:4The qualitative description given above of the first component of

the correlation algorithm may be symbolically coded as follows:

10 I = I+ I
IF (I.NE.P) GO TO 70
NFLAG =

RE-TURN

70 Z1 = Z2
Z1 = Y(I + I
Y(I + I) = PROJ(Y(I + In

IIF(Y(I + I).(,t.YS.ANI).Y (I).LlIYS) Go to 20
(;o to 10
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Assume that the above code has been successfully executed and
that two points of a radial elevation profile have been found with projections brack-
eting the Y' value of the current pixel of interest. The remaining component of tile
algorithm needs to be executed, that is,to find the coordinates of a point along the

profile with a projection lying within the specified tolerance, TOL, of the pixel

center YS. The iterative procedure for this will now be examined.

The iterative procedure used to find a terrain point between the

known array positions Y(I) and Y(l + I) satisfying the tolerance criteria is based
on two observations:

1. The terrain between the Ith and the I + 1St elevation data

values ZI and Z2 will be monotone (increasing or decreasing)
if the resolution r is adequate.

2. An analytic solution to the problem of finding the point corre-
sponding to YS exists for the case that the terrain is linear.

In the first observation, it is implied that a series of linear approxi-
mations to the terrain between the two data points will converge to a solution. In

the second observation, a quick, analytic method is presented for predicting the

position of a data point that will map onto YS, based on the linear approximations.
By then accessing the predicted data points and evaluating the projection of the
actual point in terms of the tolerance criteria, an easily developed iterative procedure
will yield a suitable point.

The key to this portion of the algorithm is the ability to determine

a point on a linear surface, the perspective projection of which will fall onto a pre-
determined point on the image plane. The X' coordinate of the point has already been
determined from the radial profiles. Thus, the Y' coordinate is of concern. As above,
let the Y' coordinate of the screen point of interest take the value YS. If, as shown
in figure 14. it is known that two elevation points, ZU and ZL, are visible at dis-
tances from the observer of RL and RU. respectively, then the terrain between the
two points may he modeled by the linear function

Z(R) - ZU-ZL) (R-RL) + ZL (62)
RU - RL)
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~FIGURE 14. Concave Radial Profile.
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After substituting this into tile Y' equation of the perspective projection and solving
for the R such that the projection of Z(R) is equal to YS, it is seen that

-hf + (ZL) 0 - - [(ZU - ZL) O) (RL) /A]
R =  -- (63)[YS - Y cos - [(ZU - ZL) /A]

This predicted radius is then used to access the actual elevation at
that point. The elevation is then projected, and if within the tolerance criteria, is a
Suitable point. This logic ay be symbolically coded as

X1 = XO + R*COS(THETA)
Y! = YO + R*S-N(THETA)

C'ALL ALT(XI, YI, Z)
YTRY = PROJ(Z)

.4'L

YIR = YRRYSTIIA

IE(ABS(YFLRR).LIi.TFOL)) GO TO 30
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where ALF is a FORTRAN-callable subroutine that will return elevation values
(z) at specified points (x, y).

lwo cases exist if the projection of the predicted point is outside
of the tolerance hounds. These, corresponding to locally convex and concave terrain.

respectively. are illustrated in figures 14 and 15.

Consider the concave case first. In this case, YERR = YTRY - YS
is less than zero: the convex case corresponds to a positive value of YFRR.

IF(YtLRR.(;T.0) GO TO 40

This situation is illustrated in figure 14. It is clear that a new. more accur, te linear
approximation to the terrain may be achieved by substituting the value of 1 derived
from the first prediction for the value of ZL. and correspondingly replacing the
value of RL with the predicted radius.

/P =ZU - Z

/L I
RL R
)ILLA = RU - RL

(;) TO 50

ihe program wkill then predict a new radius, as outlined above,
,and in succcvsivw approxiniationu. w, ill approximate the desired point with an arbitrary
dc,-ree of accuracy.

lie :onvex case is similarly simple (see figure 15). In this case.
the upper point and radius are modified Ix tore proceeding to the next iteration of
the algorithm. In a manner similar to that of tile concave case, tie logic may be symn-
holi/ed by

ZP = Z -ZL

ZU = I
RU = R
I)1 LTA = RtL- RL

(A) [0 50
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FIGURE 15. Convex Radial Prufilk.
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i.1-1
Similar, successively more accurate approximations to the desired point will be made
until a satisfactory point is found, i.e. until the projection of a predicted point lies
within the tolerance interval of the point YS.

Once a satisfactory point is found, control returns to the main
routine. To reduce redundant operation of the correlation routine, NFLAG, tlhe
.sky' flag noted above) one can pass the pointers to position in the elevation array
and the last two elevation values to the main routine. Further, with the polynomial
terrain data base. the orientation of the terrain may be determined at the same lime
that the predicted points are tested against the tolerance criteria. Consequently. the
slope parameters described below are also passed to the main routine.

i
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C. SLOPE DETERMINATION. In this section, tile problem of determining
the parameters necessary to calculate thle brightness of the surface at an arbitrary
point oil that surface will be discussed. In particular, tile brightness of tile surface
at points as determined by the algorithms of the previous section will be calculated.
The actual calculation of the brightness of tile terrain at our point of interest will
not be discusNsed because it is conceptually and algorithmically better treated with
the calculation of pixel density in tile next section. From the previous algorithms,
at a given point, the brightness of terrain obeying Lambert's law is a function of the
cosine of the angle 0 between the normal to the surface and the vector defining the
incident radialion. Similarly. excrything being equal, tile brightness of terrain obeying
the Lonimel-Seeliger law is a function of cosl. and the cosine of the angle i between
the noral to the surtace and the vcctor from the point tnder consideration to the
ohsercr. 'hu,,. in this section tile algorithmic determination of tile normal to a surface
for both discrete and po, notnial terrain data bases will be discussed. In addition, the

calculation of the cosinC of the angle between this vector and some arbitrary vector
as defined by A polar angle a and an a/imuthal angle 0 will be presented.

1. Nomnal to a Surface. laving found a point on the surface of the
terrain with a corresponding projection within the pixel of interest on the image plane,
one's next task is to determine tile orientation of the surface at that point. Tile most
convenient way to define the orientation is by a unit vector that is normal to tile
surface at that point.

A two-dimensional surface can be defined by the equation

Z = Z(u. v) (64)

where u and v arc arbitrary curvilinear coordinates on the surface of the terrain.
The nornlal-to-a-surfacQ at a point is defined by tile cross product of any two district
vectors tangent to tile surface at that point. This is clear since tile vector defined by
tile cross product of two vectors is perpendicular to both of them. Two such vectors
are defined by the partial derivatives of tile function with respect to the two variables.
Thus, the normal vector (not a unit vector) is given by

r X (65)
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(eneralized curvilinear coordinates are of little intere.t because most
topographic data bases are defined by the usual orthogonal cartesian coordinate
system. tlowevcr, two algorithms are of interest at this point: ( I the generation
of normals from a discrete elevation data base, and (2) the generation of normals
directly from the coelficients of a polynomial terrailn data base. Algorithms of both

types were implemented in the I-'IL software.

a. Discrete Data Bases. First, consider ai elevation data base

composed of discrete elevation data points. No particular format will be assumed
for these data points (see Yoeli*). 'hus, the points may bc f'ot i at the intersection
of some orthogonal grid, maybe randomly distributed, or maybe composed of points
selected on tie basis of arbitrary criteria. Having dealt with the general case, one caan
simplify the results for the case of data points found at the nodes of a uniform ortho-
gonal grid.

Let IS consider three data points 0 (x, y. z). a (x. y, z). and
b (x, y, z.), surrounding the point P at which we seek to find the normal. These
three points define the local surface at this point. -Fhe boundaries of the surface can
be defined by two vectors a and b, respectively, correcting the points c a and b
to 0. Algebraically, these vectors are defined by

= a(x, y. - O(x.y.z) (66)

a a (a, - ON, .- 0. a, - (o7)

and

b b(x. y.,z) - O(x.y. -z)

b (b, - 0, b, - 0, , - 0,,

Since the vectors d and b define the local boundaries of the surface arounu P.
and are thus coplanar and hence tangent to the surface, then the (non-unii. normal
vector at P is given by i =  x b with components

nx = a b -- a, b, (70)

n:,. = a. b\ - ax b7 (71)

ii, = a\ by -a. b5  (72)

*See tootnote 26.
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The length of 1n - of n is given by ,/(n2 + n + n12 ), and hence, ^. the unit
normal vector is given by

n = n/ n (73)

If the data base is composed of elevation data points found at the
intersections of lines parallel to the X- and Y- axis and is uniformly spaced, then a
simplification in the formula is possible, resulting in reduced computation times. If a
lies on a vertical plane parallel to that defined by the Z- and X- axis and b lies
on a vertical plane parallel to the Z- and Y- axes, then - is given by (ak, o, a,
and b is given by (o, by. b,). Thus, the normal vector is given by

rnx =-a. by (74)

ly= -a. b, (75)

nz = ax b (76)

As a result, reductions will occur in the computations necessary to compute the cosine
of the angle between a normal vector and any other vector.

The above formulas are somewhat arbitrary, because the informa-
tion content of the data base is not used in an unbiased manner. Thus, if a pixel center

J.I is taken to coincide with a given point of a regular grid data base, the four nearest
points arc all equidistant and, hence, are of equal information content. The above
equations use only two of these four points and, hence, are biased (see figure 16).

The easiest way of removing this bias is by shifting the pixel center
to the center of one square of the grid of the data base and then using the mean of
the slopes determined along the sides of the square. Hence, the Z -components of

Cquations (66) and (67) may be re-defined as

a, = 1/2(Z, - Zi + Z 4 - Z 3 ) (77)

bz = 1/2 (Z3 - Z1 + Z4 - Z2 ) (78)

where the Zi are as defined in figure 17. These formulas have been implemented

in the !:IL software.
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I FIGURE 16. Biased Use of Elevation Data Points.

Z3 -Z4

ZI1 Z2

FIGURE 17. Unbiased Use of Ilevation Data.
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b. Polynomial Data Bases. The problem of analytically deter-
mining the normal to a topographic surface at a point will be discussed for a terrain
modeled by a polynomial data base of the type developed tor ETL.29

The elevations are defined as a function of position

4

Z(X, Y) = Zi(X, Y) Wj(X, Y) (79)

where the Zj(X, Y) are the four partially overlapping polynomial functions locally

defining the terrain around the point P(X, Y), and the Wi(X, Y) are the four corre-
sponding weight functions used to define the terrain in the overlap area.

The normal to the surface at the point P(X, Y) can be defined
in terms of the two partial derivations, aZ/3X and 3Z/3Y, as outlined above. From
straighttorward applications,

4

Z/ax = (aZi(X. Y)/ax Wj(X, Y) + 3W 1(X, Y)/X Zj(X, Y)) (80)
i= I

4

3Z/ay = j (azi(x Y)/aY W(X, Y) + awi(x Y)/aY Zj(X, Y)) (81)
i= I

fo use e(uations (80) and (81 ), one must have a vector representation in a form
analagous to the vectors defined for the discrete data base. The best concept of this
is to consider these tangent vectors as defining a plane tangent to the topographic
surface at the point of interest. If describes 3Z/aX and b describes aZ/3y,
then the vectors -a and b can be defined by

a I .1,0, aZ/ax) (82)

b = (0, 13Z/aY) 83)

29J. J..lcaitis anti J. Junkins. Wathematical Tedhuique' .or ,i tomated Cartographyv. IS..Army I nrincer Iop-
:-raphic I.ahoratrics. I ort Itcklir, Virtinia. I I L-('R--73-4. i chruary 1973. \)-758 300.
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remembering that a and b lie in vertical planes parallel to the X- and Y-axes, res-
pectively. The normal, n , is defined as above with

nx = -aZ/ax (84)

ny = _aZ/ay (85)

n.z =  ( 86)

n = n/1n1 = nk/-(n 2 + n12 + n1) (87)

2. Calculation Of Angles To A Nonnal. Next will be discussed the
problem of determining the angle i between -, the normal vector to our topographic
surface at a point P, and determining some vector S, with component Sx, SY.
and S,. We shall define S in terms of a polar angle p, and an azimuthal angle 0
(see figure 18). Then

Sx = sin 0 cosO (88)

Sy = sin~p sinO (89)

Sz = cos (90)

Note: As defined, S is a unit vector.

As noted above, our interest actually lies in the cosine of the angle between
these two vectors. If the scalar product of two vectors is defined, then

-• = LIS Ii 1 cosi = S. n, + Sy ny + S, nz  (91)

where i is the angle between the two vectors. If S is normalized, then, by equations
(58) to (60)

cosi = S-•A/(I I I A1 (12)

cosi = S,, (aY b, -a, bz) + Sa(a, b, - a, b,) I + S a b - a, bx)/

(a, bz -a. by) 2 +(a, b, -a x by) 2 +(a. by -ay b )2 (93)
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If, as outlined above, - and b fall into vertical planes parallel to the
X- and Y-axes, respectively, then this formula is

-S, a. by - SY a x b z + Sz a x b

cosi = "-a, by) 2 + (a, bz) 2 + (a, by) 2j (94)

where ay = 0 and bx  0 for this case.

Further, it the components of the normal vector are calculated from the polynomial
data base as in equations (84) and (85). then

-S, az/ax - S , aZ/ay + Sz

cosi = ,-.{(aZ/ax)2 + (aZ/ay)2 + j (95)

It will be recalled that the Lommel-Seeliger law uses the viewing angle n,. which is
the angle between the normal to the surface and the unit raj V to the observer, as
well as the angle of illumination i between the unit ray V to the sun S and the
normal to the surface. The general case follows equation (93) with the components
of V, replacing those of S. and F replaced i. Similar substitutions are held for
equations (94) and (95). For the orthonormal view, equations (94) and (95)
become =

Vz ax by

cosi = F(a2 b2 + a2 b2 + a2 b2y (96)y y z x y
and

Vz

cosi = f(aZ/ax) 2 + (aZ/ay) 2 + 1)- (97)

where Vz is the Z-component of the unit ray from the point of interest to the ob-
server.
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D. DENSITY COMPUTATIONS. The currnt problem is to calculate the
illumination of a pixel of the image plane, for either perspective or orthonormal
projection of terrain obeying either Lambert's or the Lommel-Seeliger brightness law,
for a given direction of illumination and a given observer location.

The position of a point on the terrain corresponding to the current pixel that

we are processing and the normal to the surface at that point have already been deter-
mined. First, computation of lighting and viewing vectors as used in the ETL software
will be defined. The vectors are then applied to the computation of the illumination
of our pixel. Next, the density concept used the concept of density to define the
properties of the pixel that was used to define the image produced on an output de-
vice will be introduced.

1. Definition and Calculation of Vectors of Observation and Illumination.
First, the vector of illumination that describes the position of the sun relative to the
terrain of interest will be defined. Algorithmically, the normal vector is needed in
terms of its X-, Y-. and Z-components, in the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system of the
object. An angular definition is sometimes easier to understand, specifying an altitude
o and an azimuth 0 for the sun. Fortunately, a simple transformation is possible
(see figure 19). The ETL data bases, as well as most others, can locally define the
Y-coordinate of the terrain as pointing due north and the X-coordinate as pointing
due east. Aeronautical convention fixes azimuth such that 0' is due north, or parallel
to the Y-axis, and 90' is due east, or parallel to the X-axis. Altitude is defined such
that 0' is parallel to the surface, and 90' points towards the zenith. Thus, if S re-
presents the vector pointing towards the sun, the transformation is

S, = cosw cos0' (98)

Sy = cosWp sinO' (99)

S7 = sin (100)

where we introduce the variable 0' = 900 - 0.

Next, consider the definition of the unit vector of observation, V.
pointing from the point of the surface that we are considering to the instrument of
observation. This vector is important only for the Lommel-Seeliger law; it does not
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FIGURE 19. Definition of Solar Vector.

have a role in the brightness of a surface as described by Lambert's law. Further. for
the case of an orthonormal image of terrain obeying the Lommel-Seeliger law. thisIIvector is always vertical, in accordance with the definition of' an orthonorinal imlage.

All that needs to be considered then is the calculation of V for a per-
spective view, and this need only be done when a Lommel-Seeliger image is to be
created. ('onsider a perspective image geometry as illustrated in figure 20. The focal
point P is defined at some distance Z,, above a point Q of the terrain. A vertical
plane corresponding to the i t " column of pixels is defined by requiring that it be a
vertical plane containing PQ and that it be positioned at an angle 0 to the northerly
vertical plane. From equation (58), 0 can be defined in terms of a principle viewing
direction Op specified by the user, and an angle 0 i relative to the principle direction.
(figure 20). Thus.

0 =0) +0 iO1

IAX

0 + tan] I A ) (102)
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FIGURE 20. Definition of V.

where A X is the incremental distance between columns of pixels on the image plane,
i defines the current column of interest, and f is the distance between P and the
in age plane along the principle viewing direction.

Assume that point T (r, 0, Z) of the terrain is found, corresponding to
the pixel of interest, where 0 is as above, r is the distance from 0 to the projection
of T onto the horizontal plane containing 0. and Z is the elevation of T above this
plane. Then the angle of altitude p is defined by

p = tail _ (103)r

lhu,. the conlpo',,'nts of the perspective viewing vector V for a given pixel of the
perspective projection as defined in terms of previously determined quantities is

V, = -cos sinO (104)

V, = -cos¢ cosO (105)

V, = sinP (l0o)

thus, thc paraictcrs 1euCSSarv to compte the inage illum ination for the cases that
Simc beiw o hnsiticred ha e be ii defined.
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2. Image Illumination Calculation. To calculate image illumination,
one Must use the light-scattering laws previously reviewed. In the ETL Software,
the user may specify that the brightness of the terrain is to be modeled by either
the Lomnel-Seeliger law, B = Eo bF(a)/l + cosO/cosi. or by Lambert's law.
B = L-o cosi, where the variables are defined in appendix A.

First, normalize Eo: it is not a user defined parameter. Second, assume
in the case of the Lommel-Seeliger law that bY (a) is constant for all a and that
this factor drops out. Thus, in essence thle light-scattering law is reduced to

B 1I + cosO/cosi] "  (107)

for the Lommel-Seeliger law and to

B cosi (108)

for Lambert's law.

As mentioned in section 11, D, the concern is with the illumination of
an image element in an optical system. not with the brightness of the illuminating
point as observed at the optical system. As approximated within the LTL Software,
the relationship is one of proportion.

<> E a B (109)

where < F > is the illumination of our pixel, and B is the brightness of some point
of the image found by the object-image correlation algorithm (see section II. X).
The calculation for B is dependent only on the relevant angles, which are found by
evaluating the slope at the object point by means of the appropriate algorithm (see
section III, B), the position of the observer (for the Lommel-Seeliger case) based
on eq4uations (104) to (106), and the position of the sun as defined by equations
(98) to (100). The angles are then used to determine the cosines of the relevant
angles by the appropriate formula of the sequence (91 ) to (97). The cosines are thell
used to determine the brightness by which the illumination of the pixel is approx-
imated (after nomnnalization).

However, the quantity that is to be - ed to define the image to be pro-
duced is not illumination, rather it is the density of the image. Before specif ing the
relationship, the mieanin-7 of density must be explained.
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Consider a piece of photographic film, with illumination Eo, normal to
the surface of the film. Let us assume that the film has been exposed and developed
and, hence, that some light will be absorbed. The change in illumination across an
infinitesimal layer of the fill will be b

dE = -bE dt (110)

where b is the fraction of the light absorbed in passing a unit thickness, E is the
illumination of the upper surface of the infinitesimal layer, and dt is the thickness
of the layer. Integrating, we find that the illumination of the far side will be

E = Eoe-bt (Ill)

wheie t is the thickness of the film. If the film is designed for viewing from the front,
then assuming that all light is reflected at the bottom of the film, it undergoes similar
absorbtion in the second pass through the film and obeys Lambert's law upon striking
the upper surface (as in a matte print). The brightness of the film will be given by

B Eoe 2 bt (112)

In any case, convention defines the image, not by the brightness or in-
tensity, but by the density. The density, D, is proportional to the exponent of equa-
tions (111) or (112). Consider (111) andlet

D' = In (E/Eo) = In (e-bt) -bt (113)

This is not the usual density, which is conventionally defined in terms of the log, 0
and must be positive. The relation is given by

D = Iog(Eo/F) = logl 0 e+bt - obt = a 2D' (114)

where a = I/In 1 0. The term Eo/E is known as the opacity.

Since the intensity Eo in the ETL algorithm is normalized, the density
D is defined as

D = log, 0 (1 /E) (115)

where E is calculated as outlined above. Output devices have between 12 and 256
different discrete density values available, with the values linearly positioned between
some minimum and maximum density values. Consequently, a density scaling factor
is used in the ETL algorithms to take advantage of the latitude in densities offered
by the output devices, storing each density value to an 8-bit byte.

Thus the analysis of the basic algorithms of the ETL shaded relief
software is completed.
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TABLE 1. Line Printer Density Table.
CHARACTERS DENSITY

Ist Printing 2nd Printing 3rd Printing

0.00

0.07

0.10

0.12

/ 0.15

V 0.19

# 0.22

U 0.30

A / 0.35

A V 0.40

A 0.46

A V 1 0.52

A U 4 0.60

A W 0.70
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F. SPECIAL PURPOSE ALGORITHMS. As noted in the introduction to
this section, a number of special-purpose algorithms devised to address specific carto-
graphic problems have been implemented in the ETL shaded relief software. The
algorithms enable the solar azimuth to be varied, thus enhancing the impression of
terrain relief and delineating the ridge lines. 3 3 Producing "relief contours" enables
atmospheric haze to be simulated, thus providing the option of simulating an addi-
tional qualitative distance cue in the perspective images.

1. Variable Sun Angle Algorithms. A problem occurs when a single
source of illumination is used to delineate similar terrain features in different orien-
tations. This is as much a problem for aerial photography as it is for artifically gener-
ated orthonormal or perspective images. First, the problem will be analyzed, then the
various alleviating procedures developed by cartographers in the past will be con-
sidered. Finally, the adaptations of procedures implemented in the ETL software,
will be examined.

The problems inherent in using a single source of illumination may be
seen in figure 21, which depicts an idealized ridge illuminated by side lighting. The
ridge slop facing the sun is illuminated, and the far slope is in shadow. The form of
the terrain is clear to an observer if he is aware of the direction of illumination. Now
consider a situation such as in figure 21(b), in which the illumination is parallel to
the ridge line. In such a case, both sides of the ridge are equally bright, and no infor-
ination as to the terrain form is available to the observer. It k clear that in an area with
varied topography and illuminated by a single source of light, the form of the terrain
is poorly delineated, with some features exaggerated and some washed out.

As noted in the introduction, the problems associated with depicting
terrain form are not new. For sometime, cartographers have been manually shading
contour maps to improve interpretation of the terrain features. A simple solution
might he in the careful choice of the direction of lighting, thus optimizing the de-
lineation of the terrain. However, a problem exists that prohibits such a solution.
This is the problem of interpretation, which requires a near-intuitive knowledge of

3 3
p. Ycli. "I)ie richtung des licht bei analytischen." Karrarophische .Vachricen (Guetersloh I 7(1967).

pp. 537-544.
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and by

(S' = -l,Sy = 0) for 1800 < Cn < 2250 (118)

(S' O = 0, Sy = 1) for 2250 < < 2700 (119)

for normals in the fourth quadrant.

For areas in between, one would like a smooth transition between the
two lighting vectors used in equations 116 - 119). This can be defined by the first
quadrant

(S, = -cos~n, Sy sinp ) 900 < pn <  1800 (120)

and for the second quadrant

(S, CoS n, Sy sin~n) 270' < K n < 3600 (121)

In practice, one would like more control over the variation in lighting
direction. The ETL software enables the user to input the angular variation ZO
desired. The above formulas are altered accordingly. Thus, instead of the orthongonal
lighting directions specified by equations (116 - 119),

[Sj = -cos(135 0 +0), SY = sin(135 0 +0) ] , 3250+0 < K n < 1450 (122)

S, = -cos(135 0 +0), SY = sin(135'-0)], 1450 < '0n < 1350-0 (123)

[S, = -cos(135 0 +0), SY = sin(135 0 +0)], 1350 +0 < 'Pn < 2250 (124)

and

S, = -cos(135'-0), Sy = sin(135 0 -0)], 2250 < 'n < 3250-0 (125)

Formulas (I 20 and 121) are unaltered, except that the ranges are modified in accor-
dance with equation (122 - 125).

Detennining the local illumination vector straight forward, and it cal-
culated immediately after the normals are determined, as outlined. The local illumin-
ation vector is then used to determine the illumination of the local surface area and
hence, the density of the image.
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2. Relief Contours. Several attempts have been Mia 0 to combine
directiy the quanItitative properties of contours with the qualitative advantages offered
by shaded relief images by creating an image of a contour terrace model. These at-
ternpts implicitly involve creatin2 a "layer-cake" model of the twrrain, with the
Clevation discon1tinuities correspwi,ling to contour lines. This model is then illumi-
natcd( and shadows are cast by thle tier struCture, which i, then photographed Inr
practice, actual models are rarely created. Instead. an ingen ous manual method de-
veloped b\ Kitiro Tanaka is used.' 5 Working from a contour n1ap. one ani trace
the contours away from the assumed source )f light, keepir theil nih , allel to the
light source. rhus, a variable width contour line results. For complete r,:prcserntation.
a gray background is used, and contours facing the liglrt are similarlv inked in white.
l')c result is a striking, if costly. representation of the terrain.

An alternative method of' creating a map with the visual nnpact similar

to tai.t of Tanaka's method can he created using the software developed at FTI.
[he method uses tie mar in ortlionormal shaded relief routine. SSL.PLP. but calcilat',s
slopes in a slightly different manner. Briefly, the relief cOntour option _f prigrari
SSlP!.' involves creating a squjare grid ofquantized elvation data. PIhequaitization
interval is a user input parameter ahid corresponds to the contour interval of the
irnage. 'Fle (fuantized elevation values are then used to calculate slope for eaLh pixel
center. The slopes art used to calculate image densities at each pixel position a, in the
usual method for creating a shaded relief overlay.

The calculatioii of the slopes is straightforward. Fach pixel haJs J un:1orm
si/C aid is assuLt.id to be square. Llevation data values are generaltc at lhe ground
locations corresponding to tie four corners of the pixel. Letting Z, e the Z-
value o)f tie Uipper left corner of the pixel. Zr be the elcvation valhc of tihe uppier

right corner, and Zi arid Zir be the correponding lower elcvation alucs, we have

,'\ / =I < (Z Zu I l - Z's /A X I12oI

A/Z A, Y = '(ZIul - Z1 + zr- Ztr O !

Schere A X A Y - ixel size.

K 11, 1? (-1pi i Lt 1 Sitt I ch, im 16, 1'r cw ' I I w Iopopt iw , M ap , ,,k Re '. 41 11 JSI),

nv 444--4'6
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I1
Since elevation values are quantized, unless a corresponding contour

, line passe. through a given pixel, all elevations for that pixel will thus be assigned the
neutral hatkground density corresponding to flat terrain. If a single contour line
passes 1hrough a pixel, then the mean plane fit to the four points corresponding to
the pixel can assume any of 24 different orientations. Since the resolution of the
image created is variable, more than one contour line may pass through a pixel. Thus
the nunber of orientations is correspondingly increased.

It should be noted that ca n point of a contour line will be assigned
to sor- pixel and that the width of the contour line cannot be less than the size of

the pixel. lo maximize contrast, the tTL software alters the vertical exaggeration
such that illumination of slopes facing the source of illumination is maximized. Since
contour lines parallel to the direction of illumination will be of low contrast relative
to the background, it is usually convenient to utilize the variable sun angle algorithm
described in this report.

3. Simulation of Atmospheric Haze. A simple model to simulate one
aspect of atmospheric haze has recently been proposed. 3 6 This model treats only the
attenuation properties of such haze, predicting for uniform haze an exponential
decay of the apparent luminous intensity of a surface element with increasing distance.
This is certainll one aspect of such haze, but only in the case of highly absorbent haze
(such as, perhaps, industrial smog) or when the haze is not actually imaged but shades

the ground as do clouds. The most important prediction of this model is that, for
thick haze, distant objects will appear very dark. This is not the case with most actual
haze. Consider a moderately thick ground fog. Distant "objects" in such a fog ap-
proach a uniform, non-zero brightness. To model more accurately the effects of such

haze. lL personnel have developed a new model of atmospheric haze.

3'W. IDungan, Jr. "A Terrain and (loud computCr inage Generating Model," Computer Graphicr, 13(1979),

N,. 2, p. 143.
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Careful consideration of the physics of light scattering results in a more
appropriate (though still approximate) model of haze. Consider a thin slice of the
atmosphere of thickness dr, measured along a radial to an observer. Fog or haze in
this atmospheric section can be modeled as a collection of small randomly distributed
particles with a cross section a, and brightness b, with a density of n such particles
per unit volume. The attenuation of a light beam traversing this section of the at-
mosphere along the radial to the observer will be

dE = -Enudr (128)

where E is the luminous intensity of the beam.

If the sun or other source of illumination shines upon the slice, then
there will be an additional term to the expression for the attenuation of a beam tra-
versing the ground haze. This term, expressing the fraction of the incident sunlight
that is scattered into the beam, will be proprotional to bEsno, where E, is the
luminous intensity of the source of illumination. Detailed analysis of the situation
requires that the scattering be calculated in terms of illumination of an imaging el-
emnent, considering the area of the light sensitive element, the size of the light accep-
tance cone of it, and the distance of a given scattering section of the atmosphere
from the element. However, the net result of these considerations is a constant factor.
It is thus convenient to lump this constant together with the brightness, b, in a new
constant, C.

The differential equation governing the propagation of light through a
ground fog, along a path roughly parallel to the surface of the earth is

dE = (-Eno + CEno)dr (129)

Integration yields the solution

F(r) = exp(-rna) ICES-fexp(rno) + KI (130)

where K is a constant of integration. Two boundary conditions must be satisfied by
this constant of integration if the result is to be physically meaningful. These boundary
conditions are

E. t-r , as no-0, where I, is the brightness of some
object in the distance: and

2. E(r-CE, as nao-Oq or as r-0oo.
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The first of these conditions corresponds to the physical situation of clean air, in
which distant objects should be unobscured. The second boundary condition requires
that the model of haze results in a uniform. finite brightness as the thickness of the
haze increases. Both of these boundary conditions are satisfied by choosing

K = Eo - CE, (131)

Thus, the model of haze implemented at I3TL takes the form

l(r) = CE, + (E,, - CE,)exp(-rno) (132)

By applying the Tyndall effect to this formula, the effect of atmospheric

haze on the appearance of distant objects can be simulated. The Tyndall effect notes
that very small objects, such as suspended dust, will scatter blue light much more
than they will red. Thus, red light wil pass through such a medium without appreciable
change in intensity, and most blue light will be scattered. In color-shaded relief dis-
plays, the bluish-purple cast of distant mountains may be simulated by generating
unattenuated shaded relief images for all colors, except blue or purple. In these image
components, the above model for haze will be used. The result should be a moderately
bright, relatively uniform, bluish tint of low contrast over distant objects.

From the above model of atmospheric haze, the effects of such haze
can be more accurately predicted than with previous models. Although only slightly
more complicated in form, this model should provide much more qualitative infor-
mation to the viewer of a shaded relief image. As such, the model should ease the

A problem of interpreting such images. In particular, the bluish-purple cast of distant
mountains can be accurately modeled, thus providing subtle distance clues otherwise

unavailable. This will enable the accurate generation of color-shaded relief images.

i
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The algorithms discussed in this report have been -ocd in two ORTRAN
rojtines. One svt of routines, named SSLIPLP. generates orthonornial shaded relicf

images: and the other, named Sll)PER. generates
IV. IMPLEMENTATION perspective shaded relief images. To test the algorithms

AND RESULTS and software that have been developed, the two

routines use an elevation/slope computation sub-
routine ,\I.S[P, that is "hardwired" to a plynornial terrain data base of Cache.
()kla. In this section, the results of these tests are discussed.

A. PERSPECTIVE SHADED RELIEF ALGORITHMS. In this section.
the results will be described of the implementation of the truc-perspecti,,e algorithms
in the shaded relief routines SHDPER. Running on a PDP-I 1/45 minicomputer.
one can create a shaded relief' perspective image SIIDPER in a multi-user environment
in approximately 5 milliseconds per pixel of clock time. The image is subject to
enormious variation, dependent on viewing parameters. machine utifztion, and control
paramcters. The user of the SIll)PER routines can

1. Specify viewer location.
2. Specify imaging geometry.
3. Specify image resolution.
4. Specify the terrain viewed.

.4 5. Specify a vertical exaggeration.
- 6. l)efine the position of the sun.

7. Enable local variation solar azimuth
within user specified boundaries.

8. (hoose between the Lommel-Seeliger law
and Lambert's law to define terrain brightness.

9. Define the density scaling.
10. Specify program control parameters affecting

processing efficiency.
1 1. Simulate the effects of atmospheric haze.

The program generates

1. Diagnostic output.
2. A I)SKTRN-callablc disk file of coded pixel densities.
3. low resolution line printer plots.
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Sample outputs delnonstrating these capabilities are shown in figures (I ttirough

(. 5. hcsc ijn]WC's arc each roniposed of 700.000 pixel 7(L, pixels by I1000
columns). [he disk tiles containing tile infage density data were processed using FIlL-
modified VI RSAI' ()[ Software. I o prevent the generation of' overly dark. e,-

theticall displcasiIL, halftonc inragCs. only ' of the available dcnsit, JatitLde of
the VERSAPOI_)T software has been Used. lhiS was done at the expcnse of ,oll

loss of tone Coiltitilit,.

lhc inagcs contained in appendix ( are larlely self-explanatory. The first
image may be considered standard. In succeeding images, the effect of varying a single

parameter at a time is demonstrated. lie effect of changing the observer's altitude.
the focal length of the imagery system, solar elevation, and solar azimuth are succes-
sive displived. Jhe effects of a very light ground haze are next portrayed. In figure
('I1. the ctlcts of degrading resolution and displayed. which is a 128 by 171) pixCl
imagc that has been magnified by bilinear interpolation. Figures Cl12 and C13 are
views of two different areas using the same image parameters that were used for the
first inage. IFigure ('14 is a view of the same area seen in the preceeding one. but
tlhiis image is degraded by a moderate haze. The final image, figure C 15. shows
the parameters of tihe first image, but with the local variation of solar azim uthi to
enhance terrain features. No perspective image was included that illustrated the Lom-
mel-Sceligcr law. No satisfactory parameters have been found for such an image.

No attempt was nade in coding to optimize the speed and efficiency of
StII)PIR. Tests on the lTIL PDP-1 1/45, using the parameters of figure CL in-
dicate that approximately 4.8 milliseconds of clock time are requ, ired to process
each pixel. This Value may be strongly inlluenced by the parameters governing image
generation. In particular, the dependence of execution time upon the sampling
density has been investigated for the first image. The relationship is roughly linear,
and, for a D (depth of view) of 7.4 map sheet inches (18.8 cm), the total execution
time for this image may be estimated by

T (clockminutes) = 40 + .031 NPTS (133)

where NPTS is the number of sample elevation data points generated along the radial
elevation profile. This formula should not be considered to be generally applicable,
and may not be valid for NPTS < 200.
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B. ORTHONORMAL SHADED RELIEF ALGORITHMS. In this section,
the implementation of tile orthonormal shaded relief in the program SSLPLP is
discussed. From these routines, an orthonormal shaded relief image is produced that
is defined by various input paramters from a polynomial terrain model. When the
routines are run on tile ETL PDIl-I 1/45 computer, one can produce an image in
,ipproximately 3.3 milliseconds per pixel. However, the image is subject to variations
As noted in the introduction to the SHI)PER routines.

The user of the SSLPLP routines can

I. Specify the area to imaged.
2. Specify the resolution of the image.
3. Specify the vertical scaling factor for

the terrain.
4. Specify the shading law to be used to

model the terrain.
5, Specify the position of the "sun".
6. Define a variation in solar position to

highlight terrain features.

From thme routines one can generaic

1. )iagnostic output.
2. A I)SKTRN - Callable disk file of

coded pixel densities.

3. Low resolution line printer plots.

For sample outputs demonstrating these capabilities, see figures CI0 through
C2 1. As with the perspective images, the examples were generated from disk files
containing coded image density data by the FTL-modified VERSAPLOT software.
The exception of figure C20 must be noted, since this image was generated by means
of a halftone alo)ritlhni developed by R. Rosenthal of ETL. 3 7

I S. .1 I ni :in r "ur p raphic Laboratorics, I ort Bclvoir. Virginia,
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The orthonormal images contained in figures ('1 0 through ('22 should be
easy to interpret. Figure C16, which might be considered a -s[andard." is an ortho-
normal View Of Much of the terrain seen in the first perspective image (the perspective
view is from the left of the orthonorrnal image, looking across the orthonormial view):
the image contours 600 by 900 pixels. The second orthonormnal image uses the
same variation of solar azim'uth used in the corresponding perspective view (fit'urc
CIS). Figure C18 is the same image, upon which contour lines generated by the
program SIMCON 3 9 have been overlaid by FTL-developed software. 3 9 Thle next
two imiages illustrate the relief contour option of' SSLPLP. with and without local

A variation of solar azimuth (figures C 19 and C20). These two figures display a portion
of the area of the previous orthonormal imiages. The fihnal orthonornial image illustrates
the use of the Lonimel-Seeliger law (figure C2 1 ). The image is dark and of very low
contrast.

*1 As with the perspective software, rio attempt was made in coding to optimize
the speed and efficiency of SSLPLP. From test runs, the execution time is approxi-
mately 3.3 milliseconds per pixel for images sonie 540,000 pixels. This time
shouldn't vary appreciably withI any variation of parameters. but no extensive tests

.4 of this have been made.*

hIle ali~rtois lc~-rr bcd in this re'port have been %u hsta ntiall) ii prved irnc e hle tirsi draft oft his report. A
imit'd ( RN I)III rouine has reduced ex~ecution t tries to an is etage o 41 pere'nt ofthe above ligures. A

SU r tht'r it ditica r i in. C\1, ploin the redundant processinig of pre'vrius apptoaclit'. has reduced exsecution ruie',
b11 a dditional I actor DI)1 2.5.

J,incaiii, . ohn'Jo and Conttorjnx Sriurjac' Su/letf to (Thrstraintes. t rriversttvof' Virginia, t .. Army,
I neginver I opireraphic Laboratories. I-Ol't hielvoir. Viretnia. I FL-CR-74-1l9. Januar> 197.S. AD-A01 0 406.
pp. f63-165.

3 9 R. Rosenthial. er ;uidc to .tiIR;/. t'.S. Aniv Iirgineer I opographic Laboratories., Iort Belvoir. Virginia,
to he puhililied.
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I'i problems associated with generating shaded relief imacs hiave I cci systeml-
tically investigated. Also, the theory of the f ormation of pray shade imiages by optical

systenis have been investigated, as has the tlieor of the

V. D)ISCUSSION scattering of tight by Solid Surfaces with mathematical
models having been successfully developed. lie theoretical.4 coii1clusions of, this investigation have been used to develop a series of algoritlhmis for

tno- efficient generation of a wide variety of' shaded relief images. Special algorithms
'4desined to address the specific cartographic problems of enhancing terrain features.

Modeling hiazc, and generating relief contours have also been developed. These al-
goritlis have been implemented in two sets of FORTRAN routinies: SIMPEl~lR.
to generate shaded perspective imiages: and SSLlPLl' to generate ortlionormnal shaded
rel1ief images and relief' contours. Thiese programs have beenI teStedI using a l)ol11 1 id I
terrain data base of' the (Cache, Okla. The imiages that have been generated demonstrate

~~the teasibility. economy, and promise that shadedL relief im ages hold tbr tiit nrc cart o-

graphic applicat ionls and for tailored spc.ific user riced (see tables 2 - l .

It s 1CoIULLIet thait I Ihis effort has result,,d in versailc and olc tif
Shaded relict software that Can1 now ctke 'IN the,

VI. CONCLUJSIONS basis for Ittut stuidies,, Into terrain data usecr Npcki it
ro.tluirenients and i-cds 2. Mo(re- kork is, needed

Tit i o imi areas. minpro% c.d p resentIation anld p rouIt s stud ,tI IIeS. 3. I1b iti irrooed
pircsk-ilt.till should include color (RI and ilckOrporate iiui-li\psi(mtetri tctrmin data.
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TABLE 2. SHI)PLR FTN

Function/Source Code Correlation

Description of Program Function Compilation Line Number

O(verhead I - 26

Interactive Parameter En try 21 - 4;

Iarameter (omputation 45 84

I oop Over Colnns of Image 85 - 153

Calculation of Radial Profile (CALL IIS) 8o - 9()

C(alculation of Densities of 'Current
('olumn of' Pixels I00 - 145

I)ktcrmination WALL GRNI)P . (ALL AIT)
)l1ject/hlnatc Point ('orrlclationiSlope 110 - 115

Density( Computation 116 - 145
Writc ,, I)ik I ik' 14o - 153

WritC to Inc I1irtcr (it appiopriatl) 154 - 162

()crhcati 163 - 17 "
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1 TABLE 3. ALSLP.FTN

Function/Source Code Correlation

Program Function Compilation Line Number

Overhead I - 13]Read Coefficients if first call 14 - 32

*1Retrieve needed coefficients 33 - 53

Calculate Z 54 - 67

Calculate aZfax, aziiay 68 - 76

Calculate Wi 77 - 83

Calculate aWil/x awilay 84 - 92

Calculate Z, aZ/ax, aZ/ay 92 - 98

Overhead 100 - IIl

TABLE 4. Outline of GRNDPT Source Code Function

F unc tion Compilation Line Numbers

Initilize Fla,-s. Overhead I - 13

YMl K YS MYl + I)'! 14 - 23

Calculate 1st iteration paramieters 24 - 40

Calculate projection of algorithmticaly
dectermnined point 41 - 44

Set paramecters for next iteration, ii needed 45 - 5

Return 621 - 63V
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TABLE 5. The Angular Width of the Image

as a Function of DIS

DIS (") Total Angular Width of Image

4. 1220

6. 1010

8. 84

10. 7 2

12. 62-

14. 550

16. 49 *

18. 440

20. 40"

24, 34'

30. 270

TABLE 6. SSLPLP.FTN

Function/Source Code Correlation

Description of Function Compilation Line Number

Overhead I - 25

Interactive Parameter Entry 2o - 55

Parameter Comp(utation 56 - 97

Loop Over Rows of Image 98 - 148

Calculation of Slopes for row (CALL SLPS) 101 - 110

Calculation of l)ensities: Lambert's Law 105 - 120

Calculation of Densities: Lomnmel-Seeliger Law 1 22 - 139

Write Densities to Disk File 144 - 147

Write to Line Printer (If appropriate)
(('ALL LP) 149 - 158

Overhead 159 - 169
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I. Theoretical Details. Lamibert's law is a scattering law that is an idcLali/itioni
of emipirical evidence. As noted ill this report, no good der ia t ioni of' Lainbert 's law

exists that is based Onl aSSUMptions about the mnicroscopic
APPLNI)IX A. structure of' materials obeying it. This appendix presents

a in i nadeq nate derivation of' Lam bert's law. 'h is derivatioii
has two coil) pollen ts. just as Lanibert 's law may be thought11 Mf as having tw W)COIlI-

polln its:

1.The brightness of' a surface obeying Lamubert 's law is indepcndent
of thle direction of' view.

2. The brightness Of' such a surface s5 proportional to the cosi lie of, the
angle be~tween thle vector of illumination and thle normal to Iii
surfa ce.

[lie first comlpolnent of' iam bert's, law acckiratcly describes thec functional
dvcndcnc of b rilglt ness of' Sc Itf-unl inOLJS OhjeCC tSa well as that (of some re Icc tin 'L
bodies. ( onsequen tlv, tilie deriva tion gl~ell telow first p)ost lates a model for thle
m1ic-roscopic structure of' a self-luminous medium. anid then shows that thie SurlacC
(of, a hod"lv describecd by thIiis model will lie of' constant brightness, regardless of thle
(lricnLiti(In of thle smracc to all obserer.

I lie derivation of tile second comiponlent of' Lanmbert's law is not satisfactor%
Ill esselice, this poirt ion OIf tlle dleriva tioll is anl attempt to justify thle third assu mption
gi'.cn below about sel f-lilinouis bodies for illuminated reflecting bodies. This attempt
is nomt successlol ill a rigoroIus miat hematical sense, but is included for comp Ileteness of'
this alppilldix. It mu1st be noted that this attempt is thle auithor's: better ''derivations'-

lo.a exist. but they are not known to thle author at the time of' writing.

First. tile variables involved] in the derivation will be dlefinedl. As canl be seen ill
fivure A I,. the sy stem modeled inight be used to mneasure thle brightness of' thle surface
S. Thiese iieaskiremlents would be based oin the determination of' the total flux (If'

radliant energy incident upon tile light-sensitive area. p, of a photodetector. This
detector has a light acceptance cone of width dw. the center of which is inclined at
anl angle 0 to thle normal to thie surface S. [he distance of' the detector from the

surface is R, measured along a ray within the detector acceptance cone, and thle
corresponding distance to some volume element dV is r, located a distance z
(r - R)cosO below thme surface.
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A derivation such as this must be motivatcd by empirical evidence. If self-
luminous bodies obey the first aspect of Lambert's law. then the body with surface
S will be first modeled as a homogeneous, self-luminous mncdium. These assumptions
can be easily modified to treat non-radiant bodies that are accurately modeled by
Lambert's law, as will be discussed. The medium presently being considered is char-
acterized by three features:

1 . Each infinitesimal volume element radiates e(lJially inl all directions.
2. A ray of light has a mean free path of length before being absorbed

or re-scattered, and thus lost to a given bearn.
3. All voIlume elements are equally Ilminous, With lumlin1osity per volume

4 It is a well known reSUlt of statistical mechanics that a beam of light char-
a,.teri/ed I)\ flux IF Will, ill Such a mlediuDE be attenuated by a factor of' dF in

rak ersiucI a diSta[iLe dx. such that

F( -I d X (134)

Ih us, .,1 ea of initial iotcnit',1', wil be, of intensity Fl x) after traversig a

I 1"l , eA~135)

'11 hider mm j kd u ine Cleinlen t a distancc / beneath the surface. A liht
i %imttcd troijifll,, element t w ards fihe detector will traverse at path of length

i- R1 wOe~) before einiergi g trom thle surface. Now. F,, = 1, d V' J12.
\0cr, t ise ,tk,1, is the luimmiosity per unit I~oluamne (IV is time differential vOliiiii
:k 1I' and1k (112 IS thle solid Anlgle' Subtended by lime detector at tilie %OIltiie elementM.

I Ich . the kitl k'ereiim ti ltl 11dent uponl the detector from this volume element

l I- I d%, d~z c' -- H 13o)
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To find the total flux of radiant energy up)on the detector, one Must inteurate
all thle voIle Celents Within the detector acceptance cone dW. Hence.

F (I IP R f/ l M (137)

4Now. (1 2 a/r, and (IV r2 dW dr. I ence.

fF (a02 )r 2 dW e R dr
r =

= f I~ adW e -R )/7 dr
r~ =

1 0 a dW 7 (138)

Thus, thle flux received by a detector is independent of the inclination of the detector
to the surface (i.e. independent of 0 ). if all else is hield constant. T he apparent
surface is a fu netion Of angle1

dA = R2 t1W ,cos 9  (1391

The solid 111,OC that the light subtendS is :ipjpro\iilatelN, constant:

d2-a r2  a R d(40)

[hlis is a xalid appri-iniatioii. it' R 7. since all lk-Iit emnerging from thle surface
ttectixelv emere-ed from a radu f 0 I R hsolows from the ex-

ponenitial dccax ot the eliler111gin flux 1c," thanl I of the emejnrginug lighit travers
a distance of, more than 107-r. H ax inp made this appioximation. one can keep) the
brightIness of the suirface constant:

1: 1 R2 ld\ coY)0 I cos) (0a R- 2 )

I-1 (ad (M

= T 1141)
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I brigh1tress of' a surface obeying lain bert's law is defined as being independient
of tie direction f'rom wich it is VIewed. %Allhih is the case of' the surface of' thle hod
Ji~t inoil led. ie first aspect om' Lam becrt 's la w has th us been derived 1'rorn in icro-
scopie considera tions f'or a sell flumninous hod y in at form relating thle briglitness,, of tli
sunti: oee the bod\ to the flu\ incident upon a photodetector.

10o ,i unplete a derivation ol' Lamnbert 's law, one must justify the third assum p-
tioin for reflecting bodies. This cart only be done by making an additional assumption
abortt the mnicroscopuic structure of' such bodies. In particular, reflecting t:,dies that
obey Lanibert's law are composed of" miscroscoj)ic particles. cach of' whicli is

1.Non-absorbing.

2. l~efuses light Uniformly in all directions.

It Must lie shown that these assumpIItionIs lead to thle f71ollon conIclusions:
Ili a semi-infinhite body which may be modeled by these assumptions. (I) the intensity
(f the lighit with the body is everywhere constant, and t 2) thle intensity of' thle Ilight
is proport ional to the cosine of' the angle incidence of' thle incom ing light.

First, examine a differential Nolume element dV ai depIth Z below thle sLtFir ie
(see figtrc A I ). lik showing that the net fILuX upIon this x olme element is indepIdenIIC1
Of' Z, one- aSSump1Ition) can he Justi fied. ( onsid-erations of' flux on t (which, since no
absorbition L. aSSUMtid .Must C(luial flux inl). will def'ine the value of' thle constant~.

Thie tLii\ upon01 thle voIlume1 elemtI1 Canl he definedL as an integral with two comn-
*portents, the fltux of' the incident light reaching volume element f'romn the suirfa(c.

and the tli\ seat tcred f'rom the rest of thle body. This incidenit light is aissured to he
If irttertIS11 I'_ above thle Surface anld incident at an angle to the normal to the siir-
,a c. lix an.asis siiiilar to that ablove. the fraction of' the incident light reaching dV

in II A2 e-zseci/T t4

\,Ohere it hia, been assuimned that thle volume element is spherical and has ai radius"
/1 16 V 4 7T 3 ,% ' . .\ IA 7 A2  01'O this, a 1'raetion A/3 T Will bie scattered. Hlns.

('do this, frdict on is
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The contribution from scattered light f'rom the test )I* the olvmust n 'A be conm-

SIhICreLd. Here tile difl'rential coiltri biution f'or a voluime elciurunt (IV' of' IluIOjnuu
miisity I" (assurmled constant, we mnust Find 1, in terms of' E, ind i) at d distalnCe

Iwill he

dl;, r (I~ V, (144)

where 7r A2,Jr r-cprescnits thle Solid angle subtended by dV at a.As asea [rae-
tioli Of Z'T o1' this fILuX will be scattered. FUhus.

Ill is must be in; cgrated over thle volume ot- thle b )dv. Sinkc Ii.. su riacc declimnates,
thle hod% the lim1its of integration are:

2 f 5 f 1- T fV
I 'I 2

+ - - i T \'I 1

li hre,. in r)hericaf poilar coordinlateS.

d r,=12 Ni11(0 tri L~ 4y

lhii first te:rm can be readikvi, itrated by standard tee? mill: I Ihe scondl
,II~ ke L,\:IIIjlat'2II mu clid lton: hence, atppr0\1111:mtioi01mus beC is(1rtiIl Ii 1 i

ti1 Iik '%;Iluwitck. I11i" alone pircludes tile smi.,X42Ss of t111CLucm su III t'
ifhSCmmIi 01? A k.l0isCd !0-011 I'll~ lm il )11 it eimliiumt he shoiv'I that1 III, result '.sil min~i

1('1111~tmn time ji ileeiilmICe Of F Strict hlits am 1K I' icedI Ill thme/
11~di of, both F~ad h iti- oinw tiahrilc te,,rm of F. lv.t I! cc ,irc o imd

p;icI K irek,mtmtlt mii the .1-iljt Iptloll, iscesr frtl %eri\:mtiIm oft thek
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2. Tile Lomnnel-Seeliger Law. The Lommel- elwger law is a scattering law

derived from realistic physical assumptions about the microscopic structure of a
scattering mediul. From this law, accurate predictions can be made about the light-

scattering behavior of many natural surfaces. In particular. a scattering surface is
assumed to be apparent and that it is actually the surface of a material body composed
of many small, uniform scattering bodies. It is also assumed that the interaction of

light with tile body is amenable to statistical analysis.

Tile present derivation of the Lommel-Seeliger law is an exension of the treat-
ment given by Hapke. 4 0 Since the derivation assumptions about tile nature of the
scattering body are. Explicit, tile approach is representative of a large class of similar

theoretical laws and is included as a detailed examination of one of these laws. As
noted in the beginning of this section, the Lommel-Seeliger law was selected for the

simplicity of its final nathamatical form and theoretical basis and for its ability to
predict accurately tile light-scattering properties of a variety of surfaces.

The following variables are used in the discussion that follows (see figure A I

Definition of Variables

n1 mean number of scattering objects per unit volume:
o average cross section of a scattering object:
Y = mean free path of a beam of light rays in the medium. We

shall assume that I I/no is always a good approximation.
b = total reflectivity of a scattering object. Hence, I - h ) is

equivalent to the fraction of light incident on a scattering
object which is absorbed.

i = the angle of the incident light with respect to the normal
to the apparent surlace:

a angle between the rays of incidence and reflection:
0 angle of the ray reflected towards the detector with the

normal to the apparent surface:
dZ = solid angle subtended by the detector at the surface:
a light-sensitive area of tile detector:
R = distance of the detector from tile apparent surface. measured

along the path of the reflected ray dL 2 a/R I:
dW solid angle of the acceptance cone of the detector:

= inc:.,lent intensity (flux of radiant energy per unit area
normal to the direction of incidence): and

1(a) = scattering law of an individual object. Of the light reflected,
!(a) is that fraction of the incident light from a unit

solid angle about the source reflected into tile u1 it solid
angle about the direction of' observation. 1(0 ') is normalized
so that f4  (a) d S = .

401. Hapke. ,1. G , tv.. Res. 680963). ).94575.
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Consider the fraction of radiation incident upon the apparent surface reaching
a volume element dV = r2 dW at some distance Z = (r - Ri cosO below the
apparent surface. If the radiation is incident at an angle i to the normal to the ap-
parent surface, then the distance traversed by the ray will be

Z' = Z/cosi = Z Seci (148)

The fractional change in the flux incident upon an infinitesimal volume element
of the scattering material of thickness dZ' (measured along the path of the incident

ray), owing to scattering or absorption within the differential volume element, will
be

dE = -E' no dZ' (149)

Hence,

F L(Z') = ,, -I az' (150l

and

, (Z) = Enz Scci = o e-(Z Seci)/r (151)

The light reaching the detector is the light within the detector acceptance
cone, dW. This light may be interpreted as being reflected from the apparent surface
area dA = R2 dW/cosO.

Consider the volume element dV a distance Z below the apparent surface.
As above. the light intensity at the dV will be

1 (Z) = e--z Seci)/r (152)

Now. determine the differential flux incident upon the detector owing to ;cattering
within this volume element. First, not all light incident upon the volume element will
be reflected. Instead, only the light incident Upon the surface area dS = no dV of
the scatterers within the volume will be available for reflection. Of this, only a fraction
b Aill be reflected. The detector is located at an angle a to the radiation incident
on the scatters; I (x) of the total reflected radiation will fall within a unit s.lid
angle around the detector. IHowever, the detector doesn't subtend a unit solid angle.
It subtends a fraction dt = a/r 2 of a unit solid angle. rhe product of these tactcrs
represents the flux incident upon the detector:
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dl -I air 2 ) (a) 11a c' ' JV1

As\mim that 11w l Iwit reflectedI toward, thC dJClCcATr Will hi. tUrtlier atcILiaCd
1wa tict otO e\I p Sect) ) -YI clr cincrgunn 11011 the apparcnt sin~a c e I
ItmuISt acalW .IIA [1110.1111 tile sc~otcring body. Ilicicc. tc !hi\ ()I radiant cncru\

rcilccted I roii the %oliiiic cL km 1CI I d V and cHIcicinII lowl tile suiLicc will he thL

1~ 0.1 CyllatuiI - 11 aIII Ile ncw ]ttCHUafIOlori udo. I !III,.

J! (ai, r, ) k no e-O S. 1 / NOO) T

noU. 1) ,o e\PI-(F-RI I I + ct)*oATI drd% 1 1541

Miehrc tic idClIti tics Z I~ r - R k~ LSO anld diV = r 2 dIW dr lids hccii ti*cd.

[Thu;. tilc totil 011L\ I radianit crrcrg I'ailing up)on the dcctawithiti HI1w
LI CICtccOr IkCCcptdII1c Ouc (W Will he tOLInd by integrating thc diicrcntiuil AI\ 1 Iroili
Cdch d\' r' d\ dr wiihin the acceptance curic d VV ice. b-' inc ticoer

f d

!I o a' 1) E (a(N

ii im.-iitlnild bdtor(' this, rdlior( IN iwt intecrested imti lc Iot;iI im,'idcij Ili:l\ iri

J')IMMAIIdI JI)llIcMlnlfS. suih Iis ph otomectry. but1 I,, itmcitcd inl tlik pIBotlicti,-
hriIiitss lcciIliiw III, lmi phoitomtiric idlcitit\ anid imtokiitc IreJclict law
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BI I WdA cos() dS)

I,Id A cosO (a1R 2

1. a (b EZw) dVW R 1
I + Co5U',Cosi a d A .os(/

I a b D Oa d,\ cosO R., I

I + CoO'cosi 1R, a d A cos()

I (a

1 +cost) 1cosi

"Ihi is tilhe lorn11 01' the IAonmil-Seelk-,cr scaltring Liw of' mint to Us.

3. Inu-e Fietnen Illtiminat ion - I.Cu' Wcp ICI thle pruhemi jkid rc\s,,d h\
this report: that is lte determiination ot' thme dentsities of, eaJch of a arra of- iilale

elemnellcl of l clearir dcWined oprtical \\ slhil for thme specilhite 1witini coliilit " of'

Hi first problem to he Considered is What each image element is toi,,[precit.

Ideally: ceach cleineiit will ieproduce the araeillumination of, that 11ma1-C elementC.
V \Iahtlicilnatieallv. this is a Continuous process. defined b)y tlite intte!ial ol file il1liiiniMIii

'It each p01 oin the imlage element, divided by the fiite area of fill, I, ctimet Ihu t s.
the iveragce illumination is given by

> Af

where A is tile areai of the imwICe element1. an1d (if is theC i11llminatijon of' klifiereilit,i
imleuieiit. w (IS'. ReCahlin,2equation (4 1 mid renienilemng. that there is i I I

inappint-! of' the ditferiential sirh.ice area of the object into fte colrespoiidint, vceineni;
dS'. one sees, thatf equation t43 ) can he writtenl as
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J a B cosO coso dS

4 jwhere S' is the corresponding area of the object.

It is this continuous integral that we must approximate by a discrete sum.
If we let Ei represent the illumination of the ith point of the image element under
consideration, then

<I-> El 5 (159)
n

If the ith point of the image elenlont is defined in terms of a local (x. y) coordinate
system by (Xi Yi), and the corresponding point of the objects surface by (77i, ti) in
terms of some (71, t) coordinate system on the surface of the object, then B = B3(7,t)
and particular points can be defined as Bi . Similarly, 0 and p can be labeled by
0i and soi . Then

Bi a cos pi cos0i

~ Mo2 cosa cosO
<I> (160)

For realistic imaging systems. one may assume that 0 will not vary appreciably over
the image element. A more dubious assumption, although well-justified for image
elements of sufficiently small areas, is that Bi and Pi will also vary by a negligible
amount over the area of interest. Thus, we have

a Bi cos~i cos0i (161)<EF> -(11
Mo 2 cosacose 3

for some typical Bi and corresponding 0; and pi within the area of interest. Ideally.
tids Ioint should he at or near the center of our image element, but in light of the
appronimnations introduced thus far. this is not essential.
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Finally, the approximation is introduced so that the field of view of the imaging
system is small, and that for all elements of the image. Oi XO. However. it is an ap-
proximation only for the perspective projection it is exact for the orthonormal projec-
tion. Having introduced this approximation and noting that

cos p cosa cosO3 (162)

one has the formula for the "average" illumination < Ej > of the jttl area element
of the image, which contains a typical point with a corresponding point on the surface
of the object characterized by a brightness BY

a Bj
<Ej> - a aB (163)

Mo 2

This approximation is introduced for two reasons. First, the number of cal-
culations will be significantly reduced that need to be made to determine the densities
of a synthetic gray shade perspective image. Second, the final perspective
should be composed of image elements with densities that are well defined functions
of the terrain and lighting and that are not dependent on the arbitrary viewing para-
meter. In essence, the approximations introduced remove the vignetting effects that
the rigorous equation accurately models. These effects would probably detract from
the qualitative appearance of the image.
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1. Sol'tware Guide. ['his appenCldix is a user's guide to thle I -AL shiaded
reliet- sol'tware dcveloped during" thle course of' the work described in this report.

Ihie ,otftware was developed in FORTRAN onl a I'l11- 11/45
AIP[NIX B. minicompu ter under av RSX-I 1/1) operat ing systemn. The

software is currently running onl the FIT I'! P-I 1 1145 Under
in RSX- II: opera ting systmn. F amiliarity with the body of' this report is desirable
1netore read inl this aplceihl . and 11;1ii tedI familialrity With FORTRAN and( the R SX-
1 I fN% operating s stem is assumited.

[His appendix present the inftormation necessary to Use thle three sets of' routinies
developed. First, the perspcttive shaded relict' routine SIIDPL 'R.l I K procedures
that are necessary to crvatk. the excuLtable file from thle FORTRAN Source files
will be examined, explain ilg tli C in 1)0t parameters, and detailing the Ifuriiial of' the
polynomial elevation data base, thle oltp)ut line p~rinter graphic. and the c;oded-density
disk tile. [he orthonorial shaded relief' routine. SSIL1P.TSK will he examined.
lFanaliv. the program PDSKTP1 will be reviewed. The programn reads the coded density
dataI f rom the disk file created by either SSLPLP or a SIMDPER and writes tile data
to a nine-track tape to generite high resoIlutionl images, ulsing either thle DICOM FD
or I BR _-rav shade recording devices available at LIL.

2. Perspective Routines. In this section. thle use of' thle true-perspective
saldreil routine1s SIVE1)LR will be described. Running onl a PDP--I 11/45 inim-

ni pu tcr. SIM lPER can created a shaded relief' perspective image in a inUlti-uiser
m\ rnnmimet in ai time onl the order of 5 imilliseconds per pixel real time. Tis figure is

'W Pject to enormous variation. dep~eilenl on viewing parameters, machine use. and
mit rol parameters. Thle user of' the SII DPIF R romutines can

I1- Specif'y viewer location.
2. Specify imaging geometry.
3. Specify image resolution.
4. Specif'y the terrain viewed.
5, Spcify\ a vertical c aggeration.
6. Dt line1 tile p)osit11 Onf thle Sun.
7. [ iable a variable sin position within user-

spec i tied bunndaries.
M. (hoose between thle Loimel -See] iger law and

Lammbert's law to define terrain brightness.
9. Wle the density Sealing.

10. Speciltv program eontIrol para me ters a fleeting
proec ;snmg lTicieticy -

11 . Simuilate thme effects of atmospheric liaie
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The program generates

i. Diagnostic output.
2. A DSKfRN-callable disk file of coded

pixel densities.
3. Low resolution line printer plots.

a. Building tile Task: SHDPER.TSK. In this section, the procedures
are examined for creating the file SHDPER.TSK to be executed on an RSX-1 1/M
operating system. The user should know how to create files of the source code, as
listed in appendix B, as well as the FORTRAN-callable I/0 routine DSKTRN.

(I ) FORTRAN Source Code File. In this section, the FORTRAN
source code files needed to create the task SHDPER. TSK are examined. First, the
algorithmic function of each of these files will be reviewed, and where appropriate,
sufficient information for specific minor modifications will be presented.

(a ) SHDPER.FTN. The program SHDPER.FTN is the main
routine of the shaded perspective routines. An understanding of the basic structure
of the program can he qui,'ky gained by examining the listing and comparing it with
the functional outline of the FORTRAN code presented in table 2.

There are two modifications of the file that the users might wish
to make: (0) 0 alter the size of the maximum image that can be produced, and
(2) to change tile disk file created to another device.

To make the first modification, let M represent the desired max-
irnuiil number of pixels per column of the image, and let N represent the maximum
number of columns of pixels in the image. Thus, M' and N' are the corresponding
least multiple of 256 greater than or equal to M/2 and N, respectively. Hence.
the byte anag SHADE should be re-deminsioned

LOGICAL*] SHADE (M)

and the two calls to DSKFIL should be altered as

100 CALL I)SKFIL (2, -1,' DB:, LPPER.DAT',DUM, M, N)

('ALL DSKFIL (2, -2,' DBI:, LPPER.DAT', DUM, M, N)

The dimensions of the Y-array may be altered with that of SHADE.
The disk file name, or the device it is to be written on, can be -nanged by altering the
appropriate strings within the apostraphes of the two calls to DSKFIL.
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(b PTS. FTN. The PTS.FTN file contains tile subroutine
PTS. which determines the coordinates at which elevation data points are to be
accessed. The subroutine is compatible with the SIIDP-R calling routine and the
altitude- and slope-computing subroutine ALT found in file ALSLP.FTN. Because
it is simple. no outline of function will be given here.

The calling statement is

CALL PTS (XI. YI, X2, Y2, NPTS. B. DLN. IASCI)

where

Xl, Yl ) are the inapsheet coordinates of the observer's location
(X2, Y2) are the coordinates of the other end point of the radial

of interest.
NPTS is the number of elevation data points to be generated

along this profile and returned to the calling routine.
B is the array in which the elevation data points are to

be stored.
DLN is, effectively, a dummy parameter for this application.
IASCD should be set to 0 to minimize execution time.

One COMMON block should be defined in the calling routine
(as it is in SIIDPE-R):

('OMMON,'BOUNI)S'XMAXB./Y'MAXB. XMINB. YMINB. FIIFVB

where

(XMINB, YNIINB) are the mapsheet coordinates of the origin of the
area modeled by the polynomial terrain data base.

(XMAXB. YMAXB) are the maximutm mapsheet coordillates of the area
modeled by the polynomial data base.

ELEVB is the minlimum elevation of the polynomial data
base.

These variables arc appropriately defined in the overhead portion of SIPER. FTN.
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(c) ALSLP.FTN. This file contains subroutine ALT. This
subroutine accepts the X and Y mapsheet coordinates of the current point of'
interest and an integer flag IASCD. When IASCD = 0. only the elevation of the
point of interest will be returned. When IASCD is set to I in the calling routine.
both elevation and the partial derivatives (3Z'aX and 3Z/aY) at the point of interest
will be returned.

The subroutine uses a polynomial terrain data base and currently
is structured to read the coefficients of the ipper one--third the Cache, Okla mapsheet
into the arrays COEFI (90, 40) and COEF2 (90, 40. 3). By bringing these coef-
ficients into core, execution time is considerably reduced.

With this implementation, only data for points within the region
modeled by the coefficients brought into core can be evaluated. The subroutine
avoids inadvertent attempts to access non-modeled terrain areas by checking to see
that the point of interest is within the region modeled. Points outside of this region
will have their z values set to a nominal elevation, and the partial derivatives will be
set to 0.

In table 3, the correlation is outlined between the function and

the FORTRAN compilation line numbers used in the listing in appendix B.

Tfhe calling statement is

CALL ALT (X Y. Z. SN, AZ, BZ. IASCD)

where

X, Y) are the coordinates of the point of interest.
Z will be the elevation of that data point.
SN is a dumnniy parameter.
AZ. BZ are respectively a Z/aX and aZ/aY. IASCI)should

not be equal to zero if" AZ and BZ are desired.

Two COMMON Blocks must be defined in the main routine.

(OMMON/BOUNDS XMAXB. YMAXB. YMINB, FLEVB

as in

ALSLP, FTN and COMMON/NEWMRI)R

where MRI)R should be next to I in the main ronutine.
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(d ) GRNDPT.FTN. This file contains the image-object point
correlation subroutine GRNDPT. The subroutine accepts the number of the current
pixel of interest in the column of pixels being processed at the time of the call to the
subroutine. On the basis of an array of elevation data points along the radial corres-
ponding to the current column of pixels and the parameters defining the perspective
view being generated, the subroutine finds a point along the radial, whose projection
lies within a specified distance of' the center of the pixel of interest.

The algorithm used (described in section IV, A) is iterative and
makes several assumptions about the nature of the terrain modeled. Foremost among
these is the assumption of continuity, which is violated at the "edge" of the area

modeled by the coefficients in core. Hence, those views of the terrain in which tile
'cliff" would be visible are not amenable to analysis by the SP (or other) interative

routine. The subroutine GRNDPT detects this condition, issues diagnostic error
messages. and sets NFLAG to 10. which halts the execution of SiDPER.

In table 4, the correlation is outlined between the function of
the source code and the line numbers of tile FORTRAN compilation of GRNDPT
in appendix C. In the table the notation found in section IV, A, is used.

[he calling statement is

(;RNDPT (J. Y, NFLAG. XI, YI, I. YMAX. IASCD. AZ, BZ. Z)

The argument and return values are as follows:

J is the index of the pixel for which we are seeking
a corresponding point on the ground. J runs from
I at the bottom of the screen to NPIX at the top,
where NPIX is the number of pixels in each column.

Y is the array containing the screen Y-values of the
projections of the points comprising the radial of
elevation data.

NFLAG is a flag returned by GRNI)PT to the calling routine.
NFLAG is I, if a successful correlation has been
made. and it is set to 10 if an error condition has
been detected.

(XI, Yl are the coordinates of the point on the ground whose
projection lies within the pixel of interest.

I is an index pointing to the last Y array position with

a value less thanl the last pixel center.
YMAX is the maximum Y value in the Y array in the range

Y( I) to Y I1). Any Y array value greater than
YMAX is assumed to be visible.

IASCI) is the flag directing ALT to perform either altitude
and slope, or just altitude computations. It should

be set to 0 before calling (;RNI)PT.
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Iwo COMMON Blocks must be defined in the calling routine:

(OMMONAARGIi/Y, YO. TI-TAP, 1). NPTS, I)X, Ii.

YSF, 1. S('L. TOL. THETA, YIST

and
COMMON/I(;RAA/ZI. Z2. (STP. SSTP. (ST. SST

where

X, YO are the SttlP-R user specified "'coordinates
of position" (see SIIDPFR input Parameters
below).

THETAP is the absolute azimuth in radians (aeronautical
convention) of the current radial.

THETA is the azimuth, in radians (aeronautical con-
vention) relative to the principal direction
of view.

YIST is the elevation of tile point (X YO).
DX is the increment between pixel centers ()e-

fined as 14.5/(number of radials in SI)PE- R).

H is the elevation of the observer above ground
level (in meters).

VSF is the vertical scaling factor.
TOL is the user specified tolerance.
SCL is the ratio of inches on the image plane to

meters on the ground.
l),DIS,NPTS are as specified in SI)PER Input Parameters.

(e ) SXSY.|:TN. This file contains the variable sun angle sub-
routine SXSY. [ he subroutine varies the azimuthal position of the sun to highlight
terrain features, within user-specified tolerances. Since the subroutine is well doc-
umented intmrnally with respect to the functions outlined in section III, F, no table
of source code function is given,

[he calling sequence is

('ALL SXSY (SX. SY. AZ. BZ)
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where

SX, SY will be the X- and Y-- components of tle,
illumination vector to be used for tile current
pixel.

AZ, BZ are tile partial derivations aZ,'iX mid VZiliY.
defining tie normal at the point of the surface

of interest.

One COMMON Block must be defined:

COMMON/SEXY/DELTAG, COSEL. IVSUN, ANG, CI, ('2, SI, $2

where I)[ LTAG should be set to 1.

COSEL is the cosine of the elevation of the stull.
IVSUN is a flag specifying that the sun angle is to he

varied (IVSUN = !) or is not to be varicd
(IVSUN = 0).

(f) LPPER.DAT. The file LPPLR.FTN contains the line
printer output algorithm LP. The subroutine accepts a byte array of arbitrary length
and outputs the coded gray shade infornation of the first 100 array positions. The
image format is summarized in section lll, E of this report. Each byte should contain a

value between 0 and 128. The correlation between density and input value can
be found by examining the listing of LPPLR.FTN and correlating it with table 1.

The calling statement is

('ALL LPlR (SHADE)

where SHAIDE is a byte (LOGICAL * 1) array of arbitrary length.

ANG is the angle of view (in radians, following the
mathematical convention).

CI, C2, SI, S2 are the values of S, in equations (108, 10)),4
and the values of S, in equations 108. 109).
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(g LPPER.FLTN. This file contains the line printer output
subroutine 11. Tihe subroutine is a straightforward implement of the Yoeli density
table tound in table I. 'ie calling statement is

CALL LP(SHADE)

where SHIADI. is a byte array containing the coded image densities.

(2 C Compilation and Task Building. Before the SHI)PER
shaded relief perspective routines can be run, the source code files must be compiled,
and the object files created b, compilation must be combined into an executable
file by the task builder.

Compilation is straightforward. If the user is logged on to the
system, then the Main Console Routine (MCR) will issue a prompt:

M(CR >

I he user should then enter

FOR object file name, LP: = source file name, JCRI

If no line printer listing of the compilation is desired, the -,LI':- may be deleted.
An example of this process is

M( R> FOR StDIPFR. LP: = SHDPIR I CR]

The oltput file containing the object code will be placed, by default, in the file

SIIDP R.013.

It should be noted that all of this assumes that the User Identi-
fication (ode (UIC) of the user is that whose library contains the needed source
code tiles as outlined in this appendix. If not. recourse to the RSX- II /M manuals
should be made. In any case, all source code files should be compiled.

At this point, the executable task SIIDPER.TSK can be built.
[his is done by using the indirect file SIIDPER.TKB, (listed in this appendix). After
the last source file has been compiled, one enters, in response to the MCR prompt

MCR>TKB SHDIPER ICRI
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This assumes that the FORTRAN --callable data access routine is stored under the
UIC (300, 300). If this is not tile case, then the command file SIII)PLiR.CMD
should be appropriately modified by the user. If the user is unsure as to how to do this,
he should review the RSX- I /M operator's manuals. It is also possible that the user
may desire alternative device assignments. These may be altered by changing the
command file before task building or at the time of the running of the program (.,ee
the following section). In table 5. a summary of device assignments and program
characteristics is shown.

1. Running SItl)PE R.TSK. Before discussing input parameters. it
is appropriate to discuss the commands involved in initiating the execution of tile
SHI)PtR routine, as well as possible error conditions that Might occur. Iwo pro-
cedures are available for initiating the execution of the task. Both assume that the
task file SlI-FR.TSK has been created, that the user is privileged (i.e. has logged
on to a privileged UI" and has SFT his UIC to that containing the task file).
that the data base CACHIi.DAT exists on DBO: (and is unlocked). anld that
both disk drives ()0: and I)BI:) have been properly mounted.

The first ienans of' initiating execution is. in fact, a subset of the second.

In response to an M(CR prompt, the user enters

MCR > RUN SIIDPI'-R ICR]

IExecution should now comnmcnce. as outlined in the next section. It is possiblc.
however, for error messages to occur as a result of any of several faulty conditions.
lhe most frequent is related to the files. ilther the input data file or tile out put

data file may he locked. It is possible to check this (as well as correct it) hy means
of tile Peripheral Interchange Program (PIP). In response to ami MCR prompt, tile

4 user should enter

MCR > PIP:( ACIIfI I )AT, DBI = LPPIR.DA UN

If the files are not locked, PIP will respond with a message to that effect. If this is
the case with both files, check to make sure that the files exist on the approprialte
devices and are of tile right dimensions. If they don't exist, PIP will respond with
a message to that effect after the above command. It tie files were locked. then no
message will he issued; an M(CR pronllt will be issued, and tile user should again
attempt to run SII)PIDR.
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It should be noted that the active task created by the RUN command.
as used above, will be named by the name of the terminal from which the task is
excuted. Thus, it' the user initiated operation on TT:, then to abort the task during
execution. the user must first bring up MCR by entering a < Control > I CR I
conmand and then entering, in response to the M('R prompt

MCR>ABO TT0 JCRJ

Alternatively, the task can be INSTALLED before running. and an
alternative name given to the active task. In response to an MCR prompt, the userenlters

M(R > INS SIIDPER/TASK = S1IDPLR (CRI

In this example, the task SIMIPER is installed under the name of SHDPER.

Any other name (6 characters) could be substituted for the second occurrence of
-SIMl)PER". IHaving installed the task, one may alter the running priority by using the
ALT command, or logical unit numbers can be reassigned to other physical devices by
means of the RIA command. See the RSX- II /M Operating Procedures Manual for
details. The installed task is then run as above. The task should be removed after
execution by the REM command:

MCR > REM SItMPER ICR1

c. Input Parameters. It is now assumed that the program is executing
properly. In this section. the prompts issued by the program in sequential order will
be rcviewed, and the meaning of' each of the input parameters will be explained. All
RI:AI) statements in the program SHDPIR.FTN are list directed. Thus. no attention
needs to be paid to considerations of format.

Once the program has beg'un successful execution, it will issue a prompt

ENTR (OORDINATES OF POSITION

The user should enter the X and Y mapsheet coordinate (X, Y 0)
of the position from which he wishes to create a perspective image. These coordinates
do not have to be within the area modeled by the coefficients in core, but if this is
not the case, care should be taken to avoid circumstances such as those described in
tile discussion of the subroutine (GRNI)PT in A. I.d. An example of' an entry in
response to this prompt is

7. 0. 14. 1RI,
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Tle shaded perspective routine will now issue another prompt:

ENTER ALTITUDE, AZIMUTH, # RADIALS, PTS/RADIAL,

DIS, # PIX/COLUMN, D

The first value entered should be the altitude in feet of the observer
above ground level at the coordinates just entered. This defines the program variable
FIT. Low values for the altitude (0 to 1000 feet) will result in images with most
of the image portraying terrain in the foreground; higher altitudes (1000 - 10.000
feet) will result in substantial coverage of distant objects.

I ,The azimuth to be entered (AZI), will specify the direction in which
. the imaging system will face. The program accepts any value for this parameter. It
A assumes that the value entered will be in degrees and will follow the aeronautical

convention, such that 00 implies facing North, 900 implies facing East. etc.

The number of radial entered (NRAPS) specifies the number of columns
in the resulting image. The actual number of columns in the image created will be
(because of the algorithm used)

#Columns = 2 times INT(#radials specified/2) + I

The number of columns are important in determining the vertical dimensions of the
image. The software assumes a 14.5-inch-wide display screen, and a nominal spacing
between pixels of )X = 14.5/(#columns-I ). This DX, whcn mutiplied by the
number of pixel per column, yields the effective vertical dimension of the image.
The number of radials must be less than or equal to 1023, and the value entered
should be positive.

The number of points per radial entered (NPTS) will determine the
number of elevation data points to be generated along each radial profile. The NPTS
number should greatly affect the time of execution: however, no study has been done
of the actual impact of the value on execution time. It should be greater than 10
times the parameter 1) (see below) and must be less than 1024.

The distance of the image plane from the focal point is defined by DIS. J
Since the width of the image plane is internally fixed at 14.5 inch, the parameter
ako defines the angular width of the image. In table 5, a brief list of total angular
widths arc presented for various values of this parameter. Values of DIS below 10
result in fish--eyed views of the terrain, and values of DIS above 20 have narrow
fields of view and are telescopic in nature.
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The ntumber of pixels per column (NPIX) defines the height of tihe

image, as noted above. ''his number must be less than 100 if line printer output is
desired, and it must be less than 1024.

Finally, the mapsheet length of the radial of elevation data points gener-
ated is defined by D. Thus, only terrain within a radius D of the position of the
observer will be imaged. Although D may assume any value, the value chosen should
reflect the size of the area modeled.

Tile values for these seven parameters should be entered sequentially.
seperate ,' by commas. For example, one might enter

5000., 0., 200., 10.- 100., 10.. 100., 9.6 [CR]

The program will next issue the prompt

-NTER VERTICAL SCALING FACTOR, TOLERANCE

The first parameter to be entered, the vertical scaling factor VSF. is the
vertical exaggeration to be applied to the terrain. It corresponds to the -y of equation
(9) and should take a value between I and 5, although any value is acceptable.

The second parameter to be defined, the tolerance TOL. is defined in
section Ill. B. There is no mathematically valid reason for defining TOL less than
0.5. Significantly greater values may under some circumstances result in images of
ragged appearance. Thus. 0.5 is the suggested value.

One might enter the following in response to the prompt being considered

3. 0.5

The next prompt asks the user to

ENTI-R 0 FOR LAMBERTS LAW, I FOR

LOMMEL-SEELIGER LAW: DENSITY SCALING FACTOR, ATNTN COEF

The first entry requested defines the light-scattering law to be used ill
subsequent processing and sets a flag (LAW) in accordance with the entry.

The density scaling factor l)SCL defines the factor by which the nor-
mealized densities that are calculated by the program are to be multiplied before
packing each in an 8-bit byte. Any positive value is acceptable. For the tipper one-
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third of the CACHE, Okla. mapsheet as modeled at (TL. with the sun at altitude
of 45', with Lambert's law and with a vertical scaling factor of three, a good value
is 200. A wide latitude is available, and it will be needed for various images. Thus,
it is always a good idea to "proof" a proposed image with a line printer plot before
generating a high resolution image.

The next input requested defines the attenuation coefficient. This para-
meter effectively enables the user to define the amount of haze present over the terrain
viewed. Since haze is assumed to be of constant density, the contribution of the

haze to image illumination increases roughly exponentially with listance. This para-
meter should be about half the value of D. An entry of 0. results in no haze.

A typical entry in response to this prompt might be

0. 200., 0. [CR1

The final input parameter prompt of StDIPSR asks the user to

ENTER ELEVATION, AZIMUTH OF SUN.

VARIATION OF SOLAR AZIMUTH.

This prompt enables the user to define the illumination of the terrain.

The first two inputs requested define the (principal) position of the sun.
The first value requested. the elevation of the sum (ELEV I), is the altitude of the
sun relative to a flat base plane. The parameter can assume values between 00 and
90'. such that zero degrees defines the sun to be on the horizon and 90' defines
the sun to be directly overhead.

The second input parameter defines the azimuth of the vertical plane
in which the elevation of the sun is measured. Any positive value is acceptable. The
program assumes that the input will be in degrees and that the user will follow aero-
nautical conventions. Thus. an entry of 0 would define the sun as due north: and
entry of 90 would define it as due east.

The third parameter enables the user to vary the sun angle, as outlined
in section II1, F of this report. The input requested is the variation in solar azimuth
to be used in the algorithm, which defines variable RVIEWi. The program assumes
an input in degrees, with any value between 0 and 90 being acceptable. Any value
below I' results in no variation of solar azimuth and values of 900 enables variation
through one quadrant.
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At the present time, no detailed guidance can be given to the user with
regards to the selection of these parameters. Optimum values arc highly dependent
on terrain, as well as on the other image parameters. A typical entry might be

45., 300., 0. [('RI

After processing the image that the user has just defined, the user will
be required to

ENTER I FOR ANOTtlER IMAGE

An entry of I enables the user to redefine parameters as outlined above.
Any other entry halts execution.

3. Orthonormnal Shaded Relief Routines. In this section the orthonormal
shaded relief routines SSLPLP will be described. The routines produce an ortho-
normal shaded relief image lefined by various input parameters from a polynomial
tcrrain model. When being run on the ETL PDP--I 1/45 computer, the routines can
produce an image in approximately 3 milliseconus per pixel, subject to variations as
noted in the introduction to the SHDPER routines.

The user of the SSLPLP routines can

I. Specify the area to be inaged.
2. Specify the resolution of the image.
3. Specify the vertical scaling factor for the terrain.
4. Specify the shading law to be used to model the terrain.
5. Specify the position of the "sun".
6. Define a variation in solar position to highlight

terrain features.

The routines generate

1. Diagnostic output.
2. A DSKTRN-Callable disk file of coded pixel densities.
3. Low resolution line printer plots.
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a. Building tile Task: SSLPLP.TSK. In this section, the procedures
for creating the file SSLPLP.TSK are reviewed. It is assumed that the user has already
created files of the source code (as listed in appendix B) as well as the FORTRAN
callable disk 1/0 routine DSKTRN.

(I ) FORTRAN Source Code Files. Before describing the actual
procedure to create the SSLPLP task file, the function of each of tile FORTRAN
source files will be reviewed. Since most of the files have already been described in
the SHDPER portion of this appendix, the previous discussion will not be repeated,
only referenced.

(a ) SSLPLP.FTN. This is the main routine of the orthonormal
imaging routines. An understanding of the basic structure of tile program can be
quickly gained by comparing the listing of SSLPLP.FTN with the functional outline
of the FORTRAN code presented in table 6.

SLPS.FTN. This file contains the source code for the subroutine
SLPS. which generates an array of x and y slopes at equally spaced points along
a profile of the terrain. The subroutine is called by

CALL SLPS (SI, YI, X2, Y2, NPTS, AZA, BZA. DLN)

where

(Xl, YI) are the mapsheet coordinates of the first point
of the profile.

(X2, Y2) are the mapsheet coordinates of tile last point
of the profile.

NPTS is the number of points along the profile at
which the slopes are to be evaluated.

AZA is the array that will be tilled with the x-slopes
3ztax.

BZA is the array that will he filled with the y-slopes
az/a V.

I)LN is the distance in mapssheet inches between
successive points along tile profile. It is coin-
puted within SLPS.

()le (O;%M ON Block inust be defined in the calling routine:

('OMMONiBIiNI)SXMAX. YMAXB. XMNB. YMINB. [LEVB

112
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The common variables must be defined in the calling routine.
They are:

XMAXB, YMAXB The mapsheet coordinates of the upper
right corner of the area modeled by the
polynomial data base.

XMINB, YMINB The mapsheet coordinates of the lowcr

left corner of the area modeled by the
polynomial data base.

ELEVB The minimum elevation in meters of the
area modeled.

The subroutine is very similar to the SHDPER subroutine PTS in structure.

(b ) ALSLP.FTN, LPPER.FTN, SXSY.FTN. The files ALSLP.
FTN. LPPER.FTN, and SXSY.FTN contain the remaining subroutines called by
SSLPLP.FTN. All have been described in this appendix.

'2 ) Task Building. Before the SSLPLP orthonormal shaded
relief routines can ic run, the source code must be compiled, and the object files
created by the compiler must be combined into an executable task file by the task
builder. Source files should be compiled as outlined in this appendix.

When the source files have been appropriately compiled, the task
file can be created. This is done by entering'

M('R> 11KB ('SSLPLP IWRI

As with SI!DP R. the indirect command file SSLPLP.(MI) assumes that time
FOR TRAN--callable disk 1/0 routine DSKTRN is stored in the UIC 1300. 3001.
If this is not the case, appropriate changes should be made in the command file.

b. Running SSLPLP.TSK. Fxecu tion of the program should
begin. If an error condition occurs, it can be corrected as outlined in tile discussion
of the initiation of SHIl)PI R in this appendix.

The prompts issued by the program will be reviewed in sequential
order. and the meaning of each of the input parameters will be detailed. As with
SlI)I'I R. all Rt'Al) statements in SSLPLP are list directed, and no attention
needs to be paid to the format of the input parameters.
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Once the program has begun successful execution, it will issue the
prompt

ENTER MAPSHEET COORDINATES OF LOWER

LEFT-HAND AREA OF INTEREST

The user should enter the X and Y mapsheet coordinates of
the lower left corner (north-up) of the area of interest. This point does not have
to be within the area modeled by the coefficients in core, though the unmodeled area
will appear as a featureless plane. An entry in response to this prompt might be

5., 15. ICR]

The program will next prompt the user to

ENTER HEIGHT AND WIDTH OF AREA OF INTEREST

Height is the y-extent of the rectangular region to be modeled, and width is the corres-
ponding x-extent. Both are measured in terms of mapsheet inches. A user might enter

4., 4. [CR1

The program next asks the user to

ENTER # PIXELS/HORIZONTAL LINE

The SSLPLP calculates one profile of elevation data points at a time. Each profile
has a constant Y-coordinate, with successive profiles running from the upper (greater
Y) boundary of the rectangle to the lower boundary. This prompt is asking tile user
to define the number of pixels in each of the profiles, which defines the pixel size and,
thus, the number of profiles. It should be noted that a value of NPIX (the number
of pixels per profile) of 100 or less results in the immediate production of line
printer output, as well as of the disk file. Values greater than 100 will create only
a disk file. A typical entry might be

100 [CRI

The program next asks the user to

ENTI-R VIRTICAL S'ALING FACTOR
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The number entered will be used to scale tile Z-coordinate of the 'terrain, resulting
in an appearance of greater relief. Values between I and 10 are reasonable, although
the values of other parameters will have an impact on the appearance of the final
inage. No absolute guidance can be given. This and other parameters must be opti-
mized together, not one at a time. A typical entry might be

3. [ CRI

The user next determines the light-scattering law tht Ile will use f
to model the reflectance of the terrain. The user is asked to

ENTER FOR LAMBERTS LAW, I FOR THE LOMMEL-SEELIGER LAW 4

The prompt is self explanatory.

ENTER ANGLE OF ELEVATION OF LIGHT.

DIRECTION OF LIGHT, AZIMUTHAL VARIATION

This prompt plays precisely the same function that the corresponding prompt plays
in the Sltl)PI-R routines. The user is referred to that section for more information
about this prompt.

At this point, the program executes, and the user is asked, upon
completion of the image just specified, to respond to

ANOTHER IMAGE: ENTER #1

The user should enter

I. [CRI

in order to continue Cxecution. Any other entry will halt execution.
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SHIMPER/PH:O/IP/CP/NoTRHU.PER, L30O,jou3)SK1IpNSXSY ,LPPEH, ALSLP
PTS, RUjSTR, GHWiPI1

ASGUI2:b,1:5,U :7
ASG=U:14,DbO:1 3
ASG=D82: 12
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FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E. 13:21:37 21-APR-81 PAGE 1
SHOP~k.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR

C THIS PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE AN EBR-COMPATIbLE
C9-1'ACK ODD-PARIM MAGNETIC TAPE FILL
CC0iN1AiNING THE CUDE) DENSiTILS OF A PER-

CSPECTIVE VIEW 01 THE CACHE MAP SHE,
C BASE) ON USER SPFC1FIED INPUT PARAM TERS.

C PROGRAM BY CYRUS C. TAYLUR
C USALTL, frORT bELVUIR, VA
C 18 JULf 1978
C
C

0001 LOGICAL*1 SHAUL(2048) i
0002 DIMENSION Y(2048)
0003 UIMENSiLJN ATIM(i)
U004 COMMON /bOUNVS/XMAXB,YMAXB,XM1Nb,YMIN8,ELEV8
0005 COMMON /REG/NRDI,NRD2,NRD3,NRD4,NRGI,NRG2,DXX
0006 COMMON /NLN/MRDR
0007 COMMUN /SEX'I/UELTAG,CUSEL,IVSUN,ANG,C1,C2,S1,S2
0008 COMMON /AARGH/X, YO,THETAP,D,NPIS,UX,H,VSV-,

*1I SCL,TOL,UELR,UlS,XfHLTA, YlST
C ILJLLUWING COMMON ADDED lo AUG 79
C frUR NEW GRNDPT ROUTINE, C, TAYLOR

0009 COMMON /HGRAA/Zl,Z2,CSTP,SSTP,CST,SST
C

0010 DATA XMAXI/1/.b96/,XMINB/.17717/,YMAXB/21 .59/,
I YMINB/.17717/,ELEVb/390./, IUN1l1/O/,KUPEL/-1/,M4ODE/0/,
I 1PAR/0/,IDEN/0/,ICTL/l28/,K0UUT/128/

'40011 DATA P1/3. 141592bSJ6/,SCL/.000787401b/
1 MRDR/1I/

0012 DATA IIMG/U/,IPFST/0/,IRFST/0/
C ~OPEN(UNIT=4,NAME='PL3DEM.DAT .IYPEZOLD ,ACCESS=

C I 'DIHECr',READUNLY,SHAHED,AsSOC.iATEVARIABLE=Iv)
C UOPEN(UNI=9,NAME='FORU0.DAI',TYPE:OULD',

C
C CALL TAPTHN(lUNIT,KUDE,KOUNTI,ILR,NTRAN,lPOS,ISTATp
C 1 SHADE,MOUt,IDONL)
C IFUELRR.LQ.0)GO TO 10
C oH11E(5,1)iLHH
C 1 FURMAT(' TAP1'RN ERROR: ',13)
C STOP

0013 100 CALL DSKFIL(4,-I,LBO',CACEI.DAT,DUM,1024,100
1 ,IFLAG,ILRR)

0014 IF(ILRk.iLQ.0)G0 TU 102
U015 mRIflLA,2)ILRR,1FLAG
001b 2 FORMAT(* UPEN FAILURE UB(,ICACHL1 *,213)
0017 STOP

C 101 CALL DSKFIL(3,-,DMBO.,CACHE2DAT,UM,1024,122,
C I IFLAG,IEHR)
C IV(lERR.LQ.0)GU TO 102
C NkITE(5,31EHH,lFLAG
C 3 FURMA1(o OPEN FAILURE LBO:CACHL2 1,213)
C STOP

0018 102 KOUNT=B*IPAR*IDEN+ICTL
0019 CALL DSKFIL(2,-,DB2',LPPE.OAT,DUM,1024,204- ,



FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 13:21:31 21-APk-81 PAGE 2
SHDPERdFTN /TR:E$LUCS/vwR

1 IFLAG,IERH)
0020 IF(IEHR.EQ.0)GU TO 114
0021 WRITE(7, 115) lERH,lFLAG
0022 115 FORMAT(lAe'DB:Li'PLR OPEN FAILURED,213)
0023 SlOP
0024 114 CONTINUE
0025 127 FORMAT(1A,2A4)

C CALL TAPIRN(IUNIT,b,KOUNT, lERH,NTRAN, IPUS, ISTAT,
C 1 SkADEMODE,IDONE).4C IFAIERR.EQ.0)GU 10 103
C WRITE(5,1)IXHH

C STOP

002b 103 WRITE(7,4)
0027 4 FORMAT(' ENTER CuORDiNAIES 0 POSITIONf)
0028 HEAD(5,*)X,YQ
U02'v WKIfE(7,5)
0030 5 FORMAT( ENTER ALTITUDE,AZItUTH,3RADIALS,PTS/RADIAL',

1 I,* DIS,IPIX/COLUMN,D-)
0031 HEAD(5,*)HT,AZ1 ,fRAS,NPTS,DIS,NPIX,Dii0032 ORIrE(7,b)
U033 b FORMAT(' ENTER VERTICAL',

1I SCALING FACTOR, TOLERANCE-)
0034 READ(5,*),VSFTJL
0035 WRITE(7,/)
003b 7 FUHMAT(f ENTER 0 FUR LAMBERIS LAW, 1 FUR LONNEL-f,/,

1 1 SEELIGER LAW; DENSITY SCALING FACTOR;ATNTN CUEFO)
0037 READ(5,*)LAW,USCL,AN1Nl
0038 WHITE(7,8)

*10039 8 FORMAT(' ENTER ELEVATION,AZIMUTI OF SUN;',/,f
1 VAR AZIMUTHIATION OF SOLAR*)

0040 REAV(5,*.)LLI,AN1 ,RVIEwl
C FOLLOWING .3 LINES OF CODE ADDED 1 AUG 79 BY
CC. 'IAYLUR '10 IMPROVE EFFICIENCY IN

C 'SNAVSHU'rf PROCLSSEiNG, ETC.

0041 WRITE(7,125)
0042 12b FORMAT(1XENTER Y-OI'FSET')
0043 READ(S,*)YFSET
0044 CALL TIME(ATIM)
0045 WRITE(7, 127) (ATIM(IJKL) ,IJKLZI ,2)
004b IVSUN=0
U 047 lF(RVIEW1.L.T.1.)GU TO 104
0048 1VSUN~l
0049 104 AN=90.-ANI
00b0 iF(NHADS.GE.I024JGU TO 126
0051 IPk6'T10244(IIMG-(.2*( IIMG/2)))
0052 ikFST~l024*(IIMG/2)
0053 12b CONTINUE
0054 AZA=(PI/2.)-(AZI*Pl)/I80.
0055 RVILv=HVILW1/360.
005b KVIEw=(PI-2.*RVIEw)/2.
0057 L(EL1*PI)/I80.
0058 AN=(AN*PI)/180.
0059 ANGz( 13b.#PI)/180. )-AN
00b0 DX=14./FLOAT(NRAVS-1)

C FOLLOlWING LINE ADDED 1 AUG 79 BY C. TAYLOR



FORTRAN IV-PLUS V02-51L 13:21:31 21-APR-81 PAGE .3
SHDPLR~k-FN /TR:BLUCKS/Wk

oubi Uk'STzYFSL.T/DX
0062 VX:UX
0063 MRAD=NIRADS/2
00b4 H=HT*12./5UUUo.'
00t)5 SZ=S1N(EL)
0066 SY:SIN(AN)*COSUEL)
0007 SX=CUS(AN)*CUS(.L)
0068 COSE.L=C0S(EL)
0069 DELR=D/FLOAT(NPTS-1)

A 0070 DEL'rA=L/LUAr(NPlX)
U071 UELTAG=(DE.LTA*b0U0U.)3*(2.b4/l00.)
0072 DELTAP=(DELTA/(E(5(.E-4)*100./2.54)'9.J)
0073 Cl=CUS(-RVIEW+(3.*Pi/4.))
0074 Sl=SIN(RVIEW+(3.*Pi/4.))
0075 S2:SIN(RVIEW-(PI/4.J)A' O7b C2=CUS(-PVI-(P/4.))
u017 DLLSQH=UL.LTAG**2
0078 ATNTN=ATNTNI
0079 ITST=O
0080 CALL IRGSTR
0081 WRITE(6, 10)X,Y0,HT,AZI ,VSF,LAW,ATNTN1

C.!002 10 1FORMAT('X,Yz(*,2k9.4,')HT=YF*9.4,' AZ=',F9.4,* VSF=:,

0083 WRITE(6, 11 )NRADS,NPTS,NPIX,MPDRTOL,RVlEWI
0084 11 FORMAT(' NRAUS3',I5,* NPTS=0,15, NPIX=', 15,0 MRDRz,ib,l

1 T0Lm',F9.4, 'RVIEw:',F 8.3)
0085 wRITE(b,12)EL1 ,AN1 ,DSCL,IVSUN,DDlS
008b 12 FUHMAT( EL,AN(L,2F9.4,') DSCL=IJ9.4,' IVSUN=', 15

1 , U=,'., D15=,F9.4,/)
C UU LOOP OVER THE RADIALS
C

0081 D0 105 NRAD=MRAU,-MRAD#-l

C kIlHT PT UF RAUIAL IS X#Y; LAST POINT FOUND 13Y
C TRIGONOME.TRIC CUNSIDh.HATIuNS. NUIE THAT IN THIS PROGRAM
C RADIALS ARE SEPEHATED BI A CONSTANT DISPLACEMENT
C (DX) AT THE IMAGE PLANE, RATHER THAN BY A CONSTANT ANGLE
C AS IN THE TEKTRONIX PERSPECTIVE ROUTINES*
C
C MULTIPLE IMAGE kiLES MUST READ, PREVIOUS IMAGE
C if InE PREVIOUS IMAGE IS TO bL PRESERVED.
C FOLLOwING 8 LINES ADDED C. TAYLOR4 10 AUG 79

0088 MRCNT=MRAD-NRAD+1I+IRFS'l
0089 1F(IIMG.EQ.0)GO TO 128
0090 CALL DSKIN(2,1,IEH,HCNT,NRS,SHADE,0,IDONE)
0091 1E-(IERR.LQ.0)GU IU 128
0092 WRITE.(7,118)IEHR,INKAU,MRAD,MRCNT
0093 STOP
0094 128 CONTINUE

C LND OF ADDiTION 10 AUG 79 CCT
0095 THETA=ATAN((NRAD*UX)/DIS)
009b IASCD0
0097 THETAP=AZA+T1EA
0098 CSTCOS(IETA)
0099 S5T=SIN(THETA)
0100 CSTP=COS(TH.TAP)



IOHTRAN IV-PLUb VU2-51L 13:21;37 21-APH-81 PAGE 4
SHDPEH.kT'N /TH:8LOCIKS/wR

0101 SSTP=SIN(IHETAP)
0102 XEND*(CSTP)
0103 XEND=X*XENV
0104 xEND:=YO+D*(sSTP)
01Db CALL PTS(X,XO,XEND,YEND,NP'1S,Y ,DLN,IASCD)

C FOLLOWING LINE ADDED FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH
C NEW GkNDPT ROUTINE. C. TAYLOR, lb AUG 1979.

01Db LASCD:1
CFULLLJAING COMMENTS ARE NO LUi.GER APPROPRIATE.

C IHESL CUMPUTATIUNS ARE i4Uw DUNE IN GROUND
L CORRELLAT.ION ROUTINE. C. TMiLOR 1b AUG 79.
C WRITE(b,l3)(Y(IGP) ,IGF:1,NPIS)
C
C NOw HAVE THE RADIAL REPRESENTED BY A PROFILE OF

C ELEVAtION DATA PTS. VvE NLXI' IRANSFORM THESE I'DIC SCREEN COORUINAIhb, SO THAT hE MAI COMPARE PIXL
C I-VALUES mITH PROJECTED GROUND PIS, EVENTUALLY
C INTERPOLATING TO FIND GROUND POSITIONS CORRESPONDING
C TO PIXEL POSITIONS.
C
C FOLLUovING 3 L1f'4ES COMMENTED 0001 FOR NEW
C .RPNPU ROUTILt. lb AUG 19/9. C. TAILOR
L) DO 1ob ipIZNp1s,2,-1
U) is=H+(Y(l)-Y(IPT) )*VSF*SCL
U 100 x (1PT)=7.-YS*DiS/((1PT.1]*DELR*CSI)

Ulu/ Yls1=Y(lJ
C IOLLO%.ING LINE COMMENTED OUT lb AUG 79. CCT.
U Y(1):-100.
C
C THE CURRENT RADIAL HAS NUAi 8EEN CONVERTED TO SCREEN
C Y-VALUES. N~o LUOP OVLH THE PIXEL POSITIONS Ut
C IhE SCREEN, DETERMINING CORRESPONDING GHOUND
C PUSITiOavS, IF' ANY, AND COMPUTE IMAGE DENSITY AT
C IhULu. PUINT6.
C

0108 NIFLAG=0
DID9 YMAX=U.
0110 1=1

C RrEb13 Y G),IFlPS
()111 13 fOHMAf(lO(1X,IUFI0.4,/),//)
0112 DO 107 J=1,NPIX

C IOLLUWING LINE ADDED 1 AUG 79.C.TAYLUN.
D113 11(J.Lf.OFS'1)(, 10 108

C kULLOwlNG; LINE COMMLNTED OUT FOR NEA GRNPI
C POUIINL 17 AUG( 79. C. TAYLOR.
L) IASCD=O

0114 CALL GRNL)el(J,Y,NF'LAG,XI,YlI ,IMAX,IASCD
1 ,AZ. kZ, Z, IibT)

C IF(J.NE.1U.ANO.J.NE.1l)GU 10 11k
C RmIlEb, 1b)X,YO,XI ,yl
Ci5 IORMAT( GHNDPl VALUES,4F,10.4)

U Ik(NFLAG.LV.1u)jO IU III
C tOLLUhING LINE COMMETED UU lb
C AUG 19 FOR NEn WihNDPI1 kOUTINE. C. IAILOR



FOHIRAN iV-PLU6 v02-51E 13:41l:37 21-APhP-61 PAGE 5

SHOPER.dTN /IR: bLOCKS I oy

L) IASCV~1
C FOLLOWING LINE SUPERFLUOUS WITH NEW GRNPDT
C P0U'IINE. lb AUG 79. C. TAfLOk

Ollb CALL ALrIAI,Y1,Z,SNAZ.bZ,IASCD)
C kUL~u61NG 1"0 LIlhbS CUMMENIEu 00,1 C. 1AYLUR 10 AUG 79
C AZI:AZ
C BZI:BZ

011/ AZ=Z*'VSF#LELlAP
0118 BZ=BZ*VSF*UELTAP
U119* CALL. SXSY(SX,St,AZ,3Z2
0120 bE=S*ZDLA-Y~ZDLA+LSR6
0121 DISI=SQHT( (AZ*VEJ.TA)**2+(BZ*DELTAG.**2+(DELSQH**2))
0122 CUSI=BEG/DLI
012e3 IF(COSI.LI'.1.E-b)CUS1=.U00001
0124 IF(LAW.E.I.)GO TO 109
01115 SHADzCUSI

C WRITE(5, 11.3)AZI,BZ1 ,AZDtbZ,VSF,DELTAPSX,6 ,SZUELTAP,VLLlAG
0126 113 FORMAI(2(lX,6F'10.5,/) .1/)

THIS LINE ADDED IN NEW FUG FCIP CALCS
C 24 AUG 79 C. rAYLOA

01417 IF(ABS(ATNTN).LT.l.E-3)GO TO0138
0148 1U9 CUNIINUE

C
C LUt4MLL SEELIGER NUT AS LASYt AS IN NORMAL VIEW ...
c

0129 RIP=SQKT( (Xl-X)4*2+(Yl-Y0)**2)
0130 YS=H+(Y(l)-Z)*VSF'*SCL
0131 KRRSQT(iP**2+'1S*2)

C FOLLOWuING LINE AUDED FOR~ SMUG h ACTOF
C C. TILOR 24 AUG 79

013i IF(LAw.NE.1) GO TO 110
0133 ALPHA=(ATAN(YS/KlP))
U134 vx:.CSTrp)*CUS(ALPHA)

0145 V'Y:(SIN(fHETAP) )*(COb(ALPHA))
Olib VZ=SIN(ALPHA)
013/ CUSE=((-DELAG*(A4*VX+jZ*Vx),VZ*uELSQH))/DIS1
0138 SHAD=1./(1.+(CUSL/CUSI))
0139 1F(SHAD.LT.I1.E-6)SH1AD=0.000001
U140 IF(ABS(ATNTN).LT.1.E-3)GO TO 138
0141 110 CONTINUE
0144e FCT~zAB5(RRR/ATNIN)
0143 SHAD1 .+(SHA0-1. )*EXP(-o'CTR)
0144 138 SHADz(ALUGIO(1 ./SHAU) )*OSCL
0145 1F(SHAD.LT. )SKAD:1.
014b IF(SHAD.GT.127. )SHAU=127.
014/ SHAUE(J#1PFST)=SHAU
0148 GO TO 107
0149 108 StiADE(J+IP?'ST.)=0.
015u 107 CONTINUE

C
C NOh OUTPUT PROFILE
C
c
C
C FOLLOWING 2 LINES MUO'E'D 10 AUG 79 C. TAkLOR

0151 NROD=MRCNI-HFS



vuKTKAN IV-PLUS VU2-51E 13:21:37 21-APR'-81 PAGk. 6
SMDPER.FTN /TR:8LOCKS/AR

0152 CALL HGSTK(NNOD,SHAVE)
ol!)i CALL DSKfRN(2, 2, iERR,MRCNT,NRE5,SHADE,0.IDONE)
0154 IF(IERR.EQ.OjG0 TO 105
U155 w~lT*E(7,11 8)ILiHR,NHAD,MHAD,MRCNT
015b 118 FURMAT(1X,'bSKTRN kAILURE',13,31b)

C WRITE(5,I4)NRAD M~RAD,MRCNT
C 14 FORMAT( NRAD:1,31b)

0157 STOP
C
C
C

0158 105 CONTINUE
0159 IF(NPIX.GTs100)GU TO 13b
OlbO DO 11b NfRAD=1,(2*MRAD+1)

C FOLLOwING LINE ADDED 10 AUG 79 FOP MULTIPLE;
C IMA~k. PHOCESSING. C. TAYLOR

0lbI NROD=NRAV+IRFT
0162 CALL DSKTRN(2, 1,IERR,NROD,NRES,SHADE,O,IDONE)
o0tb3 1F(IERR.EV.0)GO TO 120

Oib5 STOP
C NOTE ITHAT PROGRAM 16 NUT.'!'' 1 MODIFIED TO
C CUHREC'ILY PRINI fAULT:IPLE IMAGE FILL,$ ON LPO:

0166 120 CALL LP(SHADE)
01bi 116 CONTINUE
01bb 136 CONTINUE

C
C bLALUbk OF EB SOFTWAREk PROB~LEMS, 5EPERATE
C IMAGES BY~ 5 RECORUS OF BALtiKS, WIT1H AN
C LUF AFTER ALL IMAGES
C
C
C

C
c

* C
C

01b III1 CUNTINUE
C ... 4 LINES COMMENIED OUT R. ROSENT14AL 6/79
C UNCUMMENTLD C. TAYLOR, WITH MODS TO ALLOW
C MULTiPLE IMAGES TO BE GENERATED OVERNIGHT
C N.A I 3 LINES ADDED SAME TIME C. IAYLUR 9 AUG 79

01/u IIMG=IIMG+1
0111 CALL TIME-(A'IIM)

017 HITE( 7, 17) (Arim( IJKL),IJKL=1,2)
0173 WRITE(7,139)ITST
0174 139 FORMAT(IX,'OALT CALLS FROM GRNUPT:',IB)
U175 IF(I1MG.G T.3)GO TO 137
011b ORITE(7,9)
U177 9 FOHMAT(' ENTER~ I P08 ANUIHE14 IMAGE*')
U178 HLAD(5,#)IANS
0119 IF(IANS.r6Q.l)GU TO 103
u1bu 137 CONTINUE
0181 CALL DSKFIL(2,-2,'DB32',LPPL.DAT',DUM,1O24,2048,
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1 IFLAG,IEr~k)
0182 CALL DSKEIL(4,-2,D8U, CACHE1.DATI,DuM,1024,IUO,

I IFLAG,IIERR)
c CALL DSKFIL(3,-2,'V5',CAC1E2.VAT#,DUM,lU24,122,

IC 1 IFLAG,IERR)

C.1c CI4SE(UNlT=4,VUiSPUSE=:SAVE*)
C CLOSE(UNIT=9,DLSPiSE='SAVE#)
C
C
C
C
C
C

0183 STOP:10184 ENU
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C THIS SU13ROUTINE IS DELSIGNED TO V1ARY ThL AZIMUTH OF THE
C 'SUN' TO STRENGTHEN THE DETAIL IN SHADED RELIEF' IMAGES
C CI EATEV [BY PRUGHiAMS SriADL.FTN AND) SHADLP*FTN,
C kLPLEi4CE; P. YUELI, 'SOME REMARKS ON THE COMPLLT10N
C Of THE ANALYTICAL HILL SADING PROJECT'
C (UNkPiBLISHLU?-AUTO CARTO kILES)
C
C PR~OGRAM bY CYkUS C. 1IlLOX
C AUTOMAfED CARIUGkAPHY dRANCH
C USAEEL, I~kf b6LVUlk, VA
C 11 JULY~ 1978
C
C

0001 SUBROUr1FNE 6XSYSX,SY,AZIbZ)
UVU2 COMMON /SEX'/LIAG,COSEL,IVSUN,ANG,C1,C2,SI,S2

00UU3 HEAL44 jqX,N
0004 IF(IVSUN.EQ.0)GO TO 110

C4 0005 NX=-AZ.*DELTAG
o00t) Niz-BZ*)ILTAG;
0007 DIStIS~f(X*k Ni*)
oUUV8 TI~.1..-) O 110
0Ou9 C0=NX/DI6FI
0010 30=NY/D)ISF-I
Oull C=CU*COS(ANG)-S0*S1N(ANG)
0oi 550*COS(AiG)+C0'SI%(ANG)

C IN~ Ee- ECT, UUN X-1 CUOXUINA1E SYSTEM HAS BEEN
C kUlATED ]+HHUUGH AN ANGLL uF ANG RAL)iANS. NOTE
C THAT THE ANGULAR COUINYATE SYSTEMI USED IN THIS
C k'UIiNE AND IN SHAVE 08 SHADLP IS NOT THE

4 ~C AEHUONAUTICAL ANGULAR COORD)INATE SYSI1EM, bUT THE
C TR~ADITIONAL ALGEBRAIC COORDINATE SYSTEM. SINCE
C ULt< X-i CUFUINAIL Si5 lEM HAS bEEN ROTATED,
C SA A1i.U Sf MUSI bE kUlAIL) dACK bE~dJHE PETUHNINUo
C TO THE MAIN ROUTINE.
C SEC1I~t I CASE

001i IF(C.GT.(C1). OX b5.LT.(SI))GO TO 10
0014 SX=-C*CUSEL
0015 Si=-S*CUSEL
OQ1b GO TO I00

C SECTORX III CASE
0011 10 IF(C.LI.(C2). OK .S.'.T.(52))GUO 120
U018 SX=C#COSEL
UU19 SY=S*CUSEL
uu-/0 Gu TO 10 T 3

C SiEL1I'A 11 CASE: 2 SUOLAbSr 21 2u Il '(C.LIt.U.AND).S.LT.U) .OR. (C.LI.0.ANU.S.LT.S1)

1t(C.Gf.(u.7Q11flGu 'TO2

UUZ4 bi=-CuSL
0 Oe (,LGO 10Ivy

uvl2 5 SX=COSL

U0.1 6u TO 100

C SECIuk IV CASE: 2 SUI3CASLS
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SXSYdkfN /Tk8LUCK6/oR

0029 30 IFLC.LT.(-U,7071))GU TU 35
0030 SX=O.
0031 SY=-CUSEL
0032 GO TO IOU
UU33 35 SX=COSEL

0034 YOI0035 100 CUNTINUE
C WE MUST NOW HRATE UH LOCAL X-Y COURDINATE
C SYSTEM BACK, S0 THAT SX AND SY WiILL BE CON&ISTANT
C WITHi rHE MAIN RUUTINES.

003b k=Sl*C0S(ANG)SX*5N(ANG)
0031 X=SX*COS(ANG)+SX*SiN(AN(;)
0038 SA=-X
0039 Yf
004U 110 CONTINUE
0041 kEtrURN
0U42 END
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C FILL. NAME - LPPLH.FTN
C

JOOX SUkB~OR1UTIN LPJSMAULJ
JO04 LOGICAL41 SrIADL(1),CIAH(.2)
D003 LOGICAL*1 PRNT(100)
JO04 DATA CiAK/' ', '.0 , # 'I' @, / V', #,U 0,

c ARITE(5,51 )(SHAVE(M) ,M=1,32)
)0o5) 51 FOUKAA1A,3i03,/)

)U ~ ~ 0 10 l 1=1,3
)00) U0 50 K=1,100

*1 )OU8 IF'(SHAUE iK) LT..)SrADE(K)z127.
2009 PRNT(K2=CHAR(1)
2010 50 CONTINUE
)011 DU 20 J:1,100
)U12 iF(SHAUE(J).G'f.)O U 1 21
)U13 11'(1.NL.1)GU TO 10
W014 PRNT(J):CHAR(l)
WO15 GO TO 20
)Ulb 21 IF(SHAUE(J).GT.9)GO TO 22IUl I k 1(I.NE. I)(; f 020
)U I ? PHN(J)=CHAH(2)
W019 GO TO 20

'I 120 2k lF(SHADE(J).G;T.13)GU TO 43
W021 IF(1.NE.l)GU TO 20
)0211 PRN1'l~JJCiAR(3)
1023 GOU TO 20U
10ze4 43 IH(SHAUE(J).Gl.15))GO W023
I '15 IF(1.NE.I)GO TO 20
l02b kPRNi(J)=CHA8(4)
I021/ GO To 20
'01?d 23 IP(SHAVE(J).GT.19)GU TOU 24
lu19 Ji(I.Nt.1)GOU To 20

'031 GO I10 i0
031 14 IF(SHAUE(J).GT.24)GU TO 25
'033 1F(l.NE.1)GOU 10 20
U34 PRNT(J]:CHAk(b)
035 6u l0 2u
Ujb 25 IF(SHAOE(J).G1' .28)GOU I 2b
031 0f(1.NE.1)GU To 20
038 PXNI'(J):CHAR(7)
039 GU TO 20
04U 2b lI(SHADE(J).G1'.33)GO 10 27
V41 1i(1.NE..1)6O 10 20

U43 GO 10 20
044 41 i l(SHiADE(J).Gl.3a)GU TO 28
o'45 IF'(1.EQ.3)GU 1020
04b 1U1t.Ev.1 )PRNT(J)=CHAH(9)
u4 / 1F(I.E.2)ehNfkJ)=ChAS(2)
048 6O TO 20
U49 le 1t(St1ADE(J).Oi1.44)GU TO 29
050 ik'(1.EQ.3)GOU N02U
051 IE(1.LQ.1)PiRNT(J)zCHAR(10)
U5,e Ii(l.EQ.2)PHNT(J)=CHAH(5)

4LJ

.....-....
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053 Go rU 2U
U54 29 IFSHtAUEdJ).Gf.51)GU 10 30
05b Uk(l.EQ.3)G0 'u 20u

U58 Go ru 2u
05)9 30 IFSAEJ.'*8G IU 31
Obt) 1F(1.EQ.3)G;U 10 20

062 1L<( I.LQ. )PHNT(J)C1A8(8 )
ut~3 Go TO 20

064 31 IF(SHAOE(J).GT.bb)GO £0 32

0b7 1F(1.EQ.2)PRNl(J)=CHA<( 10)
U08 GO TO 2U

0b9 32 IF(ShAD (J ) G I ..It) Gu 1o 33:1u70 PkRNI(J)=CHAR(11)
071 1F(I.EQ* 1)PkhN1(J)=C1AR( 10)
072 1E(l.EQ.2)PRN4(J )CkAH(9)
073 GO TO 20
U1 74 33 PItYT(J)=ChAk(le)
01!5 IF'C1.EV. I)PkNf(J)=CHA8(lU1)
O7kb IF I .EQ. 2)PRNT (J)zCHAR(5)
ull .0 C U i T IN JE
U0/$ WK1TL(b,5U0j(PIKNT(L),4:15100)
079 500 FORMAT('+*,1X,100A1)
Odo IQ CONTINUEL

0d2 501 FURMAT(lX)

084 END
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C TillS SUBRUUTINE ACCEPfS THE X,'Y COORDINATES OF
C A POINrUN IHE CACHt. MAP SHEET, AND k8ETUkNS
C lIME Z VALUE. AlT HA'l PUlNT

KC SUbROUTIw'E bf CYHUS C. TIU
C COMPUTER bClEi'vCE SPLCIALISICIRAlNE)
C AUIU-CARIU Ok
C IUL,USAI'L
C FUPr BELVJIRV A
C 23 AUG 1917
C

11)01 SUbRUUT1Nt ALi(A,l,Z,S14,AZ,bZ,iA5CU)
1002 INTEGER COEFI
luuJ LOGICAL41 COEF2

11)04 DiMENSIUN CUL1(90,4)),BU '512),COEF2(90,4O,3)
)O5D1mE~sIioN FIl l(4) ,FI'l2(4) ,F1T3(4) ,FIT4(4)

lUut, CumDAuNq/YWMu

207 AN.XCIXIbAU .IYIBG O27

W14 UATA IFIkST/U/

)ultb IiF(I1IRSL.Gf.u) COu 10 111

Wil ~ ISAYz

WU19 buxVE8=( Lb.i-4)*1U0./i.54)*8.

)Ue1 DO 112 K=1,90
Wid CALL USKIRN(4,1,IER,K,RES,bU,,IUNE)

Ju~e3 Ik(ILAe.Gf.u) Gu fu 9999
) J~i Ou 114 J1i,q*

U'd t) L4*(JlI1+b+328
)U20COLf1(IK,J):8UE IL)

)ue 7 CULF2(rN,J, lY=bUk(L+1)
)U28 CUt2(K,J,)=jUk(L+2)

)UZ9COEF2(K,J,JJzbUr (L+4)
)uiv 114 C u fltI Nu t
)UJI 112 CuNflINUL
)U3d III CUNTINUL

)u~c ImuuIl-di
)u4/ I (.,.VlAVL.ANU.JotV.JSAVL) CLI TO 8U
)Uib 1IHIMUU.Li.l) 6U IU 9998
JU39 IH(J.GF.9u) Gu IlI 9998
)U4U
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ULP.? I ITR:tLUCK~lk~k

)041 Fll Ll)=CUL~ 1(J,mU)

)U42 V~l I )=COEF 1 Wl , 1U)I

)U45.) DOIl iP~i,4

)U51 F'lf4(1t)=CU~J2(Jl ,imuu+l,ip-1)
)Ob2l 75 CUNTINUK

)U54 XC=LOAf(J-)*i'.i308Ub.

)Ut3 b lC=iiLUEfil*l~u<

)u~d xLC=XL-1.

)059 iLC:1'L-1.
D~bU 41=Flll1U)+fITl(2)*XL + (klh3)+FI'1l(4)*XL) 4 fL

Oub122I12t)l~()X + (Ff2(3)4FiT2(4)*XL) * 'ILC
:1 utz Z3lT3(1)+k1i3(2)*XLC + (l3(334Flr3(4)*XLC) I

uuto3 Z4=FLf4tl)+E1T4LizJ*ALC + (H1I4(3)4F1T4(4)*XLC) 4 YL.C
out)I XL2zAk3SdXL** (MHUIR+ ))
OuotS XLC2=A3SdXLC**(Mi~<LH~lj)
U000o fLiAiSL44(Mt UR~l))
Ub? YLC2=Ati6(.lLC**(MRnU)Hf1)
u0ob lit1AbCv).L.U)GU U 1200

.4 u')uAL2=F112 (2) +ei2 (4)*YLC
J U071 AZ3:*Jf3(2)+Fl13(4)*iL

u u / 3t AZ4 1 4 11 L 3 ) I ' 1( 4 ) * LC

jU/4 bL4:2 1I(3)i l2d4)*XLC

o () 1 200 CuNrINUI.
uu1b ALC=-XLC
JU19 ILC=-ilC
'Jub l(L2(.u*L4.3 *.L2(-2*L4.3
uumfl 2LC*..4L4. *L2(2*L3)3
u0ts~ 63=(XL2'(.-2.4XL+J. ))*(ILC24(-2.*YLC+3.) )

uUM14 i ASC J. L . u) V'u uI %) 25
00db1 AUh'v1-b.*ALC*(l.-ALC)*(.xLC2*(-2.*ILC+3.) 3
ub A043:b.4AL*(.l.-AL)*(.1LC2*(-2.*ILC+3.) )

vud9bDI-b.4XLC4(l.1.LC)*(XLC2*(-2.*XLC+3. )

VU94AL=AZ4AZ2 *AIA4Ai%AZJ*wJ+AZ4464
VV95 bzXl*bi~.etZ2bDv~2ZJ*b h3Z4*bi.A4

bL=643/41$Al I 6+03v,4L4A
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U097 205 Z=Z1*wltZ2*W2.ZJI*WJ+Z4*04
0098 21u CONTINUE

C wRIT(b,10 ~ BlZo3ZW,2w,4AwD2
C 1 ,AUw3,AUA4, ,60w1,b~vv2,bDW3,BDh4,AZ1 ,AZ2,AZ3,AZ4,bZ1 ,BZ2,
c I bZ3,i3Z4

0099 101 FURMATUIX,2f'9.4,2X,2(4F'9,4,2X) ,/,2(IX,3(4F9.4,2X),/),//)
Uuu 100 FORMAtr(lX, 15,i5,2F1U.3,F10.3,/)

01U2 ISAVE~l
u I U3 1 U 6V Lz 1 uN IT

01ut) 9999 allI1rE(5,99991)iERH
UlUb 99991 EUXMATr(11/U FAILURL ON DBI: -IERR 1,13)
0101 s]0p

14u10b 999b Z=310.
UlvY k1UkN
0110ENL



kFIIHOA.. i-iko " d-Sir 13: d4:1 d oI-Ak~e-oI i*41,04

.umb'r NA041 SIZE ArlIIEI10

I SIDAI . UO)4 J p 14c rlCL/N1C

A IUAIA 0 01 2) llo.A;.I Ft 1 C C
4 5 Aik V4)5A4 1o14b 0,.CUN.LCL

I 11"* " 0o U "l0'*,1L ,CU NLCL.
/ LN1 . -k-o Io0 1 ,1

I0 I'OU4*L

"'M .44. 11* AL'roo '. Jlii i'.t N,10 AMo ' A-1t -- A E. I.rc 01)011. NAM 01111 A0.,lo

,ArIABL.S0

'AML Ilk, AoUPQO A.;t Ilkl 0-t NAME Ilt. AO1.E' NA' E Iirlt AJAItSb NAM, IlkI Ab01.oo

lool 004 44744J Abod i 4-o4 /450 401*0 1.4 4:v4/74 44 AL1.4 1,44 4-04 /454 06. 104 1 -AAAI2*
AZ1 I ' k, 4)h 46 73- 4-u413.4 AZ03 $4 4-04737U A4 4 1,* 4-047374 bU* 8 4 4oU414tA
SA'r 1 4 40./4401 bL*3 1 *1 44471 oO4 4 1-047474 ALOAHr004 4-422b IZ 14 F 00014*

044-44 .:""J I*. _")4 "13 1 14 4-o474l it 64 r*4 447414 LL tPF4 o - oA02Z
-1j 004 4'-1/*I I. _uo. 470 IA'~ 1* FoOI,* 1 1F "~ 4-07204 "oo/.E I 4 - 47,44

IolH I-' 44,)14o iro 1 'I- 4-v4)124 1*01 I' 4)5 j I 12 4-04)1b2 .AiO 1 4-04)122
.A1i1 1-1 -~0 1!01 I..-t 100 4-u4750 11 I'd 4-047o0b4 12 I'd 4-04/b ." l.2 4-04 )o4

JUA. 1*1 4-4o.)n4 I 1 02 4o4/2 54 I*12 4A4U4 1. L ~ 4 -047250o MK .140 7* I-AOuoA
N-S10 1 ...... /11. *4 , _U oIc U ', 1 14 4-o47440 '2 44 4-047424 .3 t'.4 4 -0 47431
04 r.4 -~41,4 ~ 4 '_ , '. * C r4 4-U4/t I l e-4 4-U4 7,74 01.6 s4 4-_o4)7Jlo

LC'1 :1 ~ I4 00 4 
4

:Lo4 I o '0A,, 1:4 -0oo U' I~ U' v-A0I Ail P0*U 4 r ooo4.
4I /04 4-0/0 IL "*4 H-470 11 4 4-47314 11,11 1-4 4-041354 11.1 H. 4 4-U4735

HOAr 1*4 t,-~o 4 *i. ' 0-OooUl4 6 ka ,-oOO0 Ub 01 P. 4-047320 62 S. 4 4-U473i4

13 004k .- o4)3J 44 P'4 4U43 34

A-,4,0

NAMo :. 0A00100 olzt L11000i/,40

60o 004 4-043)20 o0 100 14 Ill2

till L* 40)l 4 tOL1 54 14

fill k#4 4-0U4714U U0000o I /4/41 .4 4-*i 4o00 4)
F4114 0*4 40U4726 o /( 1 14

LABLL AUo.- os AroL A.01or.O LAbLL AUOLoS~ 1.*01 000141.3 1.001.. 401.01.00

A' Aji alI.
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vwOH1'AN IV-P~LUS V02-51L LJ:25:0b 21-APk-81 PAGE I

PIS.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WR

C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE X,Y POSITIONS OFI
C ALL POINTS ALONG A LOS PROFILE AT WHICH THE
C KLEVATiuw IS 10 BE CALCULATED

C
c PROGR~AM 81 CiRUS C, TAYLOR
C
C AUTU-CART'U bk
C I'VL,USAETL
C TDL,UASETL4C 3 AUG 1977
C PROGRAM MOI.FIED) 19 JANUARY 1979
C IN ORDER TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH DUAL
C ALTIIuUE/SLOPE COmpuTATiON
C sUb8UUfINE AL6LPdFTN, rU BE USED
C BY SHADED RELIEF PERSPECTIVE SFTWR,
C C. C, TAYLOR

C

0001 SUBRUflNE P'LS(Xl ,Y1,X2,Y2,NPTS,B,DLN, IASCD)
0004e DIMENSION 8(l)

0003j COMMON /bUUNDS/XMAXB,YMAXBXMlNB,YMINB,ELLVB
O U04 FNPrsi=LUAl'(NPTS-1)
O005 ULN=(SQkL((X2-Xl )#$2+(Y2-Y1)**2))/FNPT1
00Cib ux:(x2-X1)/kNpls1
Q oul Ul=U2-il)/FNPT6I

*0008 SN=DY /DLN
U09 DO 100 1=1,NPT6
Duo FlMl=FLOAT(I-1)
0011 X=X1+FIM1$OX

0013 1IKX.LI.MAXB .ANU, Y.LT.Y1AXB
1 .AND. X.GT,XMlIk3 *AND. Y.GT.YMINB) GO TO 50

u014 B(I)=ELLV3
0015 GO TO 100
001t bO CALL ALTUX,YoZSN,AZ,bZ,lASCD)
uull bl=
0O1tj 100 CONTINUE
0019 RETURN
U020 ENE)



1, IF:. J:

I ORII y4 , 1 sICut.,LCL
U~I 31 IS OnLCQNLCL

4 0404 030452 41 H.. L, Cu., LCL
'I I JtOtoAA 2 1 M,,[0,CUN,LCL

I f.- L,bt *.AYLI RE 440)454Es NAME TiPt ADDRESS, NAM. It.L ODDHESS NAME IYPE. ADuNESS

IAME l1o A:R ES5 .AML IREt AI23L'SS NAPE LIRE DOO&LA NAM, IYPL 43060:55 '.ML TIRE ARMkE.S

4 4 -4ot44 AIL, M4 UCGIs.4 LA 4 4:ADDDC4 UIC H:4 4-UQ401An-S 19 14441 SN 4 4-000014 A .,*4 4-Qiioo0t 060 4 4 -0001,00 11 94 -001
.L'- r. b.~0L 46 lo4 4AD2 FOTSI 0 4 U-0000U 1 11 2 -002 IASC 1 2 F-00002U
01ke -uoR* 4 1 4 0000D A 4 -oI0D3 A MA8 H 4 6 000000 AMI~ R P4 60o1.0

.1 .r4 200jG4# 12 M4 VyvuI3*. 1.4 j3 b

NA.Bot liRE ALotSS Alto DIMENSIDNS

*1 LAMIL

LABEL ADDRESS LAPEL ADDRFESS LABUl AUCESS LABEL ADDRLSS LABEL ADDRELSS

5 I-RUSSOb 133 I-OUUU4i

FLANS 0A5ND1 SUA600INES RLkLNENCEU

fuIAL SEACE ALDCATEI 9 000010 196

SIM



FUXiRAN IV-PLUS V02-51E 13:25:it, 21-APR-81 PAGL 1

RGSTR.FTN /TR:BLOCKS/WJR

0001 SUBHOUT114E HGSTR(NHAI),ShAPE)
0002 LOGICAL*1 SHADE(1)
0003 COMMON /LNVH),3N~4NGH2D
0004 1i(NHAD.LE.N802.ANU.NHRAV.GE.NI))GU TO 10
0005 IF(NRAD.LE.NRD4.AND.NRAu.GE.NRD3)GO TO 20
000b GO TO 10
0007 10 1E(NKAD.NE.fNHV1)GO TO 11
0008 0O 12 J:NHG1,NRG2
0009 12 SHADE(J)=127
vulO 11 SHADE(NRG2)=127
0011 GO TO 100
0012 20 1lk'NRAD.NL.NRU4)GO TI) 21
0013 DI) 22 JZNPG1,NRG2
U014 22 SHiAOE(J)=127
0015 21 SIIAIE(NRG2):12/
u~jlb GO I10 100
0017 ENTRY IRGSTR
U018 NRD4=INT(3./U(+U.5)
0019 NHO3=INT(12.t/)A+U.b)

*1 020 NRD1=INT(I./DX+U.5)
0021 NRI2=INT(I.b/VX+0.5J

0023 NRG2=LNT(9./DX+0*5)
0024 100 kErTURN10025 END

Il



FO ROB I YB-PLD: V2-51L 11:fl.oo 21-A0R-b1 PAGE 4

I BODYB 000012 lb),DLCUNLcE

4 SWAPS 000002 1 RW,0,CO*.,LCL
BUTMPS6 000002 1 Kh, D.,CONLCL

A pkAE 000020 B Bh.,D,OAR,Gt$L

ENTRY POINTS

NAME flP. AUDLORED NAME- IIPE, AUDRESS NAME YORE ADDRESS1, NAME TYRE ADLIBESS NAME TORE ADDRESSb

0D LRSsTR [-000272 HC51 1-000000

* VARIABLES

UNAME TYPE AUDRESS NAME DOPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE UDRESS" NAME TYPE ADABESS" NAMEI TYPE ADDRESS13

D N 04 A0 14 A I*2 4-:00 O hOD 02 000.t, *1451 * kAO(;l I oOOOJ NRD4 1.2 b-QSAVOUd
NRD3 1* A..0000 ND Ai b 00000A *0P1 I2 -000010 NO 2 2 6-000012

4NAME TORE ADDRESS65. DO, LE 000.EI.61SIA

~1SHADE, L I k-000004 000001t I

LABELS

LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRHESS LABEL ADDRESS5 LAAEL ADDRESS LAbEL ADDRESS

10 I-OALAOA II1 1A04 12 do 1-00016* 21 1-0004
22 l* 100 1 U0432

TIJIAL SPACE. ALLLAIED 000510 10*

.LP.LSSRLAY



GRNUPT.frTN /'1R:bLUCKS/#j<

0001 SU8k0UTiNL. GRWU~f(J,kNFLAG,Xl1 XI
I iMAX, IASCD,AZ,BZ,Z,I1ST)

C TIfil bUbIRUUf~i4E lb, 0ESIGNEU AS A MUHL
L2 LEkICIENJ IMAGL/OJLkC' CUJ481ELATIUN PiOU11NE,
C IHAW 1tE UkIGINAL GRNDPI.F'TN OF AUG 78.
C SEE "CUMPUTLR GENERA1I1t OF SHADED FELIEF IMAGES
C iUlk CARTUHkAPHiC APPLICATIONS" fOk

C DOCUhiENTATIO14. ALGORITHM~ AND ROUTINE
C bY C. 'AyLUH, lo AOO 19

Uovi COMMON /AAikri/X, yU,1HEIAP,DNP15,DX,

0003 CUMMtUN /HGRAA/Z1,i.2,CSIP,SS1P,CST,SST
vUU4 DIMENSION Y(l)
O005 1V(WFLAG.LQ.1)GU TO 30
Oob 16=J*Lh(
000 1 kl1E.I)(0 10 10

UU9 4=(2)

0011 Y(2)=H-(Y .2)-Y16T)*VSF*SCL
U012 L.(()Li)(LkC1

o01 10 C UN'lI qU t
0014 '(SO.X1.),L.t+f U10 20
0015 LI~
001tb 1 I1.N.NPIS)GU TU 7U
001 1 NP'LAGIl

4 UU1ib 6U lu 3U
0019 70 1Z
UUe0Zif(0l
0021 rI1JH(~'i1v~4C:1 0042 t (I1j)7.-(x (1+1 J*UlbJ/(LLOAT(I)*0ELR*

I CST)
002 1 (,U 10 1U
u04,* "e C oi iq J L
0025 U=i ZZ2
002t) ZL=41
0027 A=VSf'*SCL
0 v2 d ZP=ZU-ZL

SU029 K~eL0AL(1-1)*ULP
0036 UP ,LfAzoi.LJ
003 1 H
0032 PU=HtUE.L
0033 kN=
0034 b0 CuN' I NUL

C PU1L061N6 LINL C0;1EItEidL 001 AVILI' LE-
C bU6U01t6. 17 AUG /9. C2. iAYL~q

0035 100 P uWt! AT ( I A, 1 15 ,tFl 10 .5)
0036 ANUM=(-H4LYIS- ( ISi-ZL) *A*DISPA*L*DIS/VLLIA)
0037 DEN( S- . ~ Z*A* 1sl/UL'1 A

0040 1e(LEr~f..Q.i5)UU lu t0o
V041 A1:x+IHAD*CSIP
0044eizQHL6f



FORTRAN IV-1PLUS Yui-b1E 13:25:'b9 i1-A~'r-l PAGE. i
GHNUPT.FIN /RtLCK)A

0044 CALL ALTr(X1,fl,4.,SN,AZ,jZ, IASCD)
U045 YIIRY=H-(Z-YlST)*VSk'*SCL
004b Y iRi=7.-( II iY*D15)/ (RAL*CS'I)
U041 IER'R -16

* 0U48 lV(A8S(fEH).L.(10L*IA))GU lu 30
C Th~U POSSIbILITIES:CONCAV. AND CUNVEX

0049 IF(YERR.G;T.0)GU TO 40
0050 ZP='LU-Z

I0057 L=
00to4 RL:HAU

0055 GO Tu 50

00b14 30 CuiqTINUE
Qob] RETURN
00b4 END



fUMYIOAN 10-11.14 *00-514 12:2b:29 21-APR1-Ul PALI,1 J

PROG0RAM14 Sl4CT1062

I SC U U I I U014 12 J89 lk4 ANCub.1CL

0114 61A0 0002 1 RIZ A1, 14160014

14*114 000 271 D4TIB

N A4M L T1114 1400146.2 AKE*1 TYPE ADDRESS0 N1*6 AMC 41 1401420 AU14*14 NAME 1 TYPE ADES5 NAME6 TYPE 000146.20

A 14#4 4-UU10014 1420* H44 4-000046 AZ H4*4 F:000021- 84 R4*4 F:000024- CST 14:4 1000040d
CS12 R44 6-0000b22 H2 LTA46002 44 6002 * .004* ISI * 010

14 1*4 400024 100 1*4 :00002*1 44 1* 0004 140M 14 400000 DIN R*4 4.000O052

2*14 IN , 4-00044, TST 1.* 2 7-00004 j21 14* 7 -000014 1146.1 0 2* F6-0000064 11461TS 1414 6 - 00010

TI, 1. 4- 00004 4 NO4 6-00003d 0 NO4 6-000.0 X1 144 1.000010# 014 RN 4NO4 4-00001

1 14*4 140000 2' 0*140 NO4 F-0 0 0 0I* vS 64 4-U0000 01140 144 4-000066 10 144 6-000,004
ilor k.*4 1-000 062 Z 14* F4-0000214* £1. NO*4 4_-000010 £14 1 4 4.000020 £12 NO 4 4-_00 0004

Z 14*4 .-0 000 00 Z2 NO*47-0000004 A6. AbRSLBE ADLA

v41 N1. 000 04 - 000

7101 2411, AILCA 0 001**0 412w)41 c 10032 5 1002

ALI
z UAMSAIALCTUx010 7



-FURTRAN IV-P~LUS V02-SIE 13:25:59 21-APR-81 PAGE 4

GHNUPT.FTN /TR:SLUCKS/WR

*LP.LST=GRNDPT



SSLPLP/Pk:O/E/CP/qgtyj=SSLLPp, L.3',3U0)VSJYIPN
SLPSALSLPDLFPkHDIS~DQUANI DHCSLP

UNITS=21
ASG=Tl:l ,TI :b
AS G £1: 8
ASGzDb0:14,Db :12



i081HAN IV-PLU5 V02-51L 13:k7:Ok 21-APR-31 P~AGE I
SSLPL.P.FTN /ThR:BLOCKS/wR

C TH1S PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE AN OUTPUT 9 TRACK

A DN1I A F VRCA SCALINUA IMAECTOAR.ER

C SELECATED ATA P HE CACHOKMPSET

C TP UER OfSLES. BESWEE TWOL FOMUAO
C IH DEERMAIN O THE LOAY SOPES OF EIF
C OIINU HEH SUNGETHE PIXEL OTERSTY

4C ONF ERIA TCAIN RFLCTEDLIHT

C PRORA B'r CYRRAYLCNTINNGT
C AUNUMAIE CAGA; BRIACHA iLB
C ENIERTOPORAP HILB

000 DIMENS iO NU IYS THA WIL
C CONTAIN~ LIE DAADE FOR TIME STATEMIE
C C.LUr.O 2bFIES AUG LS 1979

C0004 T LUGIAL*1E SHE LOAL0LOP O
C0005 CERMMIN, /r300NS/XMABYMABXMWITH MIOTHER
Co COEMDTEMNE /SEXI/DETA,CDTEMELiSUANClCI2

0007 CIMENON /NEW/MRDR A(124

00 C DATAGN STATEMENTIADDED/,RNOSEiNTL/1/7
U002 DIMENSION IAT/12 l

C CI. hALEk 26 I~A 179 IAIN U L
CQ) DM ENSILLOPN THE I S(2 LE

0015 CLGCLl SS(4-1'DOACEIDADMO

C 15 COMON /493,S/XMA~E,ASOCIAlVARYIBLEV

0OU7 COMMON~y.)G lNWMOb

O wiI 1 UI ;IT.AL TAEET
Col DAT1E~,'A NE lk: u/,IARI1LE N/, . .1

C C-A hAV MALv INTUALLr-i DELMED RUNIUNG

C....................................................................4L- -.S



FLJR1&AN iV-PLOS V02-blE 13:27:U2 21-APR-81 PAGE 2

SSLPLP.FIN /TR:BLOCKS/Wg

C OF' SOFTWARE, C. TAYLOR, 2b AUG 1979

0017 WRITE(l,lQ4)IEkR,IFLAG
0018 104 FORMAT( OPEN FAILURE UN DBI:CACHE1.DAT',213)
0019 STOP

Cb CONTINUE
0020 b CALL DSKFlL(2,1.,'DBO','SDRLF.DAT',DUM,512,

1 1024,IFLAG,ILRR)
C OPEN(ONIT=9,NAME=k'OH005.DAV DTYPE= OLD ,ACCESSzLiC 1 'DIRECI',READONL1 ,HECURDSIZE=405,
C I SHARLU,ASSCIA'EVARIAiLE~vd)

0021 IF(IERk.LQ.U)GU fU 7
0022 WRIIE(1,107)lEHH
0023 lv? FORMATE' OPEN FAILURE ON Db1:SDRLF.DAT1,13)
0024 6lOP
0025 7 CONTINUE

C NU6 SET PARITY AND ULN.51TY OF TAPE
C NOUI DEFINE PARAMETLiAS
C *NEXT 7 LINES ADDED R. ROSENTHAL 2/13/79

A.002b wRITE(1,*)' ENTER DEVICE AND kILE NAME: '1DDN:FILE.EXT"#
* 0027 wRITE(1,4)' TO INPUT FROM TLRMINAL ENTER *'TI:''

C NEXT TrWO READ STATEMENTS ALTERED TO READ FROM
C UNII 4 IN ORDER TU ALLOW UELAtED RUNS

0028 REAU(8,5bb)IBYTES

0029 5555 FOHMAT(IOA2)
0030 WH'E1*'NUMBER OF CHARS IN kILE NAME'
0031 ALAD(8,*)NbYTES
0031 CALL ASSIGN (4,IBYTES,NBYTES)

C *tvEX1 3 COMMENTS ENfERED H. ROSENThAL 2/13/79
C PiqOMPT INPUTS ARE. NOW FROM UNIf 4
C 1r4'OT PARAMETERS MAX NOW BE READ FROM DISK FILES
C CHANGES MADE TO vREADi5,W) NOW 'FLAD(4,*)

003,3 20 CONTINUE
0034 wRITE(1,100)
003b 100 FO8MAT(IX,'LNIER MAPSHEET COORDINATES Uk LOWER LEFT-iA'i

I *,/,lX,' AREA OF' INTLRESI')
0030 READ(4,*)XLL,YLL
0037 wHlTE(1,101)
0038 101 FURMAT(1X,'ENTER HEIGHT ANU wiIH OF ARtA OF INTEREST')
0039 READ(4,*)H,w
0040 130 FUNMATEV ENIER ORDER OF WEIGHIING FUNCTION 10 bE USED*)

f0 041 okIIE(1,102)
0042 102 FURmAT(IX, 'ENTER v PIXELS/F4URIZUNTAL LINE')
0043 FLAU(4.*)NPIX
0044 WH11tE(1,13J)
004h 103 f-ORMATf(1X,-NTER VERTICAL SCALING FACTOR-)

JU4b HEAU(4,*)VSF

UU48 10t) FUNMLA(X,ELNTEH 0 FUR LAMBERTS LAW,'o/,lXI
1 'I k0R rNEL LOMMEL-SEELIGER LAw')

0049 READ(4,*)LAW
0050 wNLTE(1,105)
U05l 1ub FORMAL(' ENTER ANGLL OF ELEVATION OF LIGhI',',/,'

1 DicZECTIUN OF LIGHT (O=FHOM N,90 FROM E)',/,
I ' AZIMIOThAL VANIATIUN*)

uob2 READ(4,*JLL,AN1,8VIEW1
0053 wRITL(1,131)

tf 1ed



FORTKAN IV-P~LUS V02-51E 13:27:02 21-APR-81 PAGE 3
SSLPLP.FTN /fR:BLOCKS/wH

0054 131 FORMAT(1X,'RELIEF CONTOURS?Xz1,/,CONTOUH
I INTERVAL (M)')

0055 READ(4,*)lRELCN,1CON
005b IVSUN=0

C IULLOWING 3 LINLS ADUED FOR DCMNTN PURPOSES
*C C. TAYLOR. 26 AUG 1979

0057 CALL TLME(ATIM)
0058 WRITE(1,134)(ATIM(IJKL).IJKLa1.2)
0059 134 FQRMAT(IX,2A4)
00b0 IF(RVIEWI.GT.L.)IVSUNl
00b1 AN1=ABS(ANI)
00b2 ANm9O.-ANl
QOb3 EL=(ELI*3.I4I59)/l80.
0064 ANz(AN#3.I4l59)/l80.
0065 ANG=((135.*3.l4I59)/180.)-AN
0066 RVfLw=dRVIEWl*Pi/360.
0067 RVIEWd:(PI-2.*RV1Ew)/2.

C NOW DEFINE PARAMETER-DEPENDANT VARIABLES
0066 DELTAw/FLUAT(NPIX)
0ub9 CNVRTzO.000787401b
0010 CNVRT=I./CNVRT
0071 lIt(IRELCN.EU.13 VSF=IAN(EL)*CNVRT*(DELTA/ICUN)*VSF
0072 UELTAP=DELTA/( ((5.E-4)*100./2.54)*9.)
0073 DELTAG=(DELTA*50000.)*(2.54'100.)
0074 NPTS=NPIX~l
0075 XEND=XLL+w
001b LSTRPd±H/DELTA

C *FULLUWING LINE INSLKIED R. ROSENTH4AL 16-FEB-79
3077 NUMRWS=LSTHW~i
3078 DELSQR=DELTAG**2
3079 iCURzYLLH

C HOW~ PRECISE ARE THE FOLLOWING?
)080 C1ZCOSE-RVIEWt3.*PI/4.)

3081 C2=COS(-RVIEW-PI/4.)*1 082 SlzSIN(RViEW43.*PI/4.)
3083 S2xSIN(RV1EW-PI/4.)
3094 SY=COS(EL)*SIN(AN)
)085 SXXCOS(EL)*CUS(AN)
)086 SZ=SIN(EL)

)OU/ COSEL=CUSCEL)
C ESTABLISH DENSITY SCALING FACTOR
C ASSUME DMAX=127 CORRESPONDS TO
C TO DENSITY OF' 2.3

*1C DSCL=127./2.3
3088 WRITE(1,111)
)089 ill FORMAW( ENTER DSCL (52'
3090 REAU(4,*)DSCL
)091 115 FORMAT( LNTLR 1 TO DUMP ELEVATIONSO)
3092 WR~rE(b 1 12)XLL, kLL,H,W
)093 112 FURMAT(1IXLL,XLL=(',F7.3,,,F7.3 '),a-
)094 wRITE(b, 113)NPIX,VSF,1LAW.NRDR
)095 113 FORMAT(' NPIX=',13,' VSF=',F7.3 A'A='k,1MRDRz ',13)
309b WRITk~b,1 14)ELI,AN1,L)SCL,RVlEWINumIws
)097 114 FURMAT( EL=,F7.3,*AN,F8.3.DSCLu',F7.3,OVIEW=I,

1F8.2,#NUMBER OF RUhS=0,14,//)
C *AbUVE 3 LINES, ADDITIUN T0 WRITE STATEMENT ADDED R. ROSENTHAL



*LORfRAN' iV-PLUS V02-tSIE 13:27:U2 21-APR-81 PAGk. 4
iSLPLP.kHN /TR:BLUCKS/wR

C LSTAbLISH DO-LOOP TO PROCESS DATA
)U98 DO 1000 IkUw=UPLSTH
)099 CRYU-ET

)10 GO TO 133
M3 132 CALL RCSLP(XLLaICUH,XEND,XCUH,NPIX,AZA,bZA

1 ,DLN,ICUN,DELTAP)
)lO4 133 CONTINE

Mo1b IFLWE.I O1

)1117 AZ=AZAR'tUZ*UELrAPJ*+DLA*Z*2(ESH*)
1114 COSI:8EGIS)0~A

*1 ~ ~ II CAL NT:E SY MY HAE TOA CANG
U12s 1C0=SX.Ll'.1E-b)CU-i6.O01A4ZDESRS

)lib 5flAD=ALU,lU(l./COSI)

I118 IF(SHAD.GT.l27.)SHAU)127.
'119 SHADE(1P1XJ=SHAD
'lA 13 CUNIINUE
'121 GO fu Ibuu

C fqUv UkAl vAuA 'iHt. LUMMr.L SEtLIGER CASE
11 CUNIINUE

C DIFWEENTIATE drWEEN EVEN AN.) ODD ROWS1 124 O 19 lPIX=l,NPlX
'124 AZ=AZA(lPIX)*DELTAP
'12b b4bL.A(IPIX)*0ELTAP

.12b A =A Z * V SF
'121 bz~bz*vst*
1128 CALL SXSY(SX,Sl',AZ,bZ)
129 bEG=DELTrAG*(-SXPAL-SY*i3Z)+DELSQR*SZ
130 DIS=SQRTt(AZ*DELIAG)**2.ABZ*D)ELTA)**2+(DELLSQR**2))

144 SHAU=1 ./ (1.4 CUSE/COSI))
13t5 bAD=(ALO.lO(1./SIIMD))*DSCL
-I3t iH(SdAU.LT.O).)SiAU=O.
,131 I (Sr1AO.GI.127.).SHAO=127.

I tS I-AOU I( EPiX SH AU
'149 19 CUNFINUE-
I'4U 1500 CONTINUE

C NUA Nkt1TE if uO'1 TO Dior,
141 JIHOW=1NOA+1
142 CALL UK ,IXtOILrAE

1 0,IUUN.)
1143 lkI6RHA.Ey.U)Gu l.u 15'1,44W~iTu~lu)iL(

145 ub UHN)W DK[RNFAIUHE:,13
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14o STOP

149 Ir' (NPIX.61.100)GU TO 1501
150 DO 1502 JI~,tu
151 CALL DSKTRN(2, 1, ILR,JFIL,NPES,SHADE,

I U,ONEJ
152 IF(IE8K.tEQ.0)C;O Tu 16

155 CONTINUE
15b CALL LP(SHADE)
1!)l 1502 CONTINUE
l!) 1501 CON TI NUE
159 CALL 11MEI(AllM)

Ltdl WRVITE(l,109)
1bk 109 FURMAWC ANOTHLA& IMAGE:ENTER 11)
lb3 KLAU(4,110)IANS

.1 10 110 FORMAT(I4)
lerlANS.EQ.1)GO TO 20

1btU CALL LSK I L(4,-2, 'ObO', 'CACHEI.DAT',DUM,1024,100
lF'LAG,lEkk~)

lb7 CALL OSKi1L(2,-2,'Jb0l'SDPLF.DATI,DUM,512,1O24
1 lF'LAG,IEik)

lvb STOP
bYE L)~
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HU6LAN SECTIUkS

UMBER NAME SIZE ATIAI UTEb

I OCUDE 0001,4 1002: MM.YCIMCL
2 $PUATA 0003 06 99 R :Decoh:bL

M 1ATA 001574 44b NDeCOh.6CL

A 52 4 79 RM,DCON.LCL
$T TM PS 00 00 14 6 RWD,C~hLCL

b U U 6 00 00 24 lU K.,DOVF'(abL
St 1X O00 00j b it. n.,DOVR G 1LS NEXW 000002 1 R.,D.OVR,GML

AkLABLLS

NAME TYPE AUURESS NAN lIPE ADDRESS NAML TYPE ADULSS NAML I1PE ADURLS NAME TYPE ADDRESS

AN AM4 4-021142 AN 4 1-00001, ANY R:4 4 .:4 4:0224 BG 8:4 4:022254
AZ A4 4-022250 C.hT AM4 4-02162 CODE RM4 4-022274 CODEL k4 7-000004 COn RM 4 022264
CI HA4 7-000016 CT R.4 7-000022 DELSQOR R*4 4-022204 DELTA t44 4-022156 DELTAG R4 7-000000
DEI.AP AMA 4-022166 012 A4 4:022260 LN H4 4-022436 DSCL A4 4-022230 DAM AM4 4-052060
LL HN4 4-03214b ELVA AM4 b-000020 ELI HM4 4-022120 H R.4 4-022100 YAMS 12 4Y22J10
ICUN IS 4-02213b ICTL DM5 4-022046 DEN IS2 4-022044 IDONE IS2 4-022304 IERR 1M2 4-022052
IkLAG 1M2 4022064 1JKb OMS 4-022140 1IAM I2 4-022042 1-10 DM2 4-022242 IMELCN jN5 4-022134
I ON 1N9 4_022234 DUNIT 1M2 4-022034 10UN I*2 7-000010 JAIL I2 4-022306 JROM JN2 4-022300
KODE 1-2 4-022036 KOUNT IMs 4-022050 LAN 1*2 4022116 LSTMM 1M2 4-022200 MODE 502 4-022040
MUR H 2 b-00000 NOOIES 12 4-0220A NA IX DM2 4-022110 NPTS 12 4-022172 AEs 1M2 4-022302
NUMH "S 12 4-022202 P0 AM4 4-022054 R 4EN AMA 40221b2 4ADEAI AMA 4.022130 SHAD R4 4-022270
SA A44 4-022220 51 A*4 4-022214 SZ AM4 4-022224 SI R4 7-000026 52 A4 7"00002
VSP AM4 4-02212 M R4 4-022104 XED AM4 4-022174 ALL AM4 4-022070 XNAXB At* 6-000000
ARMNB AM4 b-000010 OCAR R4 4-022210 ALL AM4 4-022074 IMAAB AM4 6-000004 OMINB AMA 6-000014

k AMAYS

NAME TYPE ADDRESS SIZE D1MENSIONS

ATIM AM4 4-020024 000010 4 (21
*ADA AMA 4-000000 010000 SOAR DYOS4)

AZA AMA 4-010000 010000 10 10241

II TES 1N2 4-020000 000024 10 i01
SHADE L4I 4-020034 002000 512 (1024)

.AMELS

LAbEL ADODRLS LABEL AUDRESS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS LABEL ADDRESS

6 I-o oo 7 1-000220 It 1-003060 13 * 15 1-003560
16 1-003714 19 10 20 1-000400 I00. 3-000116 101' 3-000230
102' J-000306 103' 3-000350 104' 3-000000 105' 3-000510 106' 3-000412
107' 3-00004b ION' 3-001212 109' 3-001240 110: 3-001202 111' 0-000750
112' 2000176 t 113' 0014M 114" i-A~ION I4I' J0 10' MM
l1l 3-00066a 132 1-002462 133 1-002500 134' 3-000742 1000 MA
1500 1-003464 Is01 1-003746 1502 5555' 3-000112

41
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C TmIS SUbkoUli cg CALCULATES THL X,Y P)SIIHUN-5 Uk
C ALL POIN~TS ALC~tvG A LOS P8MOF1LE AT 6HICh THE
C LLEVjlui. I6 'LU HLE CALCuLATED

C
C PROGRAM b'i CXIHJS C. 1'AiLUR

C AUru-CARIC bk
C fDL,USAETL
C TDL,UASETL

C 23 AUG 1977
C

C

0001 SUBPOUTNLPk SLPS(Xl,f1,X2,12,NPTS,AZA,BZA,OLN)
0002 UIMENSION AZA(1),t3ZA(12
0UU3 COMMON /HLUU 0O)/XMIAXb,YMIAXB,XM1Nb,YM1Nb,EL~vb

u004 INPTSI=FLUAT(NFTS-fl
uuot)ULN=(SQR1 ( X2-X1J**2+(.i2-Yl)**2))/FNP1S1

U Ut DX=(X2-Xl)/H 1S1
000/ UY=( 2-Y 1) /FNPTSI
O~udt SN=O'i/ULN

C009 D0 100 1=1,NPTS
0010 HIM 1 =F L 3ATI- I
0011 X=X1lilol*LX

0013 IF'(X.Lf.XMAXb .ANU. I.LT.YMAXB3
I .AND. A.GT.XMINb .ANU. Y.G;TaMINB) GO TO 50

0014 AZA(I)=O.
001t) bZA(I)=G.
001t) Go TO 10Q
uu17 5U CALL ALr(x,,,Z,,SN,AZ,bZ,1)
0018 AZA(i)=AZ

0019 BZA(L)=BZ
o0zo 100 CONIINUE
0021 RETURN

0022 E N L)
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C THIS SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS THE X,Y COORDINATES OF
C A POINTON THE CACHE MAP SHEET, AND RETURNS
C THE Z VA.LUE AT THAT POINT
C

C
LC SUBROUTINE BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR

C COMPUTER SCIENCE SPECIALIST(TRAINEE)
C AUTO-CARTU bR
C TVL,USAETL
C FORT BELVOIR, VA
C 23 AUG 1977
C

0001 SUIbXOUTINL ALT(X,Y,Z,SN,AZ,BZ,iASCD)
0002 INTEGER COEFI
0003 LOGICAL*1 CUEF2
0004 DIMENSION COEFI(90,40),BUF(512),COEF2(90,40,3)
0005 DIMENSION FIT1(4),FIT2(4),FIT3(4),FIT4(4)
000b CIJMMLJN /66UNDS/XMAX8,YMAX8,XMINb,YMIN8,ELEVB
0U07 COMMON /NEW/MHDH

* 0008 1F(X.LT.XMAXB .ANU, Y.L.T.YMAXB
1 .AND. X.GT.XMINB .AND. Y.GT.Yt4INB)GO TO 2077

0009 ZzELEV8

0010 AZ=O.
0011 bzz0.
0012 RETUHN
0013 1077 CONTINUE

0014 DATA IFIRST/0/
0015) IFIFRST.Gl.O) GO TO ill

*ol 001SAVLzO
OU018 JSAVL=0
0019 buHDtF=( tb.L-4)*I00./2.b4)*b.
0020 Flrz(bO8VEk/8.)*9.
00,21 00 112 K=~1,90
0uill CALL DSI(TIN(4,1,1ERR,IK,NPES,HUF,0,IDONL)

J 00213 I IEpuT0 TU 99V9
00;4 U0 114 J=1,40

002b COEF1(FK,J)=bUk(L)

0021l CtEFltKJ,1)=bUFLL+1)
00z48 C0EF2(K,J,i8bUL42)
0029 CULF2I.K,J,3)=b,0(L+3)
oujo 114 CUNfINUE
0031 112 CUNTINUE
0032 ill CONTINUE
0033 JzIN'( (X-bHUVEK)/FII)+1
0034 1=INT((Y-bHVEH)/P~iT)+l
0035 J1=Jt1
oOib 1M00Z1-8d
0037 Ik1.EQ.IAVE.AND.J.LV.JSAVL) GU TO 80
0038 IF*(IMUD.LT.1) GO TO 9998
0039 II (J.GT.90) GU TO 9996
0040 1k=(1MOV-1)*4

- * --A(
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0041 FI'Tl()CUEr1(J,LMUD)
0042 FIT2(1)=CUEFI(JPIMOV.1)
0043 FIT3(1)zCUEFl(J,I40D)
0044 FIT4(1)=COEF1(Jl,IMUUtl)

0045 DO 75 IP=2,4

A 0049 FIr4(IP)=CUEF2(J1,MUV+1, IP-1)

*100!54 XC=FLOAT(J-1)*FlT8OHIER
0055 XL=(X-XC)/F'IT
005b YC=FLOAT(i-l)*Fl',8UHuLH
0051 IL:(Y-'IC)/klTf
0058 XLC=XL-I.
0059 YLC=YL-1.
UQ)bO ZI=FITI(1)+FIT1(2)*XL +(FIT1(3).FII1(4)$XL) 4 YL
uobl Z2=F1T2(1)+FIT2(2)*XL + (FI12L3)+FI12(4)*XL) 4 YLC
Uob2 Z3=F11'3(1)tVIT3(2)*XLC +(F1I3(3)+ikI 3(4)*XLC) * YL
00b3 Z4=FlT4(1)+kfr~4(2)*XLC + (F114(3)+FIT4(4)*XLC) 4 XLC
0064 XL2=ABS(XL**(MBDR+1))
00bb .(LC2=AtS(XLC**(MHUHt1))

*1 O0bb YL2=ABS(YL**(MHDR+I1))
0067 YLC2=ABS(YLC**(MRDP+1))
00b8 IFU1ASCU.L..)GU lU 200
00b9 A~L=zIT1 (2)44111 (4)*lL
00/0 AZ2=i'Ir2L2).sFlrfc4)*YLC
00O71 AZ3=FIr3( 2).FIT3(4) *IL
00/2 AZ4=P*IT4(2)44j114(4)*YLC
0U73 BZI=FIT1 (3)+FIT1 (4) *XL
0U74 BZ2=k'1 12(3)+k112(4) *XL
0015) bZJz=113(3)04 13(4)4ALC
007b bZ4=FIT4(J)+FlT4(4)*XLC
U07 1 200 CUNriNuL.
0018 XLC=-XLC
0019 YLC:-YLC
o0b0 w'l=XLC24(-2.4ALC43. ))*('YLC2*(-d.*YLC43.)

0ulil WJ=(XL2*(-2.*XL,3. 3)*EULCI*(-2.*YLC*3.) 3

00U4 IYl1ASCU.LQ.0)GU 10 205
0uub! AVW1=-b.*XLC*( 1.-XLC)*(.YLC2*(-2.*YLC-3.))

ouloADvw3=b.*Xi,~( 1.-XL)*I.LC*L2i.91LC+J.))

u0"7 kAD"1:-b.*ALC*( 1.-XLC)*(XL2*(-2.*XL+.))
00dJ8 AVW4=b.*XL*(1.-AL)*(YL2*(-2.*AL+3.)

0091 IDW3=-b.*ILC*( I.-YLCJ*XL*-2.*XL+3.))

0093

U094 AAZ+AZ*%1+A.2*w2+AZ3*w3,AZ4*w4
0095 BZ:Z1*1o+Z2*B2+Z3*u*3Z4*Uw4

UU~bBZ=3Z+i"Z11+Z2*2+/3*w3*b4*w4
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UU97 205 Z=Z1 *W1 +Z2*w~e+Z3*vd+Z4*6%4
0098 210 CONTLNUE

C YvHITE(b, I U I)AZ,BZ,Z1,Z2 ZJZ4, IAkw3,iN4,A[)W IADW2,
C 1 ,AUw3,AUA4, ,bDAI ,biDo2,OUA3,BV4,AZI ,AZ2,AZ3,AZ4,bZ1 ,bZ2,
C 1 BZJ,bZ4

0099 101 F'UHMAT(lX,2i9.4,2X,2(4F9.4,2X) ,/,2(1X,3(4E9.4,2A),/),//)
0100 100 F~icMAT(lAI5,15,2 10.3,10.3,/)
0101 JSAVEZJ
uio 2  ISAVEIl

Q0 ISL)~~

u H1H

015 99 RT15991I~

.1

-a4
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C FLL NAME - LPPER.FTN
C

0001 SUBROUTINE LP(SIAL)
0002 LOGICAL~l SHADE(1),CHAR(12)
0003 LOGICAL*1 PRNT(100)

0004 DATA CHAR/',PC~ #It 0/6 PY', 0#0, #@f, out,

C WRITE(5,51 )(SHADE(4) ,N=1,32)
0005 51 F(IHMAT(1A,3203,/)
000b DO 10 I=1,3
0007 DO 50 K=1,100
0008 IF(SHADE(() .LT*0. )SHADL(K)=127.
0009 PHNT(K)=CHARc(1)
0010 50 CONTINUE
0011 DO 20 J=1,100

0012 IF(SHADE(j).GT.b)GU XO 21.10013 IF(I.NE.1)GO TO 20
0014 PKNT(J)=CIIAR(1)
0015 GO TO 20
0016 21 IF(SHADE(J).GT.9)GO TO 22
0011 IF(I.NE.1)GO TU 20
0018 PRNT(J)=CHAR(2)
0019 GO TO 20
0020 22 I(SKADE(J).GTq1J)GU TO 43
0021 IF(1.NE.1JGU TO 20
0022 PRNT(J)=CHAR(3).10023 GO TO 20
0024 43 IF(SHAUE(J).GT,15)GO TO 23
0025 IF(1.NK.1)GU TrO 20
0026 PRNT(J)=CHAR(4)
0027 GO TO 20
0028 23 IF(SHADE(J).GT.19)GO TO 24
0029 liUI.NE.1)GO '10 20
0030 PKNT(J)=CHAH(b)
0031 GO TO 20
0032 24 IF(SHADE(J).GT.24)'GO TO 25
0033 IF(I.NE.1)GO TO 20
0034 PRNT(J.)=CHAI4(b)
V035 GU TU 20
003b 2b IF(SHADE(J).GT.28)GU TO 26
0037 1(Nk1JUTO 20
0038 PRNT(J):CCHAR(7)
0039 GO TO 20
0040 2b II(SHADE(J).GT.33)GO TO 27
0041 IF(1.NE.1)GU TO 20
0042 PRNT(J)CH'AH(8)
0043 GO TO 20
0044 27 IF(SHADE(J).GT*38)GU TO 28
004b IF(1.EQ.J)GO TO 20
0046 Irr..EQ.1)PRNT(J)=CHAR(9)
0041 IF'(I.EQ.2)PRNT(J)=CHAR(2)
0048 GO TO 20
0049 28 IF(SIIADE(J).GT.44)GO TO 29
0050 IF(1.LQ*3)GU TO 20
0051 IF(IoEQ.1 )PHNT(J)=CIIAR(10)
00!32 IF(I.EQ.2)PRNT(J)=CHAP(5)
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LPPEH.Ffh /TR:uL0CK5/6R

0 0!)3 tou £0 20
0054 29 1F(SHA0E(J).Gr.b1)AJ 10 30

0055 1F(.1.EQ.3)GO 10 20

0U57 IF( I.LV.2)F-RNI'J:()=CkiARU5)
0058 GO TO 20
0U59 3U iF(SHAVE(J).GT.58)(;O TO 31
Q0bo ieUl.EQ.3)GO fu 20

00b~i 1 (1.LQ.2)iNf(LJ):CrfAHW8
0063 GO TO 20
00b4 31 1 k SHADE (J) .G1. bb) GU TO 3 2
O~bb Ii(i.EQ.3)PRNT(J)=CHA<(4)
oobb lF~l.EQ. 1)PhNNT(J)=CHAH(b)
UOb7 lF(l.EQ.2)PRNI (J)=CHiA(10)*1u~b8 GO TU 20
00t)9 32 IF(SHA0E(J).G'I./c0)6u TO 33
0070 PRNT(J)=CHAR(1I)
0071 I F( I .EQ. 1 ) P R [,f ) =C HA k( 10)
U072 IF(1 .EQ.2)PhNI (J )CrIAk(9)
0073 GO TO 20
0074 33 PIRNl(J)=CHAk(12)
0075 IF(1 .EQ. 1)PHIN(J)=ChAHI.(0)
oO7b P7(1 .EV.2)PkNT(J)=CHiAH(5)
00/I 20 CONTINUE
oQ1d wJ$ITEtb,5U) tPRNf(I) ,L:1, 100)
0079 b00 FUNNMAT('+,IX,IUOAI)
OU00 10 CONIINOU.
uob ARITL(b,501)
00tJ2 501 toIPMAT(1X)
o0bs HLTUfY
0084 N
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C THIS SUBROUTINE 1S DESIGNED TO VARY THE AZIMUTH OF THE
C 'SUN' TO STRENGTHEN THE DETAIL IN SHADED RELIEF IMAGES
C CREATED BY PROGRAMS SHADE.FIN AND) SHAVLP.FTN.
C kEIERLNCE: P. YUELI, 'SUME REMARIKS ON THE CUMPLETION
C Of THE ANALYTICAL HILL SADING PROJECT'
C (UNPUBLISHED?-AUTO CARTO FILLS)
C
C PROGRAM BY CYRUS C. TAYLOR
C AUTUMATED CARTOGRAPHY BRANCH
C USAETL, FURT BELVUIR, VA
C 11 JULY 1978
C
C

0001 SUBROUTINE SXSY(SXSY,AZ,BZ)
0002 COMMON /SEXY/DELTAG,CUSL,IVSUN,ANG,C,C2,S1,S2
O 003 REAL*4 NX,NY

40004 1F(IVSUN.EQ.O)GO TO 110
C

0005 NX=-AZ*DLLTAG
0006 NY=-BZ*DELTAG
000/ DISFI=SQkT((NX**2)+(Wf**2))
0008 If(DISFI.LT.1.E-b)GU TU 110
0009 CO=NX/DISFI
0010 SO=NY/DISFI
0011 C=C0*COS(ANG)-SU*SIN(ANG)

j 0012 S=S0*CUS(ANG)1+C0#SIN(ANG)
C IN LEkECI, UUR X-Y COUOINATE SYSTEM hAS bEEN
C ROTATED) THROUGH AN ANGLE Uk ANG RADIAiwS. NUTE
C THAT THE ANGULjAK COURDINATE SISTEM USED IN THIS

,4 C ROUTINE AND IN SHAUL UR SHADLP IS NUT THE
C AERONAUTICAL ANGULAR CUURDINAIE SXSTEM, BUT THEA C TPADITIONAL ALGEBRAIC CUURDINATE SYSI:EM. SINCE
C OU X-1 CUOUINAL SfSI EM HAb bEi4 ROTATED,
C SX AND Sl MUSI 13L HUTAILD BACK( BEfO)RE RET'URNING
C TU THE MAIN ROUTINE.
C SECTUR I CASE

0013 IF'(C.GTf.(C1). OR .S.LTs(SI))G0 TU 10
0U14 SX=-C*CUSE[!
0015 Sy=-s*CtjSLL
001b GO TU 100

C bECTOR III CASE
0011 10 li(C.LT.(C2). OR .S.GT,(S'2))GO 1 20
0018 SX=C*COSEL
0019 SY=S*CUSEL
0020 GO TO IOU

C SECIUli 11 CASE: 2 SUBCASLS
0021 20 IF( (C.LT.0O.ANU.S.LT.0) .OP*(C.LT.0.AND.S.LTo31)

1 .UK.(S.LTO.AND.C.LT.C2))G0 10 30
0021 li(C.GT.(U.7011flGJ TO 25
0023 SX:0.
0U24 6S=-CUSEL
0025 00u TO 100
o02b 25 SX=CUSEL
002/ SY0O.
00213 GU 100u

C SECIUR 1V CASE: 2 SUBCASES
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0029 30 IF(C.LT.(-0.7071))GU TO 350030 SX=O.
0031 SY=-CUSEL
0032 GO TO 10U
0033 35 SX=CUSEL

0034 S=y0.
0035 100 CONTINUE

WE MUST NOW ROTATE OUR LOCAL X-Y COORDINATE
~SYSTEM BACK, SO THAT SX AND SY iLbb BE CONSISTANTj C WITH THE MAIN ROUT£INLS,

003b Y=SY*CUS(ANG)-SX*SIN(ANG)
0037 X=SX*COS(ANG) S¥*SIN(ANG)
0038 SX-X
0039 SY=-f
0040 110 CONTINUE
0041 RETURN
0042 END

'ii

1

]i
-



VAfl;AM 21(71(4.5

NUMnFN NAMiE ,l4E AlikieLs

I SUNL SuLus iL
2 SPDATAI 1100"I b :wL.'CU1,LCL
4 SPA1 .1444 1* ,LCON ,LCL
5 S1(145 i suj U1* , LON ,.LCL

s L , QJCOIA IS 4oL, ,PGIL

NAI TIPL, AU411 S NA415 Sk IP,. A.L1LSS NAM., 1,1-i A UhL"u 54* IfPE ALUILE~l "AML 1,1,. As.-

NAMEL I)VL 4.2,4(5 A4, TPL AU1,1kvI S .APL TIII-AIL lI AUH S 41k1 T11 ;-sLi 4*(, ',A" 4 1 [.LA S

Ci 14:4-1451 C I I* o- CdI (2 ,14 O-QJ021 ELLTAS 1:4 b-4444 [jll *4 4-UI

I 5..1* tS1554 14 4-454 5 4 b.14~ *4 4
4

u4,1,i 4I; 4i: t : 144 U Si4 r*nl~i I-' - uUhj Ar,* j -,J4 j
4~~~~~~ 4A~ 4-,,',u344.4(. AF L ~

--Ib
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oUAMT.ilN /TR:BLOCKSNli

PROGRAM SECTIONS

NUMBER kARE SIZE ATTRIBUTES

I $CO0 I 000054 22 RNICO:,LCL
4 SVARS 000004 2 0w.DCON.LCL

ENTRI POINTS

NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE AUDES NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRES NAME TYPE ADDRKCA

QUANT 1-000000

VARIABLES

NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRESS NAME TYPE ADDRErS NAME MrPE ADDAS

CON RM4 4-000000 ICON 1*2 F-0000044 Z R*4 r-o00002$

TOTAL SPACE ALLOCATED : 000060 24

,LP.LST-QUANT

ii

i ~

5

.1

!U
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0001 SUBROUTINL RCSLP(XLL,YCU,X.ND,g,t4P1X,AZA,
1 bZA,DLN,ICUW',ULLiAP'J

C
C THIS SUbKRUINE CALCULATES ALTITUDES, QUANTIZES
C IhiE ELLVATIUN VALUES, AND) CALCULAILS SLOPES OVER
C A FINE GRID, IN ORDER TO SIMULATE TANAKA'S
C iiLLIEFr CUNIOUR EPR4SENTATIUN (Jf IERRAIN.
C
C 'Ihlb SUbROUTINE IS RESTRICILU TU k8ECTANGULAH Rkc.;IUNS
C 011Hk EDG(ES PARALLEL 1W liE CUORIDIAIE AXES OF THE
C POLYNUMIAL rERRAIN MOELL
C
C PPiU16RAM BY CYRUS TAYLOR
C AUTU-CARTU BR.
C USALTL
C kURT bLLVUIR, VA
C 11 JUNE 1979
C

0002 DIMENSION AZA(1J,bZA(1J,LLVLS(2,2)
0003 COMMON /bOUNUS/XMAXB,'tMAXB,XMINB,YMINB,ELLVB
0004 FNPTSl=FLUAT(NP1X-1)
00! oo(Q1(EU-L)4+YCHYNm*2)FPS
000b DY=(YEND-YCUR.)/FNPISI
0007 SN=Df/DLN
0008 IASCU=0
0009 UX=(XEND-XLL)/FNPTSI
0010 DX2=DX/d.
0011 X1=XLL-UX2
0012 X2:=XLL+D2
0013 Yt1=YCUR-L)X2
0014 Y2=YCUH+DX2

C NOTE THAT WE ASSUME THAT YCUR=YEND, AS wILL BE THE CASE
C kUK ALL CALLS FROM bSLPLP.

001!) CALL ALT(X1,Y1,Z,sN,AZ,BZ,lASCU)
0016 CALL QUANT(Z,ICONJ

0018CALL ALT(X2,Y1 ,Z,SN,AZ,bZ,JASCU)
0019 CALL QUANr(z,ICON)

0020 ELVLS(2,1)=Z
0021 CALL ALT(X1 ,Y2,Z,SN,AZ.HZ,IA5CD)
0022 CALL QUANTr(Z,ICUN)
0023 ELVLS(1,23=Z
0024 CALL ALT(X2,Y2,Z,SN,AZ,BZ, XASCO)
0025 CALL QUANT(Z,iCON)
002o LLVES(2,2)=Z
0027 DO 100 l11NPIX
0028 II.a(/2J0TO 101
0029 AZ:0.5*((ELVES(2,1)-ELVLSL1,1) )e(ELVES(2,2)-ELVES(1,2)))
0030 AZ=AZ/DELTAP
0031 AZA(1)=AZ
0032 BZ=0.5*( (ELVES(1 ,2)-ELVLS(1.1) )4(ELVES(2p2)-ELVES(2,1)))
0033 8Z=8Z/VELTAP
0034 BZA(I)ZZ
0035 X1ZXI+DX
0036 CALL ALT(X1 41 ,Z,SNAZ,BZ, IASCD)
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0047 CALL (.UAt~tZvICui6)

0039 CALL ALtf(X1 ,Yi,Z,bN,AZ,bZ, IASCV)
0040 CALL vUAhl'(Z,ICUN)

0042 U To 100
0043 101 A.(L S( 1-LVS2)4.LEL,)kLL22)
0044 AZ=AZ/DLL1AP
()045 AZA(1]=AZ

('04/ bZ~bZ/UEi~LAP
0048 bZA(l)=bZ
(3049 X1=X1+VX
005u CALL ALJ(X1 ,Y1,Z,6~N,AZ,bZ,lASC0)
0051 CALL QUAfNI(Z.lC~iq)
U052 Evb21z
uob3 CALL ALI.(Al, X2,Z,6tN,AL,BZ, 1AbCVJ
0054 CALL QUANT(Z,iCUN)
0055 EbVES(2,2)~z
oubb 100 CONTINUE
uob/ RECTURN
005b END)



kORTRkAN 00-PLUb Ao2-SIL Is~su~oi di-APR-oi PAGk

RCSLP . IN / T14 bLUC ti/A

PRUORAM SECIIONS

NUMBER NAME 51Szt ATTRLJIEA

I OCUUEI u01400 304 Am,' I,'CONLCL
3 S IDATA 00 0133 4 b1 R*,L.CONLCL
4 0064S ouolloa 3bH. 1) R,CON ,LCL

S aIERR4P 00000b 3 Il:,L,CUN,LCL
ADUUL 000 )24 IC p ',D.DO6*l.

EMORA POINFTS

NAME 7041. ADDRES5S NAMEL TORE 00041.05 NAME TOPE AOI)IESY' NAMnE TIPE ADD*ES& NAM4E TYPE ADDRESS

MCsC . 1-0000

NAME TYPE ADDRESSb NARE TYPE ADDRESS A ME 1PE ADDRESS NAME TYE ASORE~S NAME TYE ADD::E:,
AZ 44:4 H:000 t 44 4:-oflo O1010? F*4 E-~ 4' N51 44 F-OOOo2D 0 A M4 4:0004
002 F 4 4-0000UIU46b DOy k'4 4AU0030 ELEOA k*4 o-000O020, ENPYSI R 4 4-000020 1 12 4 00010:,
1A65C0 1 2 4-00004 ' iCON 0*% t-Dooouo* ,.PIo 0.4 F-uVUoIO* SN R':4 4-000014 XEND AM t:000000
ALE R,)l4 1-000002* 0A006 1Rk4 06000Q AM INO 14 4 0.0000 10 0 K R4 4-000052 02 R4 4-00005b$ * - 000 050 P* 0004 TEN'D p4 4-002 4 kMA P 4 6-000004 YMIO 04 6004
01 I v4 4_o0o 3 ('Q4 4_0C0Nob z R*4 4-00007k

ARRO Os

NAME TORE ADRESS 5I4E UIPEUoS1OYS

0AL0 F*0 100001i4* -U00u4
00.0 f 4 ,*4 U 100 000004(1
ELVELS *4 4000ol 00004,0 b (3,3)

LAbLt S

SAbt.L AIWJADAD L~oEI ADDEESSb LAIL AUDRESS LABEL AUDREAS LABEL ADDRESS

100 1-001350u 101 1-OoN bt

1tUNCTIUSO ANt, 000000i" I 'E EekP uCLL

ALI QCANi ESoRI

00100 SlAk AL ,tCIIEO = 1o14 41b

,LP.LSLOR0DLV

in'A




